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TOWN REPORT
2009-10
GEORGETOWN, MAINE
v Incorporated  13 June 1716, the 10th corporate Town in the State
v Population:  1,042   (2010 Census)
v Area:  18.5 square miles, with 82.77 miles of shorefront
v Churches: Five Islands Baptist Church, on the Old Schoolhouse Road
	   St. Cuthbert’s Episcopal Church, on MacMahan Island
v Government:  Town Meeting and three-member Board of Selectmen
v Library:  Laura E Richards Library, Georgetown Center
v Museum:  Georgetown Historical Society, Bay Point Road
v Post Office:  Georgetown Center, 04548  Telephone 371-2000
	  Window hours:
	   Mondays through Fridays: 9 to 11:30am and 12:30 to 4:15pm
	   Saturdays: 9 to 11:15am
v Recreation:  Reid State Park; Community Center, Five Islands; Playground 
	    and gymnasium, Georgetown Central School
v Registered voters: 906
	  (Democrats 329, Greens 27, Republicans 281, Undeclared 269)
v Roads:  32 miles
v School:  Georgetown Central School (K-6), Bay Point Road  Telephone 371-2160
   Web site: www.georgetown.k12.me.us
v Telephone Service:  371 exchange 
v Town Office:  in the Georgetown Central School  Telephone 371-2820
	   Web site: www.georgetownme.com
	   E-mail:  gtwnme@hotmail.com
	  Office hours for the Town Clerk and Tax Collector:
	   Mondays: 9am to 4pm
	   Tuesdays: 9am to 4pm
	   Wednesdays: 9am to 4pm
	   Thursdays: 9am to 4pm
	   Fridays: 10am to7pm
	  Office hours for the Assistant to the Selectmen:
   Mondays, 9am to noon and 1 to 4pm
	   Tuesdays: 9am to noon and 1 to 4pm
	   Wednesdays: 9am to noon and 1 to 4pm
	   Thursdays: 9am to noon and 1 to 4pm
	  The Selectmen meet the second and fourth Tuesdays, 7pm 
v Transfer Station and Recycling Center, Bay Point Road  Telephone 371-2148
  open on Wednesdays, Saturdays, Sundays, and some holiday Mondays:
   9am to 5pm, May 1 to October 31
   9am to 4pm, November 1 to April 30
YOUR PUBLIC OFFICIALS 
The State Government
O  W Bruce MacDonald, State Representative, House District 61 (elected 2006, 2008, 2010)
Home:  656 Back River Road voice: 663-0570
 Boothbay  ME  04537 
E-mail: bmacdon@roadrunner.com; repbruce.macdonald@legislature.maine.gov
Office:	 House	of	Representatives	 voice:	287-1400
 Augusta  ME  04333-0002 tdd: 287-4469
 House of Representatives Message Center (during sessions) voice: 1-800-423-2900
O Seth Goodall, State Senator, Senate District 19 (elected 2008, 2010)
Home: 5 Church Street voice: 737-4797
 Richmond  ME  04357 
E-mail sagoodall@yahoo.com
Office:	 Senate	Chamber
 Augusta, ME  04333-0003 voice: 287-1515
 Senate Toll Free (during sessions only) voice: 1-800-423-6900
O Paul LePage, Governor (elected 2010)
 The State House
 Augusta  ME  04333 287-3531
The Federal Government
O Chellie Pingree, United States Representative, First District (elected 2008, 2010)
 Portland	Office:	 2	Portland	Fish	Pier	 voice:	774-5019
  Portland  ME  04101 fax: 871-0720
 Washington	Office:	 1630	Longworth	Building	 voice:	1-202-225-6116
  Washington  DC  20515 fax: 1-202-225-5590
 E-mail: rep.chellie.pingree@mail.house.gov
O Olympia Snowe, United States Senator (elected 1994, 2000, 2006)
 Portland	Office:	 3	Canal	Plaza,	Suite	601	 voice:	874-0883
  Portland  ME  04101 fax: 874-7631
 Washington	Office:	 154	Russell	Senate	Office	Building	 voice:	1-202-224-5344
  Washington  DC  20510-1903 fax: 1-202-224-1946
 E-mail:	 olympia@snowe.senate.gov
O Susan Collins, United States Senator (elected 1996, 2002, 2008)
 Portland	Office:		 1	Canal	Plaza,	Suite	802	 voice:	780-3575
  Portland  ME  04101 fax: 828-0380
 Washington	Office:	 461	Dirksen	Senate	Office	Building	 voice:	1-202-224-2523
  Washington  DC  20510-1904 fax: 1-202-224-2693
 E-mail: senator@collins.senate.gov
O Barak Obama, President of the United States (elected 2008)
 The White House
 Washington  DC  20500
	 Public	Comments	Office	 1-202-456-7639
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Annual Report
  of the
	 	 Municipal	Ofﬁcers
  of the Town of
  Georgetown, Maine,
  for	the	ﬁscal	year	ending
  30 June 2010
Jon Hentz was honored as Citizen of the Year 
at the Get-to-Know-Your-Neighbor Party at the 
Georgetown Community Center in March, 2010. 
He serves the Town as Shellfish Warden and as 
an active member of the Georgetown Volunteer 
Fire Department. Rosemary Hentz was herself 
honored as Citizen of the Year in 1997.
Photographer Sue Ludgin took this portrait of Jon 
and his wife at the Get-to-Know-Your-Neighbor Party.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SELECTMEN
Probably the one item that had the biggest impact in Georgetown this 
year was the completion of the new Georgetown/Arrowsic Bridge. Maine 
DOT and Reed and Reed finished construction and held the grand 
opening in October with much fanfare. Now, with the wider bridge, 
residents do not have to be concerned when they meet large trucks while 
crossing.
The Selectmen met several times with the County Commissioners to try 
to find a solution to the communication problems that have plagued the 
Fire Department. That is still a work in progress.
I have the greatest admiration for all of our board and committee 
members who conduct the Town’s business. Georgetown has been very 
fortunate to have the dedication of those who follow through on the 
issues from illegal structures and oil spills to trying to convince the State 
to honor past promises.
Some of the properties in Town that we have dealt with have proven 
troublesome.  We discovered that the Town does not own the Wood Lot.  
We do own the Eileen Stevenson lot but need a road to access it.  
The Code Officer and Harbormaster have taken their charges and have 
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helped the Town enforce our laws fairly, and the Selectmen are grateful 
to them for their work.
  
I had the privilege of presenting the Boston Post Cane to Christiania 
Stevens at her residence in Winship Green with all of her children present.
The Selectmen hired a new Assistant this year. Mary McDonald had been 
our Treasurer for several years now and she was the obvious choice when 
the position became available. Her transition has been as smooth as any 
could be —there are always a few surprises. She is doing a superb job 
keeping the meetings in line and on task. Welcome aboard, Mary!
 Charles Collins
 Chair
 Board of Selectmen
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Dear Residents of Georgetown,
It is my great pleasure and honor to serve a second term as your State Senator 
during the 125th session of the Maine State Legislature. In January, the newly 
elected Legislature, along with a new chief executive, Governor Paul LePage, 
began work on legislation across all areas of government, including the two-
year budget that funds state government, as well as providing assistance to 
municipalities and schools.
This year elected officials and policy-makers are overwhelming focused on 
working with the private sector to help our economy grow. Like the rest of the 
nation, Maine’s economy is beginning to show signs of growth, but revenues 
continue to lag from the global recession, resulting in an estimated $800 million 
shortfall at the state level. At the time of your town meeting the Legislature will 
have either completed or be nearly complete with the next two-year budget. In 
order to address this financial challenge, the Legislature has worked to seek 
additional efficiencies, while crafting solutions that minimize the impacts of cuts.
This Legislative session, I was reappointed to the Joint Select Committee on 
the Environment and Natural Resources, as well as being appointed to the 
Joint Select Committee on Regulatory Fairness and Reform. The Environment 
and Natural Resources Committee handles the majority of environmental 
legislation and regulation, while working to strike the right balance between the 
environment and the economy. In addition to the well-being of our health and 
environment, this balance is extremely important to the Maine brand, tourism, 
and our natural resources, all of which employ hundreds of thousands across the 
state and help our economy thrive. 
The Town of Georgetown is a wonderful community that I am proud to represent. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions, concerns, or if you are 
need of assistance with the government. I can be reached by email at seth@
sethgoodall.com or by phone either at home (737-4797) or at the State Capitol 
(287-1515).
Sincerely,
Senator Seth Goodall
Senate District 19 
Sagadahoc County and Dresden
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COUNTY OF SAGADAHOC
  COMMISSIONER CAROL A. GROSE   
.District 2 – Bowdoinham, Georgetown, Phippsburg, Richmond and Woolwich          
             
Citizens of Georgetown,
It has been my honor and pleasure this past year to serve the citizens of Georgetown as a Sagadahoc County 
Commissioner.  Even after two years on the Board, I remain amazed at the County’s broad scope of services and the 
complexities involved in overseeing them.  I encourage interested persons to attend Board of Commissioners’ meetings 
which are held the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month at 2:00 p.m. at the County Administrative Offices (behind 
the Courthouse) at 33 Court Street, Bath, Maine.  (For details, call 443-8202.)
The Commissioners are always mindful of the impact the County tax assessment has on Sagadahoc municipalities. 
The Board is very pleased that, without impairing the quality of services provided, the County has not increased the 
tax levy in four years.  As the Commissioners create the 2011-2012 budget, they remain committed to minimizing any 
increase in the levy.
During 2010, the County’s many activities and accomplishments included:  Administration - created a new website 
at www.sagcounty.com which is frequently updated and expanded to keep the public informed;   Probate Court - 
processed 620 filings and became one of the first in the State to offer CourtCall service which allows attorneys to 
attend court hearings by phone at no cost to the County; Emergency Management Agency – coordinated the public 
school pandemic flu shot program, planned and implemented regional emergency training and mass casualty exercises, 
assisted local EMA Directors in meeting federal emergency preparedness requirements, obtained Homeland Security 
and other public safety grants, and worked closely with area emergency responder organizations, and public health 
agencies including the Sagadahoc County Board of Health.
Although the State has not yet made its final decisions about reducing the number of Public Safety Answering Points 
(PSAPs), it appears that the Sagadahoc County Regional Communication Center’s status as a PSAP may be 
secure.  In 2010 and continuing into 2011, the Communications and EMA Directors worked diligently to improve radio 
transmission/reception for emergency responders by adding two additional communications transmission towers to 
Sagadahoc’s two existing tower sites.  The addition of the two tower sites is expected to eliminate many of the County’s 
communication dead zones – an improvement that is crucial to the safety of Sagadahoc residents.  
Last year an extra Sagadahoc County court session was added to the District Attorney’s Office schedule and the 
DA staff handled an unprecedented number of court cases.  As the end of 2010 approached, the Registrar of Deeds 
Office reported that deed and mortgage recordings were on an upward swing – a good sign of a recovering economy. 
Throughout the course of 2010, the Sheriff’s Office Patrol was able to conduct focused OUI, underage drinking. and 
seatbelt details with the cost of manpower being funded by several State grants The Detective Division maintained an 
exceptionally high case solve rate while the Civil Division stepped up its pace by serving an unprecedented number 
of civil documents to Sagadahoc residents..  Despite the turmoil that continued to surround the State’s consolidated 
corrections legislation, the County’s Prisoner Transport Division performed in a stellar manner throughout the year. 
In order that I may represent constituents effectively, it is important that I am aware of your questions and concerns. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me at 319-5290.
Sincerely,
Carol A. Grose, Chair of the Sagadahoc County Board of Commissioners 
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ELECTED TOWN OFFICERS, 2009-10
 
MODERATOR
 Andy Roth-Wells
SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS, AND OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
 Charles W Collins, 2010, Chair
 Geoffrey W Birdsall, 2011
 William F Plummer IV, 2012
TREASURER
 Mary McDonald
TOWN CLERK AND TAX COLLECTOR
 Catherine Collins
ROAD COMMISSIONER
 Dale Savoie
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
 Donald Cowing, 2010
 Kristin Malin, 2011, Chair
 Nina Roth-Wells, 2012
TOWN-OWNED PROPERTY MANAGEMENT BOARD
 A Myrick Freeman, 2010, Chair
 Bruce Blessington, 2011
 Bronwen Tudor, 2012
CEMETERY DISTRICT TRUSTEES
 Claire Reynolds, 2010, Chair
 Harold L White, 2010
 Georgia Kennett, 2011
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APPOINTED TOWN OFFICERS, 2009-10
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER: Larry Mann
ASSESSOR: William Van Tuinen, Madison
ASSISTANT TO THE SELECTMEN: Donald Ludgin, Mary McDonald
ATTORNEY: Carl W Stinson, Bath
AUDITOR: David Shorette, Portland
BALLOT CLERKS: Democratic: Amanda Campbell
   Kristin Coombs
   Shannon Grady
   Rosemary Hentz
   Donald Ludgin
  Jeanne Bailey McGowan
  Patricia Thibodeau
  Kate Winne
  Green Independent: Rosalie Paul
   Katherine MacKy
  Republican: Jennifer Beaulieu
   Joyce Devito
  Leona Dufour
  Ruth Francis
  Mary McDonald
  Marnie Stevens
  Sharon Trabona
  Norma Vining
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER: Robert Trabona
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK AND TAX COLLECTOR: Claudia Hayward
DIRECTOR, EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT:  Jim Peavey
DIRECTOR, TOWN OFFICE GALLERY: Claire Darrow
ELECTION WARDEN: Catherine Collins
FIRE CHIEF: Larry Mann
FOREST WARDEN: Reed Fulton
HARBORMASTER: George Dufour
HEALTH OFFICER: Jane Whittaker
PLUMBING INSPECTOR: Robert Trabona
REGISTRAR OF VOTERS: Catherine Collins
SHELLFISH WARDEN: Jon L Hentz
SURVEYOR OF WOOD AND BARK: James Bean
TOWN OFFICE CUSTODIAN: David Knauber
BOARD OF APPEALS: David Fluharty, 2010
  George Horne, 2011
  John L Swift, 2011
  Ole Jaeger, 2012
  Lindsay Dorney, 2013
  Kate MacKay, 2014, Chair
CONSERVATION COMMISSION: Normand Richard, 2010
  David Tudor, 2010
  Kate MacKay, 2011
  Steven Mace, 2012, Chair
FINANCIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE: Richard DeVito, 2010
  Jim Paterson, 2010
  David Moyes, 2011
  Robert Trabona, 2011, Chair
  Jack Swift, 2012
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APPOINTED TOWN OFFICERS (continued)
HARBOR COMMITTEE: Alex Hadden, 2010
  John Teller, 2010, Chair
  Rich Start, 2011
  Art Tibbetts, 2011
  Peteris Kruze, 2012
  David Moyes, 2012
  Howard Heald, 2012, alternate 
PLANNING BOARD: John Evans, 2010, Chair
  Stuart Carlisle, 2011
  Jack Schneider, 2011, alternate
  John Jones, 2012
  Bud Grant, 2013
  Tom McCandless, 2013, alternate
  Rick Freeman, 2014
RECREATION COMMITTEE: Mark Donovan, 2010, Chair
  Joyce DeVito, 2011
  Lisa Reece, 2011
  Shawn Crosson, 2012
  Theresa Pinkham, 2012
SHELLFISH CONSERVATION COMMITTEE: Michael Rubin, 2010
  Cem Giray, 2010, alternate
  Chad Campbell, 2011, Chair
  Robert Hasenfus, 2011
  Chris Warner, 2011, alternate
  John A Holt, 2012, alternate
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE: Ole Jaeger, 2010
  Sharon Trabona, 2010
  Alison Freeman, 2011
  David Polito, 2011
  Karren Cowing, 2012
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REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town Officer Salaries
Appropriation  $  89,445.00
Balance brought forward Sick / vacation fund $  6,156.63
Total Appropriation  $89,445.00
   
Paid to: Charles Collins, Selectman, Chair 3,500.00
 Geoffrey Birdsall, Selectman 3,000.00
 Dolores Pinette, Selectman 3,000.00
 Catherine Collins, Town Clerk and Tax Collector 15,400.00
 Mary McDonald, Accountant and Treasurer 17,800.00
 Mary McDonald, Assistant to the Selectmen 21,063.00
 Donald Ludgin, Assistant to the Selectmen,  Trainor 3,120.25
 Claudia Hayward, Deputy Clerk and Tax Collector 7,640.39
 Vacation and sick pay* 3,804.31
 A Myrick Freeman, member of TOPMB 400.00
 Bronwen Tudor, member of TOPMB 400.00
 Bruce Blessington, member of TOPMB 400.00
 Catherine Collins, Registrar 150.00
  Total spent 79,677.95
  Unexpended 9,767.05
Paid from Sick / vacation fund:*
 *James Coombs, Transfer Station (12V) 1,128.00
 *Mark French, Transfer Station (11V, 17S) 2,016.00
 *Claudia Hayward, Deputy Clerk and Tax Collector  (6V) 399.00
 *Donald Ludgin, Asst to the Selectmen (2.5V) 261.31
 Sick / vacation time fund carried forward  to 2010-11 6,344.89
Election Expense
Appropriation  $1,100.00
Paid to: Amanda Campbell, Election Clerk 39.38
 Catherine Collins, Election Warden 97.50
 Claudia Hayward, Election Clerk / Warden 225.63
 Kristin Coombs, Election Clerk 48.75
 Joyce DeVito, Election Clerk 116.25
 Leona Dufour, Election Clerk 48.75
 Donald Ludgin, Election Clerk 221.25
 Mary McDonald, Election Clerk 15.00
 Jeanne McGowan, Election Clerk 43.13
 Rosalie Tyler Paul, Election Clerk 24.38
 Marnie Stevens, Election Clerk 43.13
 Patricia Thibodeau, Election Clerk 103.13
 Sharon Trabona, Election Clerk 174.38
 Katherine Winne, Election Clerk 78.75
 Marks Printing (voter registration cards, nomination papers) 34.70
 Staples (ballots for municipal election) 74.75
  Total spent  $1,388.86
  Overexpended  $288.86
Town Office Expense
Appropriation  $21,192.00
Received: (note only)
 Map / Copier sales 460.03
 Liquor ad reimbursements 187.36
 Total Appropriation  $21,192.00
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Paid to: Postmaster, Georgetown 1,376.49
 Bath Savings (bank charges) 773.59
 Trio Software Corp (maintenance agreement) 3,595.41
 Intuit (payroll subscription for Quickbooks) 349.00
 McAfee (virus protection) 118.08
 Office supplies and paper 2,053.32
 Treasurer supplies  (checks, forms) 347.97
 Excel Copier Service (repair) 317.50
 Catherine Collins, Mileage 180.90
 Mary McDonald, Mileage 269.10
 David Knauber (custodian) 2,100.00
 Custodial supplies 30.70
 Maine Municipal Assoc. / MMTCTA (convention, training) 285.00
 Kennebec Fire (maint) 85.00
 Paul Barabe (repairs - bathroom) 567.20
 The Times Record (advertising) 2,047.28
 Oil / Heat (from school) 1,500.00
 Central Maine Power 892.91
 AT&T / Fairpoint  2,618.29
 Office Equipment Reserve Fund 0.00
 Maintenance and Repair Reserve Fund 3,000.00
  Total spent  $22,507.74
  Overexpended  $1,315.74
Office Equipment Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 7,260.57
Maintenance and Repair Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/09 5,476.03
Transfer in   3,000.00
Transfer out for heating issue - Thayer Corp 2,240.57
Maintenance and Repair Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 6,235.46
Tax Collection Expense
Appropriation  $2,200.00
Paid to: Catherine Collins (lien fees) 99.00
 Postmaster, Georgetown 470.90
 Registrar of Deeds, Sagadahoc County     767.00
 Hygrade Business Group (printing tax bills) 502.68
 Wise Business Forms (mailing tax bills) 407.80
 Documented Boat Excise Tax Stickers 10.00
  Total spent  $2,257.38
  Overexpended  $57.38
Contingency
Appropriation  $4,000.00
Paid to: Associated Appraisers (Stevenson lot) 475.00
 Albert Frick Associates (Stevenson lot soil evaluation) 300.00
 James McGowan (moderator) 50.00
  Total spent  $825.00
  Unexpended  $3,175.00
Town Report
Appropriation  $3,500.00
Paid to: Copy Shop (printing) 1,725.00
 Donald Ludgin (editing) 150.00
  Total spent  $1,875.00
  Unexpended  $1,625.00
Town Audit
Appropriation  $7,400.00
Paid to: Purdy Powers & Co 8,575.00
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  Total spent  $8,575.00
  Overexpended  $1,175.00
Town Counsel
Appropriation  $15,000.00
Paid to: Stinson Law Offices 19,909.42
 Brann & Isaacson 731.50
  Total spent  $20,640.92
  Overexpended  $5,640.92
Maine Municipal Association
Appropriation  $1,550.00
Paid to: Maine Municipal Association Dues 1460.00
 MTCCA (Cathy, Claudia) 40.00
 MTCTA (Cathy, Mary, Claudia) 45.00
 LSCMCA (Cathy, Claudia) 20.00
 MTCMA (Mary) 40.00
  Total spent  $1,605.00
  Overexpended  $55.00
Maine Revised Statutes
Appropriation  $500.00
Paid to: Thomson West 462.00
  Total spent  $462.00
  Unexpended  $38.00
Property Mapping Update
Appropriation  $1,500.00
Paid to: John E O’Donnell & Associates (copies of small maps) 260.50
 John E O’Donnell & Associates (tax maps)  1,100.00
 Registrar of Deeds, Sagadahoc County 93.25
  Total spent  $1,453.75
  Unexpended  $46.25
Property Assessing
Appropriation  $8,500.00
Paid to: William E Van Tuinen  6,395.00 
  Total spent  $6,395.00
  Unexpended  $2,105.00
Property Assessing Reserve
Appropriation  $10,000.00
 Transfer to Reserve Fund  10,000.00
Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 55,000.00
Social Security  – Town Share
Appropriation  $12,713.00
Paid to: EFTPS (FICA) 11,813.95
  Total spent  $11,813.95
  Unexpended  $899.05
Workers Compensation
Appropriation  $4,000.00
Paid to: Maine Municipal Association 9,033.70
 Charged to Georgetown School Department -4,608.00
 Total spent  $4,425.70
 Overexpended  $425.70
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Other Insurances
Appropriation  $20,000.00
Paid to: Cross Insurance (public officials liability)  1,000.00 
 Cross Insurance (general liability)  2,690.00 
 Cross Insurance (fire dept vehicle liability) 3,938.00 
 Cross Insurance (commercial property) 11,838.00 
 Total spent  $19,466.00
 Unexpended  $534.00
Miscellaneous Town Expenses 
Appropriation  $300.00
Paid to: NE Security System (maintenance plan) 90.90 
 Maine Municipal Association  (updated manuals) 30.00 
 Georgetown School Dept  (FEMA 2008 storm - state) 150.00 
 GVFD (FEMA 2008 storm - state) 195.22 
 GVFD (FEMA 2010 storm - fed) 729.47 
 Bath Savings Institution (interest) 1,494.85 
 Register of Deeds, Sagadahoc County 23.00 
 Total spent  $2,713.44
 Overexpended  $2,413.44
   
First Baptist Church
Appropriation  $2,500.00
Paid to: Frank Piechowski (mowing) 252.00 
 Central Maine Power 830.95 
 Kaler Oil Company (cleaning) 156.75 
 Kaler Oil Company (fuel) 1,710.17 
 Total spent  $2,949.87
 Overexpended  $449.87
   
First Baptist Church Reserve
Appropriation  $2,000.00
 Transfer to Reserve Fund  2,000.00 
Reserve Fund Balance,  6/30/2010 36,557.50
Volunteers of America
Appropriation  $500.00
Paid to:  Program has ended; Total spent  $0.00
  Unexpended  $500.00
Water Access Reserve
Appropriation  $3,000.00
Reserve Fund Balance,  6/30/2010 9,000.00
Generator Evaluation Reserve
Appropriation  $1,000.00
Reserve Fund Balance,  6/30/2010 3,000.00
   
Planning Board
Appropriation  $660.00
Paid to: Staples (tapes) 47.94
  Total spent  $47.94
  Unexpended  $612.06
   
Board of Appeals
Appropriation  $1,600.00
Paid to: Kristin Malin (secretarial work) 335.00
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 Donald Ludgin (secretarial work) 325.00
 Kate MacKay (mileage) 52.92
 Maine Municipal Association (training) 80.00
  Total spent  $792.92
  Unexpended  $807.08 
Conservation Commission
Appropriation  $1,087.00
 Grant carry forward 586.90
Total appropriation  $1,087.00
Paid to: Coastal Clean Up ( postage for forms, thank you notes) 21.59
 Great Gatherings - Coastal Waters Conference  35.00
 GHS (building rental - returned to Town) 50.00
 Lamotte Company (water testing supplies) 20.95
 MEACC Dues 125.00
 Stephen Mace (back-up drive) 15.74
  Total spent  $268.28
  Unexpended  $818.72
Grant carried forward to 2010-11 586.90
   
Town-Owned Property Management Board
Appropriation  $58,335.00 
Received:   (note only)
 Rents (Five Islands Fisheries / Five Islands Seafood) 39,000.00
 Island Home Club (ROW) 1,000.00
 Carolyn Perry (well usage) 50.00
 Sheepscot Bay Boat (sign lease 09 and 10) 200.00
 Richards Library (rent for 2007-08) 2.00
 Richards Library (rent for 2009-14) 5.00
 Commercial user fees  6,225.00
 Commercial tie up fees  800.00
 Recreational tie up fees 1,575.00
 Island Home Club (donation) 200.00
 Transfer in from Reserve fund for wharf repairs 11,055.00
Total Appropriation  $58,335.00
Paid to: Pine Tree Engineering (survey, inspection) 3,132.50
 Sunset Sign Inc. (sign for Todd’s Landing) 331.00
 Fournier Steel  (sign post for Todd’s Landing) 600.00
 Riley Donovan (wharf clean up) 150.00
 Pine Tree Waste (clean up at wharf) 497.35
 Perma Line (handicap sign at wharf) 24.58
 Island Survey (research, survey, woodlot) 1,580.00
 Sally Davis (legal research, woodlot) 500.00
 Savoie  & Sons Landscape, Inc. (plowing) 450.00
 George Dufour, Harbormaster, (ordinance enforcement) 672.00
 Chris White (balance on wharf building project) 13,145.00
 Lonnie’s Hydraulic (spring service, fall takeout service) 1,010.00
 Wyman and Simpson (bracing under wharf) 16,795.00
 Wyman and Simpson (replacing existing bracing) 5,700.00
 Terry Ross (repairs) 2,922.42
 Atlantic Mechanical (removal/cleaning - rec floats) 1,790.00
 Atlantic Mechanical (install floats and service) 3,650.00
 Elite Residential (repairs) 540.00
 Jack Williams (repairs) 950.00
 Sheepscot River Mooring and Marine Service (crate ramp) 750.00
 Central Maine Power 563.39
 The Times Record (advertising bids) 463.20
 Postmaster, Georgetown (stamps) 17.60
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 New England Label (comm user/skiff permits) 445.61
 State of Maine (submerged land lease) 150.00
 Mainemoss, Inc (Todd’s Landing repair) 572.00
 Mainemoss, Inc (parking lot in Five Islands) 956.00
  Total spent  $58,357.65
  Overexpended  $22.65
Wharf Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 60,268.00
Parking Lot Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 4,634.00
Todd’s Landing Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 3,150.00
COMMON SCHOOLS
The following figures are provided by the School Committee and are taken from Exhibit C of the audit of 
its books as of June 30, 2010, completed by William H. Brewer, Certified Public Accountant, of Bath, on  
January 11, 2011.  Copies of the complete audit report are available at the Georgetown Central School  
office, at the Town Office, and the Augusta School Department in Augusta.
     variance
     favorable
   budget actual  (unfavorable)
REVENUES
Local allocation 1,516,917.00 1,516,917.00 $0.00
Intergovernmental revenues   72,724.00 10,1813.12 $29,089.12
ARRA Subsidy 0.00 14,544.74 $14,544.74
MaineCare  0.00 7275.89 $7,275.89
Tuition   98,238.00 129,231.14 $30,993.14
Other   0.00 2,013.82 $2,013.82
Intergovernmental on-behalf payments 0.00 126,974.67 $126,974.67
TOTAL REVENUES $1,687,879.00  $1,898,770.38  $210,891.38
EXPENDITURES
Regular Program
 Board of Education  21,345.00 9,848.73 $11,496.27
 Office of Superintendent 37,360.00 49,941.54 ($12,581.54)
 Office of the Principal 138,033.27 128,441.10 $9,592.17
 Instruction - Elemetary 747,241.01 683,201.63 $64,039.38
 Instruction - Secondary 216,991.00 195,645.95 $21,345.05
 Improvement of Instruction Services 33,777.00 32,081.34 $1,695.66
 Health Services 12,699.04 8,890.78 $3,808.26
 Library 32,027.57 31,739.37 $288.20
 Technology 56,532.57 38,577.15 $17,955.42
 Student Support Services 8,874.00 7,180.66 $1,693.34
 Operation and Maintenance 152,468.98 141,622.17 $10,846.81
 Guidance 33,477.73 33,348.47 $129.26
 Transportation 110,848.00 101,512.61 $9,335.39
 Food Service 31,561.00 31,571.00 ($10.00)
 Student Assessment 1,500.00 1,500.00 $0.00
 Special Services Administration 11,200.00 11,613.69 ($413.69)
 Gifted and Talented 6,579.13 7,011.27 ($432.14)
Special Education Instruction 235,363.26 194,973.55 $40,389.71
Maine State Retirement on Behalf Payments 0.00 126,974.67 ($126,974.67)
ARRA Expenses  14,544.74 ($14,544.74)
Total Expenditures $1,887,878.56  $1,850,220.42  $37,658.14
Excess of Revenues over (under) expenditures ($199,999.56) $48,549.96  $248,549.52
Fund Balance, July 1, 2009 $199,999.56  $174,322.82  ($25,676.74)
Fund Balance, June 30, 2010 $0.00  $222,872.78  $222,872.78
Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10   $40,985.50 
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PROTECTION
Fire Department
Appropriation  $69,500.00
Paid to: Fire Department Stipends 5,413.46
 Ambulance Attendant Stipends 6,515.92
 Training / Maintenance Stipends 6,312.67
 Firefighter Training (not payroll related) 0.00
 Fire Department Administrative Time 700.69
 Vehicle Maintenance 2,119.37
 Midcoast Hospital (Advanced Life Support) 8,500.00
 Transfer to Emergency Vehicle Reserve 25,000.00
Five Islands Firehouse Maintenance
Paid to: Northeast Security (maintenance agreement) 264.00
 Northeast Security (heat detector issue) 215.58
 Georgetown Volunteer Fire Dept (cleaning) 520.42
 Transfer to Five Islands Station Reserve 8,000.00
  Total spent  $63,562.11
  Unexpended  $5,937.89
Emergency Vehicle Reserve Fund Balance,  6/30/09 37,032.36
Transfer in  25,000.00
Emergency Vehicle Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 62,032.36
Five Islands Station Reserve Fund Balance , 6/30/10 8,000.00
Street Lights
Appropriation  $2,750.00
Paid to: Central Maine Power 2,663.99
  Total spent  $2,663.99
  Unexpended  $86.01
Street Signs
Appropriation  $150.00
Paid to: Perma Line (signs) 98.04
  Total spent  $98.04
  Unexpended  $51.96
   
Animal Control
Appropriation  $1,995.00
Received: (note only)
 Town Clerk (dog licenses) 387.00
 Town Clerk (dog late fines/fees) 975.00
Total Appropriation  $1,995.00
Paid to: Coastal Humane Society 1,320.00
 Larry Mann (ACO wages, mileage) 204.50
 Postmaster, Georgetown 16.24
 Total spent  $1,540.74
 Unexpended  $454.26
Code Enforcement
Appropriation  $9,550.00
Received: (note only) 
 Building Permits 2,850.00
 Floodplain Permits 100.00
 Plumbing Permits 4,396.00
 Septic Surcharge (owed to state) 240.00
Total Appropriation  $9,550.00
Paid to: Robert Trabona, Code Enforcement Officer 2,500.00
 Robert Trabona, mileage and expenses 920.88
 Robert Trabona, training 15.00
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 Robert Trabona, Building Permits 1,400.00
 Robert Trabona, Plumbing Permits 3,447.00
 Robert Trabona, Floodplain Permits 100.00
 Treasurer, State of Maine (share of plumbing permits) 1,099.00
 Treasurer, State of Maine (septic fees) 240.00
  Total spent  $9,721.88
  Overexpended  $171.88
Moorings and Harbor Management
Appropriation  $9,643.00
Received:  (note only)
 Town Clerk (mooring fees) 11,506.00
 Kent Berry - sale of Strater boat 1.00
 Certified mailing fees 115.68
Total Appropriation  $9,643.00
Paid to: George Dufour, Harbormaster 2,922.00
 George Dufour, expenses 576.07
 George Dufour, training, dues 225.00
 Herb Freeman (storing no-wake buoys) 530.00
 Hamilton Marine (2 slow no-wake buoys) 404.78
 Postmaster, Georgetown 368.04
 Robinhood Marine Center (seasonal dockage) 731.52
 Robinhood Marine Center / Sheepscot Bay Boat (fuel) 449.39
 Yankee Marine (hauling Night Music) 500.00
 Transfer to Harbor Reserve Fund 800.00
  Total spent  $7,506.80
  Unexpended  $2,136.20
Harbor Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 10,973.00
Shellfish Conservation
Appropriation  (note only)  $13,875.00
Balances brought forward     
 Beal Island  3,187.48
 Holt Grant  1,032.00
Received: (note only)
 Town Clerk (clam licenses) 6,501.00
 Jay Holt (sifting table, Salty) 50.00
Total Appropriation   $13,875.00
Paid to: Jon L Hentz, Shellfish Warden 7,983.52
 Jon L Hentz, mileage and expenses 2,551.05
 Jon L Hentz, uniforms and equipment 697.91
 Chad Campbell (water testing) 775.00
 Jon Hentz  (water testing) 450.00
 Robert Trabona (shoreline survey) 156.25
 Salty supplies (partially covered by Jay Holt) 74.14
 The Times Record (advertising) 301.85
  Total spent  $12,989.72
  Unexpended  $885.28
Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 8,498.63
Carry Forward Beal Island and Holt Grants to 2010-11 4,219.48
SANITATION
Transfer Station
Appropriation  $145,045.00
Paid to: James Coombs, attendant  14,946.02
 Mark French, assistant attendant     10,750.50
 Alison Freeman, attendant  1,359.88
 William Husson, attendant  1,644.76
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 Joanne Vallade, attendant 86.00
 Jake Wilson, attendant 172.00
 James Coombs (reimburse safety supplies) 175.08
 Mark French (reimburse safety supplies) 41.99
 James Coombs (reimburse tire disposal, shovel) 31.63
 James Riley (refrigerator disposal) 40.00
 MRRA (conference Alison) 125.00
 Central Maine Power 426.65
 Modern Pest Control 804.00
 Ideal Septic Systems 568.31
 Fairpoint Communications 444.92
 Treasurer, State of Maine (solid waste annual reporting fee) 127.00
 Treasurer, State of Maine (storage facility license fee) 247.00
 Bryan Buck (new gate) 1,850.00
 Muhtsyr Yee (drilling holes in containers) 200.00
 The Times Record (advertising for attendants) 254.08
 The Valley Company (compactor repairs, service call) 882.55
 Jack Williams (repairs) 300.00
 Transfer to Equipment Reserve Fund 4,000.00
Solid Waste
Paid to: City of Bath 56,871.00
 RC Rogers & Sons, Inc. 20,162.00
Universal / Household Hazardous Waste
Paid to: City of Bath (HHHW event) 891.78
 Town of Brunswick (HHHW event) 88.83
 Universal Recycling  (Universal HW) 677.93
Recycling
Paid to: Lincoln County Recycling  3865.80
  Total spent  $122,034.71
  Unexpended  $23,010.29
Equipment Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 32,000.00
TOWN ROADS
Appropriation  $830,750.00
Received: (note only)
 Auto excise tax  184,560.85
 State of Maine 33,600.00
 Carry Forward from 2008-09 previously committed 121,125.60
 Proceeds from Road Paving Loan  511,150.00
Total Appropriation  $830,750.00
Paving
Paid to: Bay Point Rd paving (Harry Crooker)  390,160.00
 Bay Point Rd culverts (Savoie & Son) 27,712.50
 Bay Point Rd shimming, shouldering (Savoie & Son) 29,239.00
 Bay Point Rd drilling/blasting (T.E. Gould) 9,200.00
 Bay Point Rd mats, traffic control (Savoie & Son) 7,537.50
 Bay Point Rd gravel/shoulders (Labbe, Bisson, Crooker) 25,247.57
 Bay Point Rd gravel (Frank Jr & Son Trucking) 8,085.50
 Bay Point Rd culverts, hay, stakes (Ames Supply) 7,055.34
 Bay Point Rd saws, blowers  (Kennebec Equipment Rental) 389.75
 Indian Point Rd paving (Crooker) (c/o from 08-09) 121,125.60
 Indian Point Rd shoulders (Savoie & Son) 12,474.00
 Little Sheepscot Rd gravel, reclaim (Labbe, Crooker) 10,516.20
 Little Sheepscot Rd culverts, seed, hay (Ames Supply) 3,196.80
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 Little Sheepscot Rd grading (Reno’s Excavation) 2,700.00
 Little Sheepscot Rd culverts, ditching  (Savoie & Son) 46,740.00
 Little Sheepscot Rd cutting pavement (Savoie & Son) 2,465.00
 Little Sheepscot Rd saws, blowers  (Kennebec Equipment) 500.00
 North End Rd  gravel, reclaim (Labbe, Crooker) 2,075.52
 North End Rd cutting pavement (Savoie & Son) 700.00
 North End Rd culverts, hay, seed (Ames Supply) 4,468.10
 North End Rd culverts, ditching, (Savoie & Son) 17,357.50
  Total Paving  $728,945.88
Repairs and Maintenance
 Lucas Striping  3,273.60
 Reno’s Excavation (grading Flying Pt, North End, Webber) 1,440.00
 TE Gould (blasting North End Rd) 4,200.00
 Savoie & Son (Five Isl, North End, IP, KP, Ledgemere rds) 27,463.00
 Savoie & Son (Jewett Rd) 2,500.00
 Savoie & Son   (misc work) 19,569.00
 Savoie & Son   (clean up for storm-related damage) 17,704.00
 Jack Williams  (mowing roadsides) 3,000.00
 Harry Crooker, Ray Labbe  (reclaim, cold patch, gravel) 16,638.99
 Ames Supply  (culverts, hay, silt fences, grass seed) 5,105.05
  Total Maintenance  $100,893.64
Other
 Loan Payments 137974.68
 Federal Publishers (Compliance Journall) 278.50
 Dept of Transporation (training) 40.00
  Total spent  $968,132.70
  Overexpended  $137,382.70
 This is covered by the Carry forward (by auditor) and FEMA funds
Snow Removal
Appropriation  $149,000.00
Paid to: Mainemoss Inc. 149,000.00
  Total spent  $149,000.00
  Unexpended  $0.00
   
HEALTH, WELFARE, AND RECREATION
General Assistance
Appropriation  $8,000.00
Received: (note only)
 State of Maine (GA reimbursement) 1,720.68
Total Appropriation  $8,000.00
 Paid to: General Assistance requests 3,441.32
  Total spent  $3,441.32
  Unexpended  $4,558.68
Recreation Committee
Appropriation  $8,100.00
Received: (note only)
 State of Maine (State Park Fee) 5,064.41
 Snowmobile fees 278.04
Total Appropriation  $8,100.00
Paid to: Get to Know Your Neighbor Party:
 The Robinhood Free Meetinghouse, caterer 1,229.00
 Postage, flowers, supplies,  engraving (J Devito) 69.30
 MainSweets (gift certificates) 100.00
 Blessing of the Fleet Music (Bob Knowles) 400.00
 Ad Wear (t-shirts for blessing of fleet prizes) 200.00
 Parade (food, supplies, t-shirts, Joyce Devito, Ad Wear) 849.71
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 Camp Scholarships (Thibodeau, McDonald, Auchter) 450.00
 Halloween Party (reimburse supplies  to GCC ) 101.20
 Meet the Candidates (water, cookies) 58.68
 Christmas Party (presents, food, trees) 194.45
 Maine Basketball (tickets) 395.00
 Portland Pirates (tickets) 250.00
 Skating  (Bowdoin College) 300.00
 Skating  (food for skating at Bowdoin College) 122.46
 Superbowl Party (Bracketts) 260.60
 Bike Rodeo (Bracketts Mkt, Joyce Devito) 275.80
 Five Islands Tennis Courts  Central Maine Power 130.83
 Swim Lessons (Bath Area YMCA) 370.00
 Transfer to Tennis Court Reserve 1,000.00
  Total spent  $6,757.03
  Unexpended  $1,342.97
Tennis Court Reserve Fund Balance, 6/30/10 1,000.00
Richards Library
Appropriation  $2,000.00
Paid to: Richards Library 2,000.00
 Richards Library (insurance reimbursement received) 11,619.61
 Total spent  $13,619.61
 Overexpended  $11,619.61
Town Social Services Donations
Appropriation  $30,980.00 
Paid to: Bath Area Food Bank 450.00
 Bath Area Senior Citizens  800.00
 Big Brothers / Big Sisters 500.00
 Children’s Center 300.00
 Coastal Trans 550.00
 Community Health and Nursing Services (CHANS) 350.00
 Elmhurst, Inc. 800.00
 Hospice of MidCoast Maine 1,200.00
 Midcoast Maine Community Action 525.00
 Patten Free Library 15,861.00
 Spectrum Generations 920.00
 Sweetser 1,224.00
 Georgetown Community Center 7,500.00
  Total spent  $30,980.00
  Unexpended  $0.00
CEMETERIES
Appropriation  $5,104.00
Received: (note only)
 Lot Sales 0.00
 Cemetery Trust Fund Interest 500.00
Total Appropriation  $5,104.00
Paid to: Frank Piechowski  (Mowing) 4206.00
 Georgia Kennett (Manager) 250.00
 Transfer to Trust Fund (Lot sales) 0.00
  Total spent  $4,456.00
  Unexpended  $648.00
MISCELLANEOUS
County Tax
Appropriation  $813,626.00
Paid to:  Treasurer, Sagadahoc County  813,626.00
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  Total spent  $813,626.00
  Unexpended  $0.00
Fees to Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Received    $6,752.00
Paid to:  Catherine Collins 4,081.00
 Claudia Hayward 2,764.50
  Total spent  $6,845.50
  Overexpended  $93.50
MacMahan Island
 Appropriation  $18,339.00
Paid to: Sheepscot Island Association 18,339.00
  Total spent  $18,339.00
  Unexpended  $0.00
Overlay    $113,081.67
 Transferred to Undesignated Fund Balance $107,101.47
 Tax Abatements covered by Overlay $5,980.20
Note:   Designated Funds (Carry Forwards from 2009-10 to 2010-11)
 Sick / Vacation Liability (as adjusted) $6,344.89
 Conservation Commission (unused grant revenue) $586.90
 School $206,219.00
 Shellfish: Beal Island Grant $3,187.48
 Shellfish: Holt Grant $1,032.00
Total Designated Funds $217,370.27
Total Undesignated Funds $881,890.61
   Respectfully submitted,
   Mary McDonald
   Treasurer
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TOWN CLERK’S REPORT
Marriages Recorded  12
Births Recorded  8
Deaths Recorded
 Stella Williams 97 October  7, 2009
 Lewella H Francis 101 March 15, 2010
 Ralph Tucker, Sr 88 March 28, 2010
 William Bridgham 82 April 11, 2010
 Dustanna McBroom 28 April 17, 2010
 Colin Campbell Fay 32 April 17, 2010
 Christania Stevens 95 June 20, 2010
Dog Licenses Issued
 Intact  16  @ $ 11.00 $  176.00
 Spayed/Neutered  170  @    6.00 1,020.00
 Late Fees     970.00 
     2,166.00
 Paid to Treasurer, State of Maine  670.00
  Retained by Town of Georgetown  1,310.00
  Town Clerk Fees  186.00
    2,166.00
Hunting and Fishing Licenses Issued
 29  Hunting Licenses @ $ 23.00  667.00
 20 Hunting Licenses @    27.00  540.00
 3 Fishing Licenses @    23.00 69.00
 33 Fishing Licenses @    27.00    891.00
 9  Junior Hunting Licenses @      9.00      81.00
 1 Combination License @    40.00      40.00
 32 Combination Licenses @    44.00    1,408.00
 2 Archery Licenses @    23.00       46.00
 3 Archery Licenses @    27.00      81.00
 1 Crossbow License @    27.00      27.00
 1 Expanded Archery Antlered @    34.00     34.00
 1 Expanded Archery Antlerless @    14.00      14.00
 3 Fall Turkey Permit @    22.00       66.00
 1 Spring Turkey Permit @    22.00        22.00
 14 Fall/Spring Turkey Permits @    22.00     308.00
 6 Second Spring Turkey Permits @    22.00     132.00
 1 Bear Permit @    29.00       29.00
  2 Night Coyote Hunting Permits @      6.00       12.00
   1 Non-Resident Hunting License  @  104.00       104.00
   1 Non-Res 3-day Fishing License @    25.00       25.00
   1 Non-Resident 7-day Fish @    45.00     45.00
 9 Duck Stamps @      2.50 67.50
 7 Muzzleloading Stamps @    14.00 98.00
 3 Superpaks @  202.00  606.00
 3 Over-70 Licenses @      8.00 24.00
   5 Duplicate Licenses @      2.00 10.00
  5,446.50
 
Paid to Treasurer, State of Maine  5091.25
Town Clerk Fees  350.00
License fees in excess of $6 maximum per license not collected    5.25
  5,446.50
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Clam Licenses Issued
 17 Resident Commercial Licenses @   200.00 3,400.00
 2 Non-Resident Commercial Licenses   400.00      800.00
 1 Resident Student Commercial License  @   100.00      100.00
 73 Resident Recreational Licenses @     15.00     1,095.00
 4 Non-Resident Recreational Licenses @     30.00       120.00
 17 7-Day Non-Resident Recreational  @     20.00      340.00
 40 Off-Premise 7-Day Non Resident Recreational @     20.00      800.00
 10 Complementary Resident Recreational Licenses (over age 65) 0.00
     6,655.00
 Retained by Town of Georgetown  6,501.00
 Town Clerk Fees  154.00
     6,655.00
Moorings
 18 New Mooring Applications @      50.00  $ 900.00
 552 Resident Mooring Fees @      15.00  8,280.00
    1 Resident Mooring Fee @      14.00      14.00
  121 Non-Resident/Rental Mooring Fees   @      20.00   2,420.00
 20 Late-double fees  600.00
      12,214.00
 Retained by Town of Georgetown  11,506.00
 Town Clerk Fees  708.00
     12,214.00
Miscellaneous Fees
 12 Marriage Licenses Issued @    30.00 $  360.00
  Certified Copies of Births, Deaths, and Marriages  465.00
     825.00
Town Clerk Fees   825.00
 Respectfully submitted,
 Catherine Collins
 Town Clerk
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TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT
Abatements-2007-08
 John and Aldisa Gunnell $  413.68
 Dana and Jennifer Magliozzi 985.53
     $  1,399.21
 
Supplemental Bill 2007-08
 Roderic and Jane Beaulieu 320.34
 Supplemental Tax Collected  320.34
Taxes 2008-09
 Uncollected, June 30, 2009 70,245.98
 Interest 1,942.61
   72,188.59
 Principal Collected 32,581.59
 Interest 1,942.61
 Liens Deposited with Town Treasurer 37,664.39
   72,188.59
Abatements 2008-09
 Autumn View Properties 341.40
 Samuel Brush 133.80
 Roy M and Janet Ferrell 43.20
 John and Aldisa Gunnell 435.45
 Glenn Harmon and Jodi Moger 1,291.20
 Claudia and Ronald Hayward 136.20
 Glenn and Jane Irish 18.00
 MacMahan Island Association 2,024.40
 Dana and Jennifer Magliozzi 1,037.40
 Michael McMahan 86.40
 Paul and Diane Morin 1,050.00
 John P and Lea L Peterson 30.00
 Rotunda Hill Associates 760.80
 Rotunda Hill Associates 498.60
 Marguerite Swift 137.40
 Dennis Unger and Phillip Carter 250.80
 Dennis Unger and Phillip Carter 226.20
   8,501.25
Supplemental Bill 2008-09
 Roderic and Jane Beaulieu 337.20
 Supplemental Collected  337.20
Taxes 2009-10
 Commitment  2,971,829.22
 Interest 4,772.61
 Overpayments 117.20
 Abatements 4,021.09
   2,980,740.12
 Principal Collected 2,863,654.61
Interest 4,772.61
Overpay 117.20
Abatements 4,021.09
Uncollected, June 30,2010 108,174.61
  2,980,740.12
Abatements 2009-10
 Ellen Browning 74.53
 Roy M and Janet L Ferrell 48.24
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 Robert C Arledge 63.70
 University of Maine 3,029.57
 University of Maine 110.84
 Kenneth McIntyre 29.30
 Margaret Bartlett, et al 333.79
 Todd Prawer 331.12
   4,021.09
Supplemental Taxes 2009-10
 Roderic and Jane Beaulieu 357.99
 Supplemental Tax Collected  357.99
Unpaid Taxes June 30, 2010
Jeff Annunziata 1,300.12
Karl M Bacon 87.48
*George A Eva I Bean Estate 1,302.03
*John R Brophy, et al 768.36
*John R Brophy, et al 69.69
*Brown Family Camps Trust 869.72
*Harold L Brown 37.58
*Larry W Brown 513.42
*James M and D S Carpenter 1,967.69
William J Jr and Bethany Cholish 2,518.70
*Chops Point, Inc 2,518.70
James A Clark 3,639.18
Emri and Jana Comer 566.93
*Michael J Conley and Mary Herter 970.47
*Dawn L Cousins and Wanda L Spear 487.94
*Sarah A Crosby 593.68
Cunningham Family House Trust 4,746.92
Cunningham Family Land Trust 3,571.66
Bradley Dell 1,548.55
*Noreen Demers, et al 388.83
*Lindy L Dooen 874.60
Mari M Eosco 506.42
David R Jr and Debra H Foster 1,250.43
David R Jr and Debra H Foster 778.41
Allen Goodrich 1,621.80
Allen Goodrich 23.57
Allen Goodrich 451.00
Allen Goodrich 314.04
Allen Goodrich 461.19
Vernon D Gray 204.48
*Marcus and Cathy Headley 7,146.50
Caroline J Henriques 1,477.20
House One LLC 4,143.05
*E W Kiessling 2,758.85
*Edith A and Charles Kiessling 100.01
Emma J Lunt Heirs 157.98
*Macmahan LLC 2,889.43
*Dana and Jennifer Magliozzi 4,005.46
Jan D Sr and Margaret Martin 2,762.03
Shannon McAloney 1,374.01
*David B Jr and Barbara P McDougal 2,962.05
Kenneth McIntyre 1,105.83
Alvin M Moore  575.85
Alvin M Moore 714.71
*Bradford L and Heidi A Moore 1,345.34
Charles A and Audrey M Moore 263.08
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*Keith Moulton 667.58
Arthur Nelson III 1,595.69
Martha S Nichols Estate 696.24
Heidi O’Donnell 1,946.67
Sam and Minna A Pachowsky 4,944.39
*Tracy C Perez 1,463.19
Roger W and Sara E Perry 1,574.66
Paul J Peters 3,007.28
Paul J Peters 1,246.61
Maurice Pinkham Heirs 689.87
Rudolph Pinkham Estate 121.03
Robert Q Plummer and Susan Spencer 411.50
William F IV and Linda S Plummer 1,223.04
C A Preble 3,037.85
Andrew E Reynolds estate 1,042.77
Todd and Carol Reynolds  534.44
Harold D Jr and Summer Rist 1,230.68
Summer D and Harold D Rist Jr 512.15
*Robinhood Free Meetinghouse Ltd 512.15
*Robinhood Free Meetinghouse Ltd 1,953.68
Dennis and Darla E Russell 517.24
S D Family Trust 547.18
*Dale A Savoie 1,800.16
*John M and Lois A Smith 866.96
Evelyn A and Teri L Stevens 2,137.77
Arthur E and Joan P Tibbetts 1,896.99
Arthur E and Joan P Tibbetts 547.82
Arthur E and Joan P Tibbetts 55.42
Arthur E and Joan P Tibbetts 503.87
Arthur E and Joan P Tibbetts 350.35
Anne Claire Von Huene 3,859.58
Timothy R and Michelle L White 1,208.99
John P Wilton 226.14
John P Wilton 3,032.76
   108,174.61
Fees Collected
 Certified Mail Fees 138.50
 Lien Fees 75.00
   213.50
 Retained by Tax Collector 75.00
 Paid to Treasurer, Town of Georgetown 138.50
   213.50
Excise Taxes Collected
 Auto Excise Taxes 184,560.85
 Boat Excise Taxes 12,996.13
Paid to Treasurer, Town of Georgetown  197,556.98
Registration Fees Collected
 ATV Registration Fees 37.00
 Boat Registration Fees 533.00
 Snowmobile Registration Fees 30.00
 Vehicle Registration Fees 3,843.00
   4,443.00
 Retained by IFW agent and Motor Vehicles agent  4,443.00
 Respectfully submitted,
 Catherine Collins
 Tax Collector
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TREASURER’S REPORT
Bath Savings (checking) beginning balance   July 1, 2009  $420,617.96
Received from the Tax Collector, Town of Georgetown
General Property Taxes 2,898,675.57
Supplemental taxes 1,015.53
Tax interest 6,719.61
Tax liens (all years) 22,992.58
Lien interest 2,651.20
Lien fees 1,213.78
Town Clerk/Tax Collector fees 6,752.00
Automobile excise taxes 184,560.85
Boat excise taxes 12,996.13
Clam licenses 6,501.00
Dog licenses 387.00
Dog late fees 975.00
Mooring fees 11,506.00
Harbor Committee mailing fees  115.68
Clerk - other revenue 66.38
Over / Under payments 13.07
  $3,157,141.38
Received from the Treasurer, State of Maine
Municipal Revenue Sharing $27,570.85
Education Subsidies $101,813.12
Title IA $9,551.00
Title 4 $278.00
Local Entitlement $24,859.00
Local Entitlement (preschool) $1,037.00
Title IID $98.00
Rural Small School $5,053.73
Title IIA $0.00
Miscellaneous State Revenue ( school) $7,275.89
ARRA Stabilization Funds $14,544.74
ARRA Title 1 $3,989.00
ARRA Local Entitlement $9,135.00
ARRA Title llD $241.00
State Park Fee Sharing $5,064.41
Local Road Assistance $33,600.00
Snowmobile Registration $278.04
General Assistance Reimbursement $1,720.68
Property Tax Relief $9,502.00
Tree Growth $0.00
Veterans Exemption $660.00
Shellfish Fines $0.00
State Portion of FEMA money for Dec 2008 storm (15%) $301.86
Federal Portion of FEMA money for Winter Storm 2010 (75%) $1,374.81
Federal Portion of FEMA money for Winter Storm 2010 (75%) $13,796.25
  $271,744.38
Miscellaneous Receipts
Tuition revenues $134,231.14
Miscellaneous school revenues (lunch reimbursement) $34,437.62
TOPMB (wharf and other rents (ROW)) $40,257.00
TOPMB (commercial / skiff user fees) $7,025.00
TOPMB (recreational user fees) $1,575.00
TOPMB  donation - Island Home Club $200.00
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Contractor reimbursements $0.00
Building permit fees $2,850.00
Plumbing fees $4,396.00
Septic Surcharge fees  $240.00
Floodplain Permits $100.00
Insurance reimbursement $12,273.61
Cemetery Trust fund earnings $500.00
Cemetery lot sales $0.00
Map sales $87.81
Copier revenues $372.22
Liquor Ad Reimbursements $187.36
Sale of Strater boat $1.00
Sale of 40 yd container (TR) $750.00
Revenue from tax roll disks (TR) $200.00
FairPoint pole fee (TR) $10.00
Robinhood Free Meetinghouse filing fee (TR) $10.00
Miscellaneous revenue / NSF fees (TR) $159.96
Nature Conservancy (in lieu of taxes) (TR) $30.00
I & S Pinkham reimbursement (from 2007 oil spill) (TR) $1,710.49
Georgetown Volunteer Fire Dept (part of I&S Pinkham spill) (TR) $500.00
Faxes / Copies (TR) $62.00
Tax Anticipation Note $625,000.00
Proceeds from Road Paving Loan $511,150.00
  $1,378,316.21
Total Cash Receipts  $4,807,201.97 
Total cash receipts $4,807,201.97
Interest earned $11,333.08
Total receipts  $4,818,535.05
Disbursements
Check disbursements 4,280,571.45
Transfers In/Out 895,383.35
Bank charges $773.59
Total disbursements  $5,176,728.39
Checking account closing balance, June 30, 2010  $62,424.62
Interest totals, June 30, 2010
Cemetery Trust fund interest  $1,915.44
All other bank & CD interest $11,333.08
Total funds invested, June 30, 2010
Cemetery Trust fund (Gardiner Savings) $63,643.58
General funds (Gardiner Savings) $177,158.55
General funds (Bath Savings) $562,120.22
General funds (Northeast Bank) $751,112.77
Fund balances, June 30, 2010
Undesignated Fund Balance  $881,890.00
Designated Fund Balance $217,370.00
Other receivables outstanding, June 30, 2010
State of Maine (GA for Q2 2010) $714.43
State of Maine ( FEMA Funds Fed 75%) $13,796.25
State of Maine ( Additional State Park Fee Sharing) $1,754.45
Total Other Receivables $16,265.13
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Tax Liens
2007-08 Tax Liens unpaid, June 30, 2010 Lien Amount Fees / Charges
Henriques, Caroline $1,598.85  $39.64
Johnson, Clare, & Knight, Julie $498.18  $39.64
Moore, Alvin $482.22  $39.64
Moore, Alvin $649.23  $39.64
Nichols, Martha S, Estate $268.72  fees  paid 
Totals $3,497.20  $158.56
Total amount due for 2007-08 tax liens  (acquired 2010)  $3,655.76
2008-09 Tax Liens unpaid, June 30, 2010  Lien Amount Fees / Charges
Cholish, William & Bethany $2,372.40  $45.62
Cunningham Family House Trust $4,471.20  $34.54
Cunningham Family Land Trust $159.45   fees paid 
Dell, Bradley $1,378.09   fees paid 
Goodrich, Allen $264.82   fees paid 
Gray, Vernon $192.60  $34.54
Henriques, Caroline $1,391.40  $34.54
Johnson, Clare, & Knight, Julie $524.40  $34.54
Moore, Alvin $537.60  $34.54
Moore, Alvin $683.40  $34.54
Nichols, Martha S, Estate $580.20  $40.08
Perry, Roger & Sara $840.10   fees paid 
Stevens, Evelyn & Teri $196.31   fees paid 
Wilton, John $1,294.03   fees paid 
Totals $14,886.00  $292.94
Total amount due for 2009-10 tax liens  (acquired 2011)  $15,178.94
Reserve Fund Balances 
Property Assessing $55,000.00
Paving Reserve 0.00
Emergency Vehicle Reserve $62,032.36
Five Islands Fire Station Reserve $8,000.00
Harbor Emergency Reserve $10,973.00
Wharf Reserve  $60,268.00
Parking Lot Reserve $4,634.00
Todd’s Landing Reserve $3,150.00
Shellfish Conservation Reserve $8,498.63
SWC Equipment Reserve $32,000.00
Town Office Equipment Reserve $7,260.57
Town Office Maintenance and Repair Reserve $6,235.46
First Baptist Church Reserve / Capital Projects $36,557.50
Water Access Reserve $9,000.00
Generator Evaluation Reserve  $3,000.00
Five Islands Tennis Court Reserve $1,000.00
School Facilities Reserve $40,985.50
 Total reserve fund balances, June 30, 2010  $348,595.02
 Respectfully submitted,
 Mary McDonald
 Treasurer
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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, JANUARY 27, 2010
The Town Clerk called the meeting to order at 7:05 pm and read the greeting.
Art. 1. James McGowan was elected Moderator to preside at the meeting with 7 votes.
Art. 2. The Town voted to appropriate a sum not to exceed $15,000 from undesignated fund 
balance to cover the cost of additional legal fees.
The Selectmen and members of the Planning Board both spoke on the article. The Selectmen 
said that the Planning Board had asked for $5,000 to appeal the ruling of the Board of 
Environmental Protection to eliminate Georgetown’s definition of “developed area” from the 
Georgetown Shoreland Zoning Ordinance. The additional money was requested in the event 
the appeal came in higher. Any money that is not used will be returned to the undesignated 
fund balance. For the Planning Board, John Evans gave a brief history of the evolution of the 
Shoreland Zoning Ordinance.
John Jones proposed amending Article 2 to split it into two separate sections. His 
amendment read:
2A  A vote to authorize $5,000 to continue the Town’s appeal in Superior Court of the 
Board of Environmental Protection’s ruling to eliminate Georgetown’s definition of 
“developed area” in our Shoreland Zoning Ordinance.
2B  A vote to authorize $10,000 for non-specific legal expenses as requested by the 
Selectmen.
There was some question as to whether this would be a proper amendment, since it 
was very different from the article that was posted on the Town Meeting warrant. After 
searching through the Moderator’s Manual, the Moderator determined that it was an invalid 
amendment. The body of the meeting disagreed with the Moderator and appealed his 
decision, and the amendment was again on the floor. More discussion ensued. The final vote 
failed to approve the proposed amendment. The original article passed.
The Town Meeting adjourned at 8:30 pm.
    Respectfully submitted,
    Catherine Collins
    Town Clerk
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING 2010
The Town Clerk called the Town Meeting to order at 10:00 and read the greeting.
Art. 1. Andrew Roth-Wells was elected Moderator to preside at the meeting with 5 votes. 
Following his swearing in, the Moderator appointed Donald Ludgin as Deputy Moderator to 
preside at the election in his absence.
Art. 2. Catherine Collins was elected Town Clerk for a term ending at the closing of the 
Town books, 30 June 2011, with 469 votes. Others receiving votes were Mark French 1, 
Elaine Hart 2, Claudia Hayward 4, James Lang 1, Diann Longstreet 3, Angela Mead 2, Mary 
McDonald 1, Terri Stevens 1, and Donald Wilson 1.
Art. 3. William Plummer IV was elected Selectman for a term ending at the 2013 Annual 
Town Meeting with 331 votes. A Myrick Freeman received 220 votes. Others receiving one 
vote were Charles Collins, Mark French, and Tom Watson.
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Art. 4. Mary McDonald was elected Treasurer for a term ending at the closing of the Town 
books, 30 June 2011, with 521 votes. Diann Longstreet received 2 votes and Rob Tracy 1.
Art. 5. Catherine Collins was elected Tax Collector for a term ending at the closing of 
the Town books, 30 June 2011, with 462 votes. Claudia Hayward received 3 votes, Diann 
Longstreet received 2, and Shawn Duke, Mark French, Elaine Hart, Kenneth Malsch, Mary 
McDonald, Angela Mead, and Donald Wilson each received 1 vote.
Art. 6. Dale Savoie was elected Road Commissioner for a term ending at the 2011 Annual 
Town Meeting with 345 votes. Charles Collins received 213 votes and Stan Burns received 1.
Art. 7. Donald Cowing was elected a member of the School Committee for a term ending 
at the 2013 Annual Town Meeting with 486 votes. Noah Keith-Hardy received 5 votes and 
Jennifer Beaulieu, Kate Birdsall, Lisa Donovan, Colleen Hudson, Alvin Moore, and Tina 
Thibodeau each received 1 vote.
Art. 8. Andrew King was elected a member of the Town-Owned Property Management Board 
for a term ending at the 2013 Annual Town Meeting with 461 votes. A Myrick Freeman, Bud 
Grant, and Alvin Moore each received 1 vote.
Art. 9. Evelyn Stevens was elected a Cemetery District Trustee for a term ending at the 
2013 Annual Town Meeting with 352 votes. Franklin Pinkham received 163 votes. 
The deputy Moderator announced the election results at 12:45am and then recessed the 
meeting until 9am on Saturday, June 12, 2010.
The Moderator reconvened the meeting at 9:04 am on June 12, 2010. Before continuing with 
warrant articles, he had the deputy moderator read the results from Tuesday’s election. 
He then introduced Bruce McDonald, David Kaler, and Seth Goodall, all candidates in the 
upcoming November election. The Moderator went over the procedures that would be used 
to conduct the meeting.
Art. 10. The Town voted to adopt the following: (A) in regard to collection of taxes: Taxes 
shall become due and payable sixty days from the date printed on the bill, and interest at 
the rate of seven percent per annum will be charged on all accounts not paid by the due 
date; and (B) in regard to abatement of taxes: Interest at the rate of three percent per annum 
will be applied to all accounts from the date the taxes were paid until the overpayment is 
repaid.
Art. 11. The Town voted to authorize the Treasurer, with the consent of the Selectmen, 
to procure a temporary loan or loans in anticipation of taxes for the purpose of paying 
obligations of the Town, such loan or loans to be paid during the municipal year out of 
money raised by taxes during that municipal year.
Art. 12. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen, on behalf of the Town, to sell and 
dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town for non-payment of taxes on such terms as 
they deem advisable and to execute quitclaim deeds on the same.
Art. 13. The Town voted to authorize the expenditure, with the specific approval of the 
Selectmen, of such funds as various Town bodies may receive from government or private 
grants or donations or similar block-funding gifts in addition to their approved, budgeted 
expenses, provided that funding does not trigger the expenditure of additional local funds 
not previously appropriated by the voters.
AMENDED ORDINANCES
Art. 14. The Town voted to approve amendments to the Animal Control Ordinance for the 
Town of Georgetown, Maine.
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Art. 15. The Town voted to approve amendments to the Board of Appeals Ordinance for the 
Town of Georgetown, Maine.
Art. 16. The Town voted not to approve amendments to the Building Permit Ordinance for 
the Town of Georgetown, Maine.
John Evans, chairman of the Planning Board, explained that some of the wording in the 
proposed ordinance was incorrect and the Planning Board recommend a NO vote for the 
article.
Art. 17. The Town voted to approve amendments to the Floodplain Management Ordinance 
for the Town of Georgetown, Maine.
 
Art. 18. The Town voted to approve amendments to the Minimum Lot Size Ordinance for the 
Town of Georgetown, Maine.
Art. 19. The Town voted to approve amendments to the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance for the 
Town of Georgetown, Maine, correcting a typographic error and ensuring congruity with the 
Building Permit Ordinance.
Art. 20. The Town voted to approve amendments to the Subdivision Ordinance for the Town 
of Georgetown, Maine.
Art. 21. The Town voted to approve amendments to the Ordinance Governing the 
Operations of the Town-Owned Property Management Board for the Town of Georgetown, 
Maine.
Art. 22. The Town voted to approve amendments to the Waterways and Harbors Ordinance 
for the Town of Georgetown, Maine.
Art. 23. The Town voted to approve amendments to the Wireless Communications Facilities 
Ordinance for the Town of Georgetown, Maine.
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Art. 24. The Town voted to authorize the expenditure of funds to pay the following Town 
officers’ salaries for the period from 1 July 2010 to 30 June 2011, hereafter designated as 
the fiscal year 2010-11, and to appropriate the Town funds required:
 First Selectman $  3,500
 Second Selectman 3,000
 Third Selectman 3,000
 Accountant / Treasurer 17,800
 Assistant to the Selectmen 21,063
 Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector 7,125
 Registrar of Voters 150
 Town Clerk/Tax Collector 15,400
 Town Clerk/Deputy Town Clerk fees 6,000
 Town-Owned Property Management Board 1,200
 Vacation and sick pay annual 2,324
 Vacation and sick pay fund  6,338
    $   86,900
Art. 25. The Town voted to authorize paying the following administrative expenses for the 
fiscal year 2010-11 and to appropriate the Town funds required:
 Board of Appeals 1,450
 Conservation Commission 1,087
 Election expense 1,100
 Emergency generator evaluation (current balance $3,000) 1,000
 First Church Georgetown Center maintenance 2,500
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 First Church Georgetown Center reserve (current balance $36,558) $  2,000
 Insurance—property and liability 20,000
 Insurance—workers’ compensation 4,000
 Interest on Tax Anticipation Note  2,000
 Maine Municipal Association 1,600
 Maine Revised Statutes Annotated 500
 Maps and miscellaneous Town expenses 300
 Office equipment reserve (current balance $7,261) 0
 Planning Board 650
 Property assessing  8,500
 Property assessing reserve (current balance $55,000) 10,000
 Property mapping update 1,650
 Selectmen’s contingency 4,000
 Social Security—Town share 13,000
 Street lights 2,750
 Street signs 150
 Tax collection expense 2,200
 Town Audit 7,400
 Town Counsel 20,000
 Town Office expense 20,100
 Town Office repair/maintenance reserve (current balance $6,235)  3,000
 Town Report 3,500
 Unemployment compensation—Town share 50
 Volunteers of America 0
 Water access reserve (current balance $9,000)  1,000
    $  135,487
TOWN-OWNED PROPERTY MANAGEMENT BOARD
Art. 26. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen and the Town-Owned Property 
Management Board to solicit and accept donations for wharf repairs and improvements.
Art. 27. The Town voted to authorize paying the following property management expenses 
for the fiscal year 2010-11 and to appropriate the Town funds required:
 Operating expenses
   Contingency $  2,000
 General operations
   Engineering studies 1,200
   Float (launch, haul, and store) 3,500
   Miscellaneous (paint, dumpster, etc) 350
   Ordinance enforcement 900
   Postage 100
   Printing and advertising 1,000
   Signage 350
   Submerged Land Lease 150
   Utilities 1,000
 Maintenance and repair
  Buildings
   Ice Cream / Bait building  0
   Lobster Pound 3,450
   Love Nest Snack Bar 1,500
  Floats
   Commercial 2,000
   Recreational  1,400
  Hoist service 1,200
  Mowing 860
  Todd’s Landing ramp repair 1,000
  Wharf structural maintenance/repair 2,400
  Miscellaneous maintenance 1,000
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 Capital expenses
  Building improvements  
   Ice Cream / Bait  $  40,450
   Lobster Pound 0
   Love Nest Snack Bar 0
  Surveying  1,200
  Wharf structural improvements 0
  Miscellaneous capital expenses 600
 Parking lot improvements reserve (current balance $4,634) 0
 Todd’s Landing improvements reserve (current balance $3,150) 0
 Wharf rebuilding reserve (current balance $60,268)     0
     $   67,610
Art. 28. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen and the Town-Owned Property 
Management Board to assess and collect repair costs from anyone whose vessel damages 
the Town Wharf at Five Islands.
GEORGETOWN COMMON SCHOOLS
Education expenditure articles for the fiscal year 2010-11
Art. 29. The Town authorized the School Committee to expend $997,345 for the instruction 
cost category.
Art. 30. The Town authorized the School Committee to expend $210,892 for the special 
education and gifted and talented instruction cost category.
Art. 31. The Town authorized the School Committee to expend $13,515 for the other 
instruction: co-curricular cost category.
Art. 32. The Town authorized the School Committee to expend $170,240 for the student 
and staff support cost category, which includes the guidance, health services, improvement 
of instructional services, library, technology, and student assessment accounts.
Art. 33. The Town authorized the School Committee to expend $50,453 for the system 
administration cost category, which consists of the Board of Education and Office of the 
Superintendant accounts.
Art. 34. The Town authorized the School Committee to expend $142,457 for the school 
administration cost category.
Art. 35. The Town authorized the School Committee to expend $159,370 for the operations 
and maintenance cost category.
Art. 36. The Town authorized the School Committee to expend $107,848 for the 
transportation cost category.
Art. 37. The Town authorized the School Committee to expend $42,561 for the food services 
cost category.
Art. 38. The Town authorized the School Committee to expend $1,894, 681 for the fiscal 
year 2010-11 from the Town’s contribution to the total cost of funding public education 
from pre-kindergarten through grade 12 as described in the Essential Programs and Services 
Funding Act (EPS), additional local funds for school purposes under 20-A MRSA § 15690, 
unexpended balances, tuition receipts, State subsidy, and other receipts for the support of 
the schools.
Education revenue articles for the fiscal year 2010-11
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Art. 39. The Town appropriated $1,099,357.00 for the total cost of funding public education 
from pre-kindergarten through grade 12 as described in the Essential Programs and 
Services Funding Act (the State recommends $1,099,357.00) and raised that sum as the local 
contribution in accordance with 20-A MRSA § 15688. The local contribution is the minimum 
amount the Town must raise under State law in order to receive the full amount of State 
dollars.
Art. 40. The Town raised $437,830.00 in additional local funds, which exceeds the State 
Essential Programs and Services funding model by $368,515.00. The vote on this article was 
by written ballot under State law:   YES, 68     NO, 10
Education reserve fund article for the fiscal year 2010-11
Art. 41. The Town raised and appropriated $7,500 for the capital reserve fund for 
renovations to the Georgetown Central School, to be expended on recommendation of the 
School Committee and approval by the Selectmen (current balance $40,986).
PUBLIC SAFETY
Art. 42. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen and the officers and directors of the 
Georgetown Volunteer Fire Department Inc to solicit and accept donations, grants, and 
reimbursement claims, and to transfer the funds thus raised to the Georgetown Volunteer 
Fire Department.
Art. 43. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to extend and continue the present 
contract with the Sagadahoc County Fire Association for mutual emergency assistance.
Art. 44. The Town voted to authorize paying the following protection expenses for the fiscal 
year 2010-11 and to appropriate the Town and grant funds required:
 Animal Control Officer $    675
 Coastal Humane Society 1,320
 Code Enforcement Officer/Local Plumbing Inspector
  Stipend 2,500
  Mileage 1,200
  Share of building permits and floodplain permits 1,950
  Training 150
  Plumbing Inspector’s share of plumbing permit fees 1,500
 Fire Department administration 750
 Fire Department advanced life support 8,500
 Fire Department ambulance and fire salaries 13,750
 Fire Department Firefighter 1 instructor 1,000
 Fire Department training stipend 8,000
 Fire Department vehicle inspection 1,000
 Fire Department ambulance loan 0
 Fire Department emergency vehicle reserve (current bal. $62,032) 25,000
 Fire Department Five Islands fire house maintenance 1,000
 Fire Department Five Islands fire house reserve fund 8,000
 Fire Department Replacement Engine (Five Islands) 30,000
 Harbormaster and moorings 7,925
 Harbor emergency reserve (current balance $10,973) 1,000
 Shellfish Conservation Committee 14,375
 State share of plumbing permit income  500
    $ 130,095
SANITATION
Art. 45. The Town voted to authorize paying the following solid waste disposal expenses for 
the fiscal year 2010-11 and to appropriate the Town funds required:
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 Capital improvements $  11,000
 Capital equipment replacement reserve (current balance $32,000) 2,000
 Contingency 0
 General operations 2,500
  Licensing Fees 400
  Phone / Utilities 1,000
  Safety Equipment 400
  Sick / Vacation Time 2,395
  Station Attendants 40,000
  Training 200
 Household hazardous waste disposal 1,750
 Maintenance and repairs 5,000
 Recycling removal 4,000
 Solid waste removal 80,000
 Universal hazardous waste disposal  1,000
    $ 151,645
The increase in the salary line this year was due to the Committee’s hope to add a third 
part-time attendant.
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
Art. 46. The Town voted to authorize paying the following road expenses for the fiscal year 
2010-11 and to appropriate the Town funds required:
 Education and training $        350
 Road maintenance
  Culverts and ditching 46,500
  General incidentals 10,000
  Line painting; grading 8,000
  Patching and sealing 13,000
  Tree trimming; mowing; signs 14,000
 Road paving 615,000
 Road paving loan 194,000
 Assign to Wide Road Paving reserve (current balance $0)  0
    $900,850
Art. 47. The Town voted to authorize spending $183,598 for snow removal for the fiscal 
year 2010-11 and to appropriate the Town funds required. Last year’s proposed sum was 
$149,000.
The Treasurer, Mary McDonald, noted that the contract had not yet been awarded and the 
number could be less than the sum listed in this article.
RECREATION, HEALTH, AND HUMAN SERVICES
Art. 48. The Town voted to authorize paying the following local service expenses for the 
fiscal year 2010-11 and to appropriate the Town funds required:
 General assistance $  8,000
 Georgetown Community Center 7,500
 Recreation Committee 7,730
 Richards Library  2,000
    $ 25,230
Art. 49. The Town voted to authorize paying the following regional service expenses for the 
fiscal year 2010-11 and to appropriate the Town funds required:
 Bath Area Food Bank $     450
 Bath Area Senior Citizens 800
 Big Brothers / Big Sisters 500
 CHANS (Community Health and Nursing Services) 0
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 The Children’s Center $     300
 Coastal Transportation 550
 Elmhurst Inc 800
 Family Crisis Services 100
 Hospice Volunteers 1,200
 Midcoast Maine Community Action 525
 Patten Free Library 15,861
 Spectrum Generations (Central Maine Area Agency on Aging) 920
 Sweetser 1,224
 Tedford Housing  350
    $ 23,130
Note: The $15,861 for the Patten Free Library is based on our 2000 population of 
1,020 multiplied by a per capita rate of $15.55. If the Bath City Council approves 
a lower per capita rate, the Selectmen are authorized to recalculate the amount to 
be expended using that lower per capita rate.
CEMETERY MAINTENANCE
Art. 50. The Town voted to authorize paying for the following cemetery expenses for the 
fiscal year 2010-11 and to appropriate the Town funds required:
 Cemetery manager $     250
 Maintenance and repair
  Flags and plaques 170
  Monument repair 0
  Mowing, tree and brush trimming 4,556
    $ 4,976
UNCLASSIFIED
Art. 51. The Town voted to authorize paying $19,865 for MacMahan Island for the fiscal 
year 2010-11 as authorized by law and to appropriate the Town funds required. This 
amount is a direct obligation of the Town. Last year’s amount was $18,339.
Art. 52. The Town voted to authorize paying a sum now estimated at $809,287 to pay tax 
to Sagadahoc County and to appropriate the Town funds required. This amount is a direct 
obligation of the Town. Last year’s budgeted amount was $825,198.
Art. 53. The Town voted to appropriate a sum not to exceed $200,000 from undesignated 
fund balance to reduce the annual tax commitment.
Art. 54. The Town voted to bring forward the mandated actual unexpended balance in the 
Common Schools account, which as of 25 May 2010 is $200,000. Any amount in excess of 
this carry-forward will be used to reduce the fiscal 2010-11 appropriation.
Community Announcements: Volunteers are always needed for Town boards and 
committees. July 10th will be the Annual Fire Department Auction. July 4th Parade for the 
Community Center begins at 2pm. The Conservation Commission reminded people of the 
Coastal Cleanup taking place in the Fall and asked anyone interested to contact Steven 
Mace. The 6th grade students are conducting a lobster raffle for their class outing: $5.00 
per ticket for 13 lobsters, potatoes, corn on the cob, and blueberry cake.
Following the swearing in of those elected at Tuesday’s balloting, the meeting adjourned at 
10:27am.     
    Respectfully submitted,
    Catherine Collins, 
    Town Clerk
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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, JUNE 22, 2010
The Town Clerk called the meeting to order at 12 noon and read the greeting.
Art. 1. Claudia Hayward was elected Moderator to preside at the meeting with 5 votes 
Art. 2.  The Town approved the Georgetown School Department budget for the 
upcoming school year that was adopted at the latest Town Meeting and that includes 
locally-raised funds that exceed the required local contribution as described in the 
Essential Programs and Services Funding Act.
  Yes:     45          No:     5
Art. 3.  The Town voted not to continue the budget validation referendum process in 
the Georgetown School Department for an additional three years.
  Yes:      4          No:     46
The Moderator read the results and adjourned the Town Meeting at 7:22 pm.
    Respectfully submitted,
    Catherine Collins
    Town Clerk
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BOARD AND COMMITTEE REPORTS
BOARD OF APPEALS
 After years of one or two appeals per year, we decided seven appeals in 2008-09 and 
four appeals this past year. In 2009-10 we held 30 meetings, which included two site visits 
and five days of hearings. In the administrative meetings we refined our procedures, began 
preparation of Rules of Procedure, and reviewed and recommended changes to various 
Town ordinances. The latter efforts focused on making appeal procedures consistent 
across ordinances and revising ambiguous provisions that could cause disagreements and 
appeals. Board members also attended Board of Selectmen meetings and Town hearings 
and meetings to clarify recommended changes. Kate MacKay was reappointed to the Board 
in July 2009. Kate Mackay and Lindsay Dorney attended MMA’s Planning Board/Board of 
Appeals Workshop in September 2008.
  Respectfully Submitted,
  Kate MacKay
  Chair
CEMETERY DISTRICT TRUSTEES
 The GCD was sad, indeed, to accept the resignations of Clayton Heald and Claire 
Reynolds.  Claire and Clayton have served on the board for many, many years and will be 
greatly missed.
 The Trustees had two goals this year: to update the Cemetery District Ordinance and to 
locate all lots at Mountainside Cemetery and put them on a map with lot owner’s name and 
names of people buried in the lot.  
 We have accomplished the first goal and with the much-needed help of Pam Kakalis we 
will have the second goal completed this spring.   
 Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions or suggestions.
 Respectfully submitted,
 Georgia Kennett, Evelyn Stevens, and 
 Frank Pinkham
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
 We had a successful year  reorganizing and reestablishing the Commission. We:
‣	 Updated the Conservation Commission manual, which includes a section on the history 
of the Georgetown Conservation Commission
‣	 Organized Coastal Clean-up
‣	 Conducted semi-annual water testing on public property
‣	 Continued efforts to maintain conservation properties 
‣	 Continued efforts to update hiking trail maps and brochure
‣	 Continued efforts to educate the public on conservation issues including the 
organization of a session on the waters of Georgetown
‣	 Established a document repository for the Conservation Commission
 Respectfully submitted,
 Conservation Commission
FINANCIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
 Voters at Town Meeting approved a town budget totaling $4,465,853 for the fiscal 
year, an increase of $141,863 or 3.3 percent from the previous year. The Municipal Budget 
showed an increase of $150,973 or 9.6 percent to $1,729,386.  Contributors to the increase 
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included a fire engine for the Fire Department, work on the Five Islands Wharf by the Town-
Owned Property Management Board, continued road paving projects, and snow-removal 
contract costs. No tax increases were necessary due to use of previously allocated reserve 
funds by the Fire Department and TOPMB, and money from the undesignated fund balance. 
Final Municipal budget figures were within the LD-1 limits set by the State, and no ballot 
was needed at Town Meeting.
 Respectfully submitted,
 Richard DeVito
 Chair 
HARBOR COMMITTEE
 This boating season has come to a close with a minimum of problems and no major 
water-safety issues. The committee had been working diligently on a long-standing problem 
of late or delinquent payment of mooring fees and with several changes and clarifications 
made in the Harbor Ordinance, everything went quite smoothly this season. It has also 
helped the Harbormaster to purge unwanted or abandoned moorings from the master list, 
thereby freeing some space for new mooring applications.
 At the request of the Selectmen, the Harbormaster has assisted the TOPMB with 
oversight of a variety of boat-related problems at the Town Wharf. We anticipate that 
his presence at that site on his regular rounds of the harbor will reduce the number of 
violations that are now occuring.
 Several new speed buoys have been placed in the harbors as we continue to stress 
slower speeds and safety in our crowded waterways. However, overall this has been a 
relatively quiet season for the harbors.
 Lastly, at the close of the season, I decided that it is time for new ideas and leadership 
and I am pleased that David Moyes has taken over responsibilities as Harbor Committee 
chairman.
 Respectfully submitted,
 John Teller
 Chair
PLANNING BOARD
 The Planning Board issued 26 permits during the year. The Planning Board submitted 
the Town’s revised Shoreland Zoning Ordinance to the State Department of Environmental 
Protection during 2008-09. The State then conditionally denied our ordinance. During the 
2009-10 year, the Planning Board and the Town Attorney appealed the conditional denial 
to the Board of Environmental Protection and subsequently to Superior Court. The Town 
did not prevail in our appeal. The Planning Board then spent numerous hours revising the 
Ordinance.
 During 2009-10, the Planning Board spent considerable hours revising the Shoreland 
Zoning Ordinance and other existing ordinance for consistency and compatibility.
 The Planning Board regularly meets on the first and third Wednesdays of each month 
at 7pm in the Town Office. Our meetings are open to the public and we invite anyone 
interested to attend.
 Respectfully submitted,
 John Evans
 Chair
RECREATION COMMITTEE: No report received this year.
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE
 This report writes the final chapter in our town’s pursuit of a fair and equitable State-
approved school consolidation agreement. In November you overwhelmingly approved our 
membership in the “Rocky Channels” Alternative Organization Structure (AOS). Ironically, 
our AOS governance structure restores virtually all of the advantages that the old union 
arrangement afforded us: ownership of our school, management of our own budget, 
school choice, and retention of our school committee. Our new partners are Edgecomb, 
Southport, Boothbay, and Boothbay Harbor. These relatively small coastal towns share a 
common appreciation of independence, pride in their small community schools, and similar 
challenges that relate to the high value of their shorefront real estate. The school committee 
believes this new school district brings new opportunities and holds great promise. 
 Sadly, it spells the end to a very satisfying relationship we have enjoyed with Augusta 
and our interim superintendent (and Georgetown summer resident) Connie Brown. The 
past three years have presented us with a host of challenges, and Connie’s measured 
leadership and unselfish determination played an important role in navigating us toward 
legal compliance with our State’s consolidation mandate. But it comes at the expense of a 
personal and professional relationship that served our town and its children very well. We 
offer our thanks to Connie for skillfully bridging our past with our future. 
 That said, Georgetown Central School continues to thrive. Our new pre-K program 
was filled nearly to capacity in its first year, and exceeded our high expectations. Without 
question we will reap benefits that will elevate our children’s learning for many years to 
come. (A reminder: In recent years the United States has declined in rankings for student 
achievement, while every ascendant country has adopted comprehensive early childhood 
education.) 
 Enrollment in our school this past year peaked at a surprising 76 pupils. Sending 
students to middle and high schools fluctuated between 46 and 60 pupils. These receiving 
schools continue to compliment our school on the quality of our students’ preparedness 
and character. Our community is the component that makes us exceptional; the Georgetown 
Central School celebrates its heritage, even as it embraces its future. 
 Our boat-building program – a partnership with community volunteers — was a 
television feature on “Schools That Shine” with Channel 6 reporter Don Carrigan. He 
followed up by covering the boat’s launch underwater in May. Our 4th grade classroom 
salt-water touch-tank continues to connect students to the life off our island’s shores. Will 
Ansel, with help from Georgetown alum (and MIT grad) Ben Polito, worked with 6th graders 
to build a wooden tidal mill they launched on Earth Day. The project was featured in The 
Times Record. 
 We continue to engage our children in a variety of activities that expose them to 
experiences outside the classroom. Last year, those experiences included after-school 
programs that instructed them in archery and took them out on Charles Pond for an ice-
fishing derby. Students were instructed in Tae Kwon Do and several of our young engineers 
traveled to a robotics competition in Lewiston. Our ace theatrical director, Beth Saufler, 
led our theater kids in a lavish production of Peter Pan. Our 6th grade created a one-night 
coffee house and held a silent auction as a fund-raiser for their annual trip. 
 Community service activities included a choral performance at the Plant Home in Bath, 
and assembling donated goods for food baskets at Thanksgiving and Christmas. Our school 
GEORGETOWN’S PRESENT: Citizens of the Year honored since 1988
1988 Carolyn “Billie” Todd 1996 Lloyd Pinkham 2003 Ed Pert
1989 Marion Watson 1997 Rosemary Hentz 2004 William F Plummer IV
1990 Lindsay Crosby 1998 Elaine Holt 2005 Jack Williams
1991 Adolf Ipcar 1999 Donald Wilson 2006 Betty Cole 
1992 Bridgit  “Bridie” Davis 2000 Reed Fulton 2007 Jack Swift  
1993 Joanne Kirk 2001 Eugene Reynolds 2008 David Knauber
1994 Stella Williams 2002 William F Herman 2009 Georgetta Grindle
1995 Richard Porter  2010 Jon Hentz
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also collected items for the Humane Society and donated produce from our greenhouse to 
the Bath Soup Kitchen. One of the few things our school did not participate in was the H1N1 
flu epidemic, which we were fortunate to escape with minimal impact.
 Funded by a technology grant, our school connects to the outside world with its new 
video conferencing equipment. Interactive “white boards” and laptop computers are routine 
learning tools in our 21st century school. 
 Unfortunately, all of this technology, not to mention heat and lights, needs electricity. 
In recent years power outages have become an all-too-familiar fact of life. After years of 
investigation and debate we finally remedied the situation by installing a generator. This 
will protect the school assets — keep the heat on (including the town office!) and protect 
the kitchen’s food-storage facilities. A generator that would have run the whole school was 
deemed an unreasonable expense, so heart-broken students however will still get a day off.
 At this writing our nation struggles for a financial recovery that most experts believe 
will fall far short of past realities. Small schools like ours face closure and consolidation. 
This is a fact, not conjecture. In recent years the state has proven to be, at best, an 
unpredictable and unreliable source of assistance. So at this writing, all that we have 
achieved and all that our future holds rests primarily and squarely on the shoulders of our 
town. Our committee is imbued with a feeling of optimism, even as we remain apprehensive 
about the new fiscal realities. More than any time in several decades, the future of 
Georgetown’s school is in the hands of its citizenry. But if past is prologue, history tells us 
we have nothing to fear.
 Respectfully submitted,
 Kristin Malin, Nina Roth-Wells, and
 Don Cowing
GEORGETOWN’S FUTURE: students educated at public expense, 2009-10
Georgetown Central School * Bath School Department other schools
Pre-Kindergarten 11 Bath Middle School  Lincoln Academy 2 
Kindergarten 8  Grade 7 6 MSAD 75 2
Grade 1 7  Grade 8 12
Grade 2 19 Morse High School 
Grade 3 7  Grade 9 3
Grade 4 7  Grade 10 17
Grade 5 8  Grade 11 4
Grade 6 8  Grade 12 8
 Totals 75 50 4
* Georgetown Central School includes 12 tuition students from Arrowsic.
SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT
 It is my pleasure to submit my second report as the Superintendent of Schools for the 
Georgetown School Department.
 The Georgetown Central School is a world-class elementary school with an 
extraordinarily talented staff led by an enthusiastic and visionary principal. The school is 
well supported in the community and its devoted volunteers make a considerable difference 
in the lives of students, giving of their time to help in the greenhouse, classrooms, and 
after-school activities. Community members share their expertise for students in the area of 
boat-building, community service, and helping students with hands-on science projects.
 Students in Georgetown traditionally excel academically and this school year was no 
exception. Nearly 80 percent of the third-, fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade students were 
able to demonstrate mastery of important curricula, again placing the Georgetown Central 
School among the highest-achieving elementary schools not only in the State of Maine, but 
also in New England. Notably, students attending Georgetown Central School are standouts 
in mathematics and routinely out-perform students from other elementary schools.
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 In addition to their solid performance academically, Georgetown Central School 
students are also good citizens. Students performed a number of community service 
projects, including singing at the Plant Home in Bath, putting together food baskets at 
Thanksgiving and Christmas, collecting items for the Humane Society, and donating 
produce from the greenhouse to the Bath Soup Kitchen. Concern and compassion for others 
is emphasized and modeled at the Georgetown Central School.
 The Georgetown School Department is fortunate to enjoy solid support from its 
community. The School Department is very grateful for this ongoing endorsement of its 
students, staff, and programs. 
 Respectfully submitted,
 Dr. Cornelia Brown
 Superintendent
SHELLFISH CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
 As many of you know, in early 2009 the State Department of Marine Resources 
(MeDMR) decided to base the opening and closing of Sagadahoc Bay, Heal Eddy, and Todd’s 
Bay on water flow in the Kennebec River. When the flow rates exceed 30,000 cubic feet per 
second (cfs) as measured in Auburn and Sidney, these areas will close. These areas will 
remained closed until 14 days after the combined flow drops below 30,000 cfs. A regular 
rainstorm that produces a total of one inch of rain or a thunderstorm that occurs in the 
Moosehead Lake Region that dumps a lot of rain in a short period of time can cause the 
flow gauges to go over 30,000 cfs even if it does not rain in Georgetown.
 In early 2010 we got the good news from MeDMR that Sagadahoc Bay and Heal Eddy 
shall have flow rates increased to 60,000 cfs. Todd’s Bay will remain on 30,000 cfs. Thanks 
to the efforts of the committee, Jon Hentz, and the Kennebec Estuary Land Trust (KELT), we 
were able to take extra water samples of Sagadahoc Bay, Heal Eddy, and Todd’s Bay to prove 
there is a difference of water quality between areas. Sagadahoc Bay and Heal Eddy are our 
town’s main resources for shellfish. With a flow rate of 60,000 cfs at least one of the two 
rivers (Androscoggin or Kennebec) would have to be in flood stage to reach this level, which 
occurs on average three to four times a year. 
 MeDMR will continue to monitor the shoreline through sanitary surveys. The committee 
appreciates the work done by KELT through educational programs and media resources to 
educate people how important it is for residents with shoreline property to maintain their 
septic systems. Maintaining your shoreline septic systems helps keep the flats open and a 
healthy resource. We encourage all residents to inspect and maintain their systems. 
 For conservation work this year we harvested seed clams in Sagadahoc Bay and 
transplanted them in Little River. We are currently looking for new members who would 
have an interest in this local industry and our conservation efforts. If you might be 
interested, please make that fact known to one of the Selectmen or feel free to attend our 
next monthly meeting. Respectfully submitted,
 Chad Campbell,
 Chair
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
 The Transfer Station continued to evolve during the past year. We added a third 
employee to help deal with the increasing complexity of the waste stream and ways 
the town must deal with it. Larry Mullins has been a welcome addition to our staff. We 
purchased two new containers, replacing one of our rusting open top large containers 
and adding another 10 yard hopper for plastics. We are now able to accept #1 through #7 
plastics in a separate container from the #2 plastics container. We appreciate your recycling 
efforts. More than $13,000 was saved over the course of the year as we recycled 118.13 tons 
through Lincoln County Recycling, in addition to 53 tons of metal through Meadowbrook 
Haulers. When you participate in recycling, you reduce your tax bill.
 Many tons have also been recycled through the doors of the Georgetown Mall Reuse 
Building. We are very fortunate to have a dedicated group of volunteers to help our 
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attendants keep the Mall clean and organized. Remember, if you leave items at the Mall, 
clothing should be clean and usable. Electric appliances should be 100% usable and safe. 
Please leave no flammables, no chemicals, no pesticides or toxic materials at the Mall or 
anywhere at the Transfer Station. 
 Through our Universal Waste Building passed almost 6 tons of television sets and 
2700 pounds. of computers and monitors, as well as fluorescent tubes, mercury switches, 
and other hazardous items. These items must be inventoried and safely handled, which is 
another reason for our staffing increase. 
 Our Spring and Fall Household Hazardous Waste collections in Bath and Brunswick 
have gained popularity as an excellent way citizens can rid their homes and garages of 
dangerous chemical, pesticides, oil-based paints, thinner, etc. Watch for bulletins and 
remember that you must pre-register for these free events. 
 Thanks for your cooperation, and remember that our attendants welcome any 
questions you may have concerning the facility and its use.
  Respectfully submitted,
  Karren Cowing, Alison Freeman, 
  Ole  Jaeger, David Polito, and 
  Sharon Trabona
TOWN-OWNED PROPERTY MANAGEMENT BOARD
 During the year we undertook a number of initiatives that will benefit the Town for the 
intermediate and long term future.
 We revised the language in the lease for the buildings at the Five Islands Wharf to 
bring it into conformance with standard commercial leases. As allowed under the lease, 
we renewed the lease with the current tenant, Five Islands Lobster Company, for two more 
years. The lease will be put out to bid prior to its termination on February 1, 2012.
 We implemented the first phase of our three-year strategic plan for restoration and 
improvements at the wharf. This project involved installing longtitudinal bracing under 
the wharf. This project, undertaken at the recommendation of our consulting engineers, 
significantly improved the Wharf’s ability to withstand heavy wave action from the east and 
resist the racking motion of heavy vehicular traffic. We also carried out a number of repairs 
to the wharf and buildings to improve safety and weather resistance and prevent more 
costly repairs later. 
 We updated and renewed leases on other properties under our jurisdiction, including 
the Richards Library building, the “Doll House” well, the easement for the sign for the 
Sheepscot Bay Boat Company, and the right-of-way for the Island Home Company float.
 John Wood continued his deed and site work as part of our project to survey all the 
properties under our jurisdiction. One result of this work was the discovery that the Town 
wood lot at the corner of Five Islands Road and Seguinland Road did not actually belong 
to the Town. This fact was reported to the Selectmen for appropriate action, including, if 
feasible, returning it to the tax rolls.
 At Todd’s Landing, we placed signs stating the rules for use of the landing and, at the 
behest of the Todd family, calling attention to the history of the site as the General Joseph 
Berry Shipyard. We also carried out repairs to the ramp replacing materials lost in part due 
to use by a large vessel from Sheepscot Island Company (MacMahan Island). The Sheepscot 
Island Company shared in the cost of these repairs.
 We continued our efforts to collect past-due fees from commercial users of the wharf. 
By the date of this report, all but four users were paid up through December 31, 2010.
 And finally, but not least, we wish to thank the fishermen and other townspeople as 
well as our tenants for a host of volunteer support that makes it possible for us to have the 
most effective uses of Town-owned property.
 Respectfully submitted,
 Rick Freeman, Bruce Blessington, 
 and Bronwen Tudor 
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ELECTED AND APPOINTED OFFICERS’ REPORTS
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER: No report received this year.
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
 Construction in Georgetown has leveled off somewhat due to the current economic 
conditions. There were twenty-three CEO building permits issued this year. Sixteen of 
the CEO permits were for structures in the shoreland zone. There were also twenty-nine 
plumbing permits, twenty-five septic permits, and four flood-plain permits issued.
 If you are considering doing any construction, it is strongly recommended that you 
call the CEO to find out what, if any, permits are required. This is especially true if you are 
considering building or cutting trees in the shoreland zone, or doing shoreline stabilization, 
because State rules and regulations can change at any time during the year. The CEO is 
available to review preliminary plans and/or conduct site visits to assist you during project 
development.
 The CEO can be contacted at 371-2098 between the hours of 9am and 6pm, Monday 
through Friday. Messages can be left on the answering machine at any time. Callbacks will 
be made during normal business hours, except for emergencies, which will be answered as 
soon as possible. Respectfully submitted,
 Robert J. Trabona
 Code Enforcement Officer
HARBORMASTER
 The 2010 season was very productive as far as cleaning up our harbors and making 
them safer and more convenient for our fishermen and recreational boaters.
 A footnote to last year’s report: The derelict motor vessel Night Music was towed from 
Five Islands Harbor on November 19, 2009, and broken up for salvage. The stern section 
with its distinctive transom was cut off and is presently on a house in Southport as a porch.
 13 new moorings were approved and set. 17 “Ghost Moorings” were removed. Ghost 
Moorings are abandoned moorings where the owner did not have the mooring tackle 
removed, some of which become partially submerged and thus a hazard to navigation. A 
number of moorings were relocated to improve access and swing area.
Un-numbered mooring balls were tagged and most owners complied with the Georgetown 
ordinance within a short time. I have special mooring ball paint available to anyone who 
needs it to number the mooring buoys.
 Applicants on the Five Islands Harbor mooring waiting list are no longer required to 
make annual notification to stay on the waiting list.
 The Town has oil-spill containment and recovery supplies for your use. If you see any 
minor oil spill in any of our waters, please call me.  I will get there as soon as possible with 
materials to take care of the problem.
 I will be continuing to work in concert with the TOPMB in matters of housekeeping and 
collection of user fees for the commercial and recreational wharves. 
 Thank you for your cooperation and support.
 Respectfully submitted,
 George F. Dufour
 Harbormaster
ROAD COMMISSIONER
 This was a busy year for roads and is the second year of the major paving project. As 
asphalt prices fall, it’s time to put the final push on to get all the roads finished. This year 
the town finished major paving projects on Indian Point Road and started and finished 
the entire Bay Point Road, doing drainage work on the entire road. We also started a major 
rehab of Little Sheepscot Road with culverts, ditching, and extensive tree removal. We 
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also did regular maintenance of the other roads. In 2010-11 we will be paving the entire 
North End Road and parts of Oak Road, Five Islands Road, Little Sheepscot Road, and West 
Georgetown Road. All paving should take place in July and late September. 
 As always, I appreciate the opportunity to serve the people of Georgetown and look 
forward to another year. Respectfully submitted,
 Dale Savoie
 Road Commissioner
SHELLFISH WARDEN
Over the past year your Shellfish Committee, Warden, and Code Enforcement Officer 
have been hard at work around Heal Eddy and Sagadahoc Bay. Our efforts have eliminated 
several problems with waste-disposal systems and confirmed the proper operation of 
others. Our water-quality program is a continuing effort which ensures us clean water and 
healthy shellfish for all to enjoy.
 Prior to harvesting any shellfish in Georgetown, you must first obtain a shellfish license 
from the Town Office. At that time, ask the clerk if there are any conservation closures 
in effect and ask to look at all the latest applicable Repeal and Promulgation Regulations, 
which should be found on the bulletin board outside the office door in the hallway. You 
may also want to pick up a recreational shellfish information sheet from the clerk or go to 
the Town web site for a copy. Also check the Department of Marine Resources web site at 
www.maine.gov/dmr/rm/public_health/shellfish growingarea/htm for the most up-to-date 
status of the flats. This way you can be absolutely sure that the flats you plan to dig on are 
open. If you need assistance with this procedure, please call me.
If the Town office is closed and you need an immediate shellfish license, please call the 
Sagadahoc Bay Campground at 2014 where you will find Patricia and Eric Kosalka ready to 
sell you a Seven-Day Recreational Shellfish License at just about any time during daylight or 
early evening hours.
Prior to digging in the future, contact your Town Office at 2820 or me at 2732 for 
openings and closings, which can change without warning. Be especially cautious in the 
spring when we can expect heavy rains which may close all our flats. Another springtime 
problem we routinely face is Red Tide. This will usually affect blue mussels, carnivorous 
snails, and European oysters, and can last all summer. I make every effort to post closure 
signs at major points of access to some of the flats. These locations are the first telephone 
pole on the Birch Island Road, Julia Kahrl’s telephone pole by the tennis court on Kennebec 
Point, the signpost at the southern end of Molly Point, the signpost at the end of the 
pavement on the Sagadahoc Bay Road, Todd’s Landing on Robinhood Cove between the two 
bridges, the boat ramp at the end of the South Bay Road, the commercial clammers’ access 
to the Bay by Connie Donovan’s, the Indian Point access to Little River on the Loop Road, 
and the gate house at Reid State Park. However, never trust the absence of a sign. They can 
be (and in many cases are) vandalized or damaged. The only postings you can completely 
trust are the ones located in the Town Office or the DMR website.
Please remember that if you use someone else’s property to get to the clam flats, you 
must first obtain permission from the owner or designated responsible person.  
Finally, the Red Tide Hotline number is 1-800-232-4733.
  Respectfully submitted,
  Jon L. Hentz
  Shellfish Warden
TOWN OFFICE GALLERY DIRECTOR
 It is always a joy to look back over the year as I gather my info for this report and 
reconnect with the artists who agreed to exhibit for the people of Georgetown. They are a 
wonderful bunch, and talented. Each one is different, and I gain new friends as well. I never 
lose!
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 In June and July we hung the photographs of Alison Freeman, my husband’s daughter. 
The pictures were wonderful, displaying a keen eye for interesting, beautiful, and natural 
sights. We were lucky to get her in. She took scenes of Georgetown we all recognize, as well 
as some in Newfoundland and some from France. She loves taking pictures.
 Kay Gray exhibited her lovely watercolors next. She lives on the water at Five Islands 
every summer and loves the scenery. She calls it her own view. She does paintings of 
landscapes and seascapes, and close-ups of man-made things we recognize are also 
beautiful. In the winter she lives in New Paltz, NY, where rocks and cornfields, apple 
orchards, and trees are favorite subjects for her brush. Both locations offer scenes that 
satisfy her high standards for composition, light and shadow.
 Shannon Slattery was the next exhibitor, with wonderful paintings, many abstracts 
and the rest what you really see. She often uses lithography, drypoint, and collograph. Each 
print is original, created as a part of a series and grouped around a central theme or image. 
It was a wonderful show.
 Christie Goold came next, with her very small pictures of plants and scenes. Most of 
them are abstract and beautiful. She is a wonder with colors and texture, using watercolors 
and acrylics, with a fine eye for shapes and shades. She takes great pleasure in seeing 
people enjoying her work. She has a gallery in her home on Five Islands Road, the Levant 
Gallery. If there’s a car or two there, you can go knock on the door to see more of her work.
 Ethan Russell’s work began in high school, and continues to this day when he can get 
a minute for it. He grew up in Georgetown, the grandson of Claire and Gene Reynolds. He 
climbed rocks, explored, and no doubt got wet a few times. But his pictures show the beauty 
of Georgetown, both photos and paintings. He still loves living in a place that is a home, or 
at least an inspiration, for many artists, and finds ways to practice drawing and painting.
 May rolls around and the Georgetown schoolchildren are on the walls in the Town 
Office. Teacher Karen Wolfe says the fifth- and sixth-graders are fabulous with their 
sculptures and prints. Fifth-graders created cardboard lizards out of tubes and egg 
cartons, covering them with papier maché and giving them color. As well they created the 
surroundings for their animals. The sixth-graders were shown Neil Welliver’s woodcut, 
The Birches. They then created a relief linocut of a tree silhouette. After painting the block 
shape, they then painted and inked the trees on top of their background, for two-color 
prints. (I’m sorry, I can’t find Karen Wolfe’s list of 5th and 6th grade children. They know 
who they are.)
 I am always looking for more artists, particularly ones who have just moved to 
Georgetown. Everybody wants to see what goes on the walls of the Town Office, and I have 
to give them some new stuff!! Please call me at 2447 or email me at cmd@singingbridge.net. 
I look forward to hearing from you!
  Respectfully submitted,
  Claire Darrow
  Town Office Gallery Director
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GEORGETOWN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
 As of 30 June, 2010, Department volunteers had responded to 58 fire and automobile 
accident runs and 112 ambulance runs. Members logged a total of 503.5 training hours, 
averaging just short of 42 hours per month. Larry Mann continued to serve as Fire Chief.
 Treasurer Ron Hayward successfully managed The Department’s transition to a 
501(c)3 corporation, which was approved by the IRS in September of 2009. A state grant of 
$400 towards purchase of a computer for the ambulance service was received. No federal 
grants were received during this fiscal year.
 Respectfully submitted,
 J. R. Steuernagel
 Secretary
Treasurer’s Report 
Operating income
Donations 2009-10 $  16,184.80
Donations 2010-11 17,045.00
Grants/reimbursements/rebates 4,006.22
GVFD Auxiliary donation 13,000.00
Georgetown Working League donation 4,000.00
Interest / miscellaneous income 135.81
Surplus carried forward 44,237.21
  $  98,609.04
Operating expenses
Building maintenance $ 2,488.29 
Center Station addition 114.63
Communications 6,726.27
Electricity 3,181.25
Equipment 2,309.50
Equipment maintenance 883.41
Heating oil 4,371.11
Medical fees/supplies 2,049.04
Miscellaneous expenses 3,188.62
Office expenses 3,816.85
Training 1,850.00
Vehicle fuel and oil 3,175.90
Vehicle maintenance 7,663.53
Water rescue expenses 132.60
Required equipment testing 2,689.49 
Transferred to Radio/Equipment Fund 17,000.00
 $  61,642.49
Funds on hand, 30 June 2010 $  36,966.55
Savings Account Balance, Radio/Equipment Fund, 30 June 2010 $29,015.00
 Respectfully submitted,
 Ron Hayward
 Treasurer
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PROPERTY OWNERS AS OF 1 APRIL 2010
This list includes owners of property as of 1 April 2010 and the property valuations and taxes assessed in the tax bills issued 
for 2010-11. This list does not include homestead or veterans’ exemptions or abatements granted after commitment.
owner map/lot land $ bldg $ total $ tax $
815 Lisbon Street LLC 03R-015-C 87,300 165,500 252,800 1,610.34
Achramowicz, John S Jr & Joyce L 01U-029 184,000 82,200 266,200 1,695.69
Achramowicz, John S Jr & Joyce L, Trustees 01U-029-A 146,400 43,200 189,600 1,207.75
Aieta, Amy B 03U-026 60,000 85,200 145,200 924.92
Alfreds, Shaun T & Heidi E 11U-006-002 192,000 63,300 255,300 1,626.26
Allen, Edwin J, & Bean, Barbara E 09R-013-B2 126,500 13,700 140,200 893.07
Allen, Samuel M, & Fowler, Anne C 11U-021 158,800 160,900 319,700 2,036.49
Alston, Wallace M III  15U-014 238,600 151,800 390,400 2,486.85
Altenburg, Andrew B & Barbara, Trustees 05U-007 287,800 98,200 386,000 2,458.82
Altenburg, Andrew B & Barbara, Trustees 05U-008 267,800 0 267,800 1,705.89
Amirault, Neal E & Jeannie 02R-042 91,300 145,400 236,700 1,507.78
Anderson, Suzanne C, & Brown, C David 03R-007-22 98,600 0 98,600 628.08
Annunziata, Jeff Jr 04R-027 112,800 91,300 204,100 1,300.12
Ansel,  Talvikki E & Willits D 03U-019 28,600 71,400 100,000 637.00
Ansel, Willits D & Hanneli V, Trustees 09R-013-B1 128,100 38,300 166,400 1,059.97
Antweiler, Raymond W 04R-022-A 82,900 0 82,900 528.07
Appalachian Mountain Club 01R-009 458,500 144,900 603,400 3,843.66
Appalachian Mountain Club 01R-034 191,200 0 191,200 1,217.94
Appleton Family Realty Trust 02R-044-T 95,500 176,800 272,300 1,734.55
Arbuthnot, David, et al 07R-017 538,300 229,000 767,300 4,887.70
Arbuthnot, David, et al 07R-017 0 116,800 116,800 744.02
Arbuthnot, Stephen & Nancy P 06R-028-2 185,500 0 185,500 1,181.64
Arena, Peter 03R-037 75,500 61,400 136,900 872.05
Arledge, Robert C 10R-018-C 75,400 0 75,400 480.30
At&T Mobility on 06R-017 0 80,000 80,000 509.60
At&T Mobility on 10R-003-B 0 90,000 90,000 573.30
At&T Mobility on 11R-004 0 80,000 80,000 509.60
Autumn View Properties LLC 11U-006-004 160,000 103,200 263,200 1,676.58
Autumn View Properties LLC 11U-006-001 192,000 136,500 328,500 2,092.55
Axelson, Karl A & Nancy W 04R-034-A 115,200 260,900 376,100 2,395.76
Azzam, Fateh S, & Mckone, Mary E 04R-020-B 347,700 172,800 520,500 3,315.59
Babkirk, Lyndon N & Jeannette 02R-009-B 96,300 131,300 227,600 1,449.81
Back River Bend LLC 02R-017-C 98,700 414,600 513,300 3,269.72
Backiel, Peter J Jr & Paula J 03R-015 87,800 70,800 158,600 1,010.28
Bacon, Helen Rowe, Estate 13U-034 217,800 125,200 343,000 2,184.91
Bacon, Karl M 11R-025 289,500 84,200 373,700 2,380.47
Bagwell, Charles B & Sandra P 08R-008 685,000 63,300 748,300 4,766.67
Bailey, Arnold B 07U-026-A 291,700 66,100 357,800 2,279.19
Bailey, Gage Jr 11R-057 17,200 0 17,200 109.56
Bailey, Gage Jr 15U-001 11,300 0 11,300 71.98
Bailey, Linda T 13U-018 16,000 0 16,000 101.92
Bailey, Linda T 13U-019 79,500 126,600 206,100 1,312.86
Balcziunas, Peter J & Katheryn 02R-045-C 106,200 3,100 109,300 696.24
Ball, Francis J Jr 03R-018 98,400 108,100 206,500 1,315.41
Bane, Justin E 05R-011 75,000 2,200 77,200 491.76
Barabe, Barbara & Paul W 10U-020 1,120,000 309,400 1,429,400 9,105.28
Barabe, Barbara & Paul W 10U-020 0 5,300 5,300 33.76
Barabe, Barbara R, & Buckley, R W Jr 10U-022 714,800 92,100 806,900 5,139.95
Barabe, Jason 10R-024-B 98,200 0 98,200 625.53
Barabe, Paul W & Barbara 10U-024 95,000 188,800 283,800 1,807.81
Barabe, Paul W & Barbara 09R-027 160,800 0 160,800 1,024.30
Barabe, Paul W & Barbara 10R-024 164,700 0 164,700 1,049.14
Barabe, Todd B, Barbara R, & Paul W 10R-024-A 103,200 220,200 323,400 2,060.06
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Bardo, Jon C 05U-005 295,800 61,400 357,200 2,275.36
Bareneck Island Trust 01R-035 600,800 226,100 826,900 5,267.35
Barney, Beth A 02R-019 79,400 79,400 158,800 1,011.56
Barney, Nancy, Clayton, & Beth 01U-010 157,800 63,100 220,900 1,407.13
Barter, Marlene E & Charlene M 14U-001 90,500 65,100 155,600 991.17
Barth, Robert D 03R-024 104,800 105,300 210,100 1,338.34
Bartlett, Brian A 03R-037-A 93,400 75,200 168,600 1,073.98
Bartlett, Margaret M, Trustee, et al 01U-031 117,300 60,300 177,600 1,131.31
Bartlett, Paulette, & Hooper, Nancy 05R-040 58,700 22,200 80,900 515.33
Bascom Family Trust 07R-030 638,400 133,300 771,700 4,915.73
Bascom Family Trust 07R-033 9,900 2,200 12,100 77.08
Bassette, Beverly R 01R-010 77,000 0 77,000 490.49
Bassette, Beverly R 01R-014 388,200 69,500 457,700 2,915.55
Bates, Katherine A, & Smith, Mary J 13U-017 106,900 71,900 178,800 1,138.96
Bates, Katherine A, & Smith, Mary J 13U-017 0 42,600 42,600 271.36
Baumgartner, Stephen & Rachel 16U-005 89,500 94,900 184,400 1,174.63
Bay Point Realty LLC 04R-004-B 190,700 170,300 361,000 2,299.57
Bay Point Realty LLC 04R-004-B 0 215,800 215,800 1,374.65
Beaman, Frederick & Susan H 02R-035-A 91,400 99,000 190,400 1,212.85
Bean, Clarence F, & Race, Sandra K 08U-042 359,400 47,900 407,300 2,594.50
Bean, Clarence F, & Race, Sandra K 08U-043 55,900 0 55,900 356.08
Bean, George A & Eva I, Estate 04R-004-D 98,100 106,300 204,400 1,302.03
Bean, James A 04R-004-C 106,000 106,300 212,300 1,352.35
Beaulieu, Peter J & Jennifer E 06R-017-A 307,800 123,400 431,200 2,746.74
Beaulieu, Roderic A & Jane M 06R-046-B 132,700 284,800 417,500 2,659.48
Beaulieu, Roderic A & Jane M 06R-046-C 400,000 56,200 456,200 2,905.99
Beaver Valley Association 04R-026 100,000 0 100,000 637.00
Becker, Liia 02R-046-D 135,600 255,400 391,000 2,490.67
Becker, Sylvia 02R-046 884,100 261,800 1,145,900 7,299.38
Beebe, Michael, Trustee 06U-014 645,500 113,800 759,300 4,836.74
Beecher, Deborah L 04U-016 58,100 62,400 120,500 767.59
Beecher, Deborah L 04U-020-A 5,300 0 5,300 33.76
Bennett, Coburn,  01U-003 1,416,000 86,700 1,502,700 9,572.20
Benziger, Alfred S & Thelma 0 02R-045-B 334,800 164,800 499,600 3,182.45
Benziger, Alfred S & Thelma 0 02R-045-B 0 45,000 45,000 286.65
Bernet, Brant E & Clemence H 12U-029 213,400 40,100 253,500 1,614.80
Berry, Arthur O & Beverly A 13U-022 99,100 40,200 139,300 887.34
Berry, Brian S & Linda M 11R-012 335,200 97,700 432,900 2,757.57
Berry, Edwin O & Elizabeth M 13U-023 81,100 35,400 116,500 742.11
Betts-O’Rourke, Curtis 05R-044 331,300 0 331,300 2,110.38
Betts-O’Rourke, Curtis & Jessica 06R-011 441,600 72,900 514,500 3,277.37
Birdsall, Barbara Thompson, Estate 04R-006 857,300 277,700 1,135,000 7,229.95
Birdsall, Barbara Thompson, Estate 04R-006 0 13,600 13,600 86.63
Birdsall, Barbara Thompson, Estate 04R-014 135,600 0 135,600 863.77
Birdsall, Barbara Thompson, Estate 09U-004 11,200 0 11,200 71.34
Birdsall, Geoffrey, Reid, et al 04R-036 76,300 0 76,300 486.03
Birdsall, Geoffrey, Reid, et al 09U-023 185,000 0 185,000 1,178.45
Birge, Darice E 07U-001 519,400 52,500 571,900 3,643.00
Bittar, Neville & Lia R, Trustees 10R-031 1,195,800 0 1,195,800 7,617.25
Black, Linda L & John 04R-017 73,600 109,200 182,800 1,164.44
Black, Lynn A, Estate 13U-021 82,500 54,200 136,700 870.78
Blanchard, Julius R & Pamela 02R-016 95,400 104,400 199,800 1,272.73
Blessington, Bruce A & Monica M 11R-045-B 570,400 0 570,400 3,633.45
Blessington, Marie R 08R-023 704,800 396,300 1,101,100 7,014.01
Bliss, Howard B & Mary H 07R-023 651,300 106,500 757,800 4,827.19
Bliss, Howard B & Mary H 07R-023 0 65,700 65,700 418.51
Bliss, Howard B & Mary H, Trustees 01U-026 11,800 4,600 16,400 104.47
Bliss, John W 07R-040 234,100 17,500 251,600 1,602.69
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Blitz, Peggy S 09R-031-D 1,291,700 0 1,291,700 8,228.13
Blomstrand, Ebbe & Christine 04U-018 137,900 170,400 308,300 1,963.87
Boisvert, Raymond 13U-030 129,500 84,500 214,000 1,363.18
Bolster, Robert 11R-045-A 0 124,200 124,200 791.15
Bolster, Robert 11R-045-A 271,000 256,000 527,000 3,356.99
Bolster, Robert 11R-045-A 0 155,600 155,600 991.17
Bonasera, Joseph & Marlene, Trustees 08R-006 685,000 1,386,900 2,071,900 13,198.00
Bonasera, Joseph & Marlene, Trustees 08R-006 0 169,200 169,200 1,077.80
Bonner, Patricia E, Trustee 02R-037-A 650,100 943,200 1,593,300 10,149.32
Bonney, Michael & Alison 11R-047-C 517,700 1,321,700 1,839,400 11716.98
Bonney, Michael & Alison 11R-047-C 0 11,200 11,200 71.34
Bosso, Andrew F & Carolyn M 04R-026-11 98,700 227,700 326,400 2,079.17
Bosso, Nina 01R-005-F 95,500 175,000 270,500 1,723.09
Bott, Sigrid C 01R-011 0 31,400 31,400 200.02
Bott, Sigrid C 01R-011 481,500 137,700 619,200 3,944.30
Boucher, Peter 09R-019-B 95,400 53,400 148,800 947.86
Boucher, Peter A 09R-019 105,500 86,400 191,900 1,222.40
Bowditch, Nathaniel H & Susan 08R-012 555,200 0 555,200 3,536.62
Bowdoin, Dana, & Van Loon, Eric 02R-001 100,000 111,200 211,200 1,345.34
Bowen, Lisa Sabatine & Eric J 06R-030 71,700 49,500 121,200 772.04
Bowen, Lisa Sabatine & Eric J 06R-030 0 4,900 4,900 31.21
Bowen, Lisa Sabatine & Eric J. 06R-028-1 185,500 0 185,500 1,181.64
Bowers, David 02R-024 64,400 166,100 230,500 1,468.29
Bowles, Peter J, & Meader, Jill E 03R-007-13 104,900 112,400 217,300 1,384.20
Bowman’s Landing Common Land 03R-006 100,000 0 100,000 637.00
Boy Scouts of America 06R-052 67,600 3,300 70,900 451.63
Bradford, Janice L 09R-021 92,400 16,000 108,400 690.51
Bradley, David W & Elizabeth E 03R-007-08 103,600 419,800 523,400 3,334.06
Bradstreet, Susan W. 11R-049 326,700 9,800 336,500 2,143.51
Bragg, James B & Doreen E 02R-002 99,300 153,800 253,100 1,612.25
Brandt, Emily E, & Patterson, Margaret 01U-070 184,000 69,200 253,200 1,612.88
Brandt, Michelle 11R-032 294,100 89,900 384,000 2,446.08
Breitbart, William A & Myrna 13U-037 196,800 87,500 284,300 1,810.99
Brett, William R & Mary J 02R-044-A 95,800 125,400 221,200 1,409.04
Breuer, Barbara 02R-045-F 111,700 79,500 191,200 1,217.94
Breuer, Wolfgang G 02R-045 143,200 144,400 287,600 1,832.01
Bridgham, William & Barbara 09U-005 543,900 60,100 604,000 3,847.48
Brill, Kenneth G 11R-011 578,700 256,300 835,000 5,318.95
Brine, Erik A & Shay P 11R-047-A 575,500 212,200 787,700 5,017.65
Brine, Erik A & Shay P 11R-047-A 0 479,900 479,900 3,056.96
Brophy, John R, & Stephenson, Craig J, et al 12U-007 154,500 82,300 236,800 1,508.42
Brophy, John R, & Stephenson, Craig J, et al 12U-026 21,100 0 21,100 134.41
Brown Family Camps Trust 07R-037-B 409,600 0 409,600 2,609.15
Brown, C David, & Anderson, Suzanne C 03R-007-20 113,800 393,600 507,400 3,232.14
Brown, Charlotte E 02R-044-R 86,400 0 86,400 550.37
Brown, Edward A 09R-012-A 144,700 101,200 245,900 1,566.38
Brown, Gail H 10U-013 634,800 239,800 874,600 5,571.20
Brown, Harold L 07R-037-B 0 107,200 107,200 682.86
Brown, Harold L & Sarah L 07R-037-A 121,700 223,600 345,300 2,199.56
Brown, Larry W 06R-020 54,900 25,700 80,600 513.42
Brown, Paul B 02R-044-I 87,300 9,000 96,300 613.43
Brown, Paul B & Charlotte E. 02R-044-J 85,200 0 85,200 542.72
Brown, Rufus E, & Burke, M Thomasine 17U-012-A 155,900 233,000 388,900 2,477.29
Brown, William H 15U-019 356,900 111,500 468,400 2,983.71
Browning, Ellen B 08R-001-03 143,900 0 143,900 916.64
Browning, Ellen B 08R-001-02 159,200 301,900 461,100 2,937.21
Brune, William H N & Josephine O 05R-007-A 115,000 319,500 434,500 2,767.77
Brush, Samuel 02R-031 97,500 67,300 164,800 1,049.78
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Brush, Samuel 02R-031 0 12,100 12,100 77.08
Buckley, John A, & Callia, Mary Patricia 14U-048 10,000 0 10,000 63.70
Buckley, John A, & Callia, Mary Patricia 14U-050 216,700 47,600 264,300 1,683.59
Budd, Matthew 09R-031-C 955,500 736,800 1,692,300 10,779.95
Buell, Nancy Holland & Frank A, Trustees 07U-015 137,300 84,000 221,300 1,409.68
Bulterman, Jacques F, Trustee 01R-025 592,900 104,200 697,100 4,440.53
Bulterman, Jacques F, Trustee 01R-023 194,700 0 194,700 1,240.24
Burgess, Thomas E 11R-023-A 5,000 0 5,000 31.85
Burgess, Thomas E 14U-004 69,200 93,000 162,200 1,033.21
Burke, Barry E & Mary Lou K, Trustees 07U-041 299,800 116,800 416,600 2,653.74
Burns, Robert P, & Spaulding, Elizabeth 07U-010 707,900 322,500 1,030,400 6,563.65
Burr, John & Sarah, & Smith, Pam 04U-022 168,500 134,500 303,000 1,930.11
Butler, James D 11U-018 517,000 254,600 771,600 4,915.09
Butler, Sharon W 11U-019 480,800 301,300 782,100 4,981.98
Butterfield, Elizabeth R 10R-030 115,200 130,000 245,200 1,561.92
Calhoun, Daniel F, Trustee 09U-015 108,300 55,900 164,200 1,045.95
Calhoun, Hollis A, & Allen, Peter B 11R-055 227,100 55,800 282,900 1,802.07
Calhoun, John, Trustee 06U-006 647,800 156,900 804,700 5,125.94
Calhoun, John, Trustee 06U-005 116,500 0 116,500 742.11
Calmes, Bruce W & Eleanor M 11R-023-C 90,500 133,000 223,500 1,423.70
Calmes, Dorothy S,  15U-020 533,600 175,500 709,100 4,516.97
Cameron, Deborah S, Estate 08R-002 113,200 106,000 219,200 1,396.30
Cameron, Deborah S, Estate 09U-012 12,100 0 12,100 77.08
Campbell, Byron T 05R-006-D 104,000 174,000 278,000 1,770.86
Campbell, Byron T 07R-014 1,900 0 1,900 12.10
Campbell, Byron W 03R-008 114,500 200,500 315,000 2,006.55
Campbell, Chad C 03R-008-A 100,400 203,900 304,300 1,938.39
Campbell, Constance, & Morin, E G Jr & Elinore 07U-029 110,300 0 110,300 702.61
Campbell, Constance, & Morin, E G Jr & Elinore 07U-031 225,300 0 225,300 1,435.16
Campbell, Edward F & Claudia S 08R-011 575,200 237,100 812,300 5,174.35
Campbell, Judith 04U-027 104,600 149,900 254,500 1,621.17
Caplette, Euclid E & Maureen 13U-029 95,400 47,800 143,200 912.18
Carey, Richard B Jr & Barbara A 14U-002 51,100 83,100 134,200 854.85
Carlisle Family Ltd Partnership 07R-019 438,900 183,200 622,100 3,962.78
Carlisle, John L III & Polly H, Trustees 07R-021 473,700 159,800 633,500 4,035.40
Carlisle, John L III & Polly H, Trustees 07R-028 414,300 0 414,300 2,639.09
Carlisle, Stuart P & June G 07R-035 130,000 385,700 515,700 3,285.01
Carlton, Frank R Jr, Estate 14U-019 89,300 0 89,300 568.84
Carmel, Deborah A & George S 12U-006 43,500 0 43,500 277.10
Carmel, Deborah A & George S 12U-008 181,900 94,100 276,000 1,758.12
Carmichael, William & Elaine, Trustees 12U-010 185,600 86,700 272,300 1,734.55
Carpenter, James M & D S 08U-029 263,800 45,100 308,900 1,967.69
Cassidy, Barbara M 10U-005-B 82,500 0 82,500 525.53
Cecero, Vincent & Kathryn A 01R-007 294,100 309,500 603,600 3,844.93
Central Maine Power Company 00-000 1,250,000 0 1,250,000 7,962.50
Chafe, William H 10R-032 195,200 0 195,200 1,243.42
Chafe, William H 11U-003 470,000 73,900 543,900 3,464.64
Chafe, William H 11U-003 0 132,100 132,100 841.48
Chalk, Julie R 06R-035-A2 84,000 0 84,000 535.08
Chalons-Brown, Roland W & Susan L 09R-031-G 149,700 316,500 466,200 2,969.69
Chandler, Joan B & John W 01U-022 270,000 0 270,000 1,719.90
Channing, Susan, Trustee 02R-045-A 447,700 262,600 710,300 4,524.61
Channing, Susan, Trustee 02R-045-A 0 25,000 25,000 159.25
Chapin, Richard & Maryan 17U-006 21,500 0 21,500 136.96
Chapin, Richard & Maryan 17U-019 293,400 318,500 611,900 3,897.80
Chappell, Marcia H 04U-007 398,200 201,500 599,700 3,820.09
Chauncey, Donald R & Deborah 16U-004 82,100 93,900 176,000 1,121.12
Chewonki Foundation 01R-036 9,600 0 9,600 61.15
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Chewonki Foundation 01R-037 4,900 7,500 12,400 78.99
Cholish, William J Jr & Betheny L 01R-005-C 95,900 299,500 395,400 2,518.70
Chop Point, Inc 10R-003-C 135,400 0 135,400 862.50
Church, Thomas W & Carolyn M 14U-009 445,300 291,500 736,800 4,693.42
Church, Thomas W & Carolyn M 14U-009 0 36,700 36,700 233.78
Church, Thomas W & Carolyn M 14U-009 0 298,900 298,900 1,903.99
Clark, Alden, Trustee 06U-016 519,400 77,700 597,100 3,803.53
Clark, James A 10U-011-1 488,400 94,600 583,000 3,713.71
Clark, Marilyn A & Chris M 02R-013 215,000 64,200 279,200 1,778.50
Clarke, Ty E & Sharon J. 06R-046-D 80,500 0 80,500 512.79
Clemens, Gregory 10R-018-A 95,400 121,700 217,100 1,382.93
Cliffe, J Richard & Juliana 02R-044-L 100,900 303,700 404,600 2,577.30
Coffey, Thomas W 14U-008 72,000 99,700 171,700 1,093.73
Cogburn, John B, Trust 04R-020-C 126,800 155,400 282,200 1,797.61
Cole, Charles D 03R-036-L 80,500 127,600 208,100 1,325.60
Cole, Elizabeth 04R-026-07 117,200 280,900 398,100 2,535.90
Cole, Elizabeth 04R-026-08 102,200 0 102,200 651.01
Cole, Peter,  14U-034 553,100 118,100 671,200 4,275.54
Collier, Jeremy D & Mary A 11R-005-N 58,400 70,900 129,300 823.64
Collins, Catherine L 07R-037-B 0 10,400 10,400 66.25
Collins, Catherine, & Moore, Holly 07R-036 3,300 0 3,300 21.02
Collins, Catherine, & Moore, Holly 07R-037 848,100 97,100 945,200 6,020.92
Collins, Charles W Jr & Catherine 06R-013-A 110,700 0 110,700 705.16
Collins, Charles W Jr & Catherine 03R-001-B 131,700 0 131,700 838.93
Collins, Charles W Jr & Catherine 06R-017 789,000 162,200 951,200 6,059.14
Collins, Charles W, Jr 03R-001-B 0 31,000 31,000 197.47
Collins, Charles W, Jr 03R-001-B 0 6,700 6,700 42.68
Collins, Jonathan 03R-001-B1 102,600 89,400 192,000 1,223.04
Collins, Scott W & Patricia N 09R-016-A 69,300 0 69,300 441.44
Comer, Emri & Jana 03R-007-04 89,000 0 89,000 566.93
Compton, Cynthia D 02R-035-B 92,000 171,600 263,600 1,679.13
Conant, Loring Jr & Louise 06R-010 1,291,200 471,200 1,762,400 11,226.49
Conant, Loring Jr & Louise 06R-010 20,000 0 20,000 127.40
Conant, Loring Jr & Louise 06R-013 787,200 0 787,200 5,014.46
Conant, Loring Jr & Louise 07R-034 32,200 0 32,200 205.11
Cone, Thomas E III, & Morse, Julia, Trustees 01R-040 199,500 30,600 230,100 1,465.74
Conley, Alston E & Mary A 10R-002 466,900 119,500 586,400 3,735.37
Conley, Joseph K & Jeannette, Trustees 01U-068 246,500 248,500 495,000 3,153.15
Conley, Kevin M & Cynthia A 01U-076 233,300 97,000 330,300 2,104.01
Conley, Mark J, Trustee 01U-060 178,100 90,500 268,600 1,710.98
Conley, Michael J, & Herter, Mary 01U-062 215,000 89,700 304,700 1,940.94
Conley, Thomas D, Trustee 11R-031 282,700 294,200 576,900 3,674.85
Connell, William P & Claire 01U-040 246,000 66,300 312,300 1,989.35
Conner, Jack E II & Andrea E 13U-057 439,500 55,000 494,500 3,149.97
Connors, Peter M & April H 03R-007-11 104,700 207,900 312,600 1,991.26
Cook, Clifton G & Betsy D 03R-036-J 98,700 258,800 357,500 2,277.28
Cooley, Nan & Parker 06R-007 103,600 56,200 159,800 1,017.93
Coolidge, Lawrence, & Domini, Amy L, Trustees 06R-040 423,200 299,700 722,900 4,604.87
Coombs, James L Jr & Kristen A 03R-007-16 115,200 210,700 325,900 2,075.98
Coombs, James L Jr & Kristen A 03R-007-16 0 8,400 8,400 53.51
Corderman, Allan B & Patricia E, Trustees 11R-014-H 450,300 355,600 805,900 5,133.58
Corderman, Allan B & Patricia E, Trustees 11R-014-G 325,300 0 325,300 2,072.16
Corderman, Sidney A & Sarah J, Trustees 11R-014-K 227,800 0 227,800 1,451.09
Corderman, Sidney A & Sarah J, Trustees 11R-014-J 555,700 376,300 932,000 5,936.84
Cota, Scott A & Diane L 03R-001-6 245,500 278,800 524,300 3,339.79
Cousineau, Randall L 11R-005-A 76,800 224,000 300,800 1,916.10
Cousins, Dawn L, & Spear, Wanda L 01U-012 69,100 7,500 76,600 487.94
Covino, Robert J & Janet M 11U-011 462,500 91,700 554,200 3,530.25
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Cowing, Donald & Karren 04R-030 96,500 174,600 271,100 1,726.91
Cox Georgetown Co 09U-009 1,575,400 379,200 1,954,600 12,450.80
Crankshaw, Ned M, & Chumbly-Crankshaw, V L 11U-030 43,600 45,800 89,400 569.48
Cranshaw, Philip B, Estate 12U-034 198,100 113,200 311,300 1,982.98
Craven, Richard P 11R-014-D 342,600 5,000 347,600 2,214.21
Cressey, Clarence & Christel 02R-025-A 136,200 185,900 322,100 2,051.78
Crocker, George N & Barbara N, & Bengston, J M 09R-006 520,000 63,700 583,700 3,718.17
Crocker, George N & Barbara N, & Bengston, J M 09R-006 0 20,000 20,000 127.40
Crosby, Angus M & Lauren 04R-033-A 86,200 0 86,200 549.09
Crosby, Angus M & Lisa Jo 05R-022 16,500 0 16,500 105.11
Crosby, Angus M & Lisa Jo 05R-024 500,100 226,900 727,000 4,630.99
Crosby, Angus M & Lisa Jo 05R-027 77,400 0 77,400 493.04
Crosby, Angus M & Molly M 05R-012 65,000 0 65,000 414.05
Crosby, Angus M & Sadie J 05R-016 102,200 0 102,200 651.01
Crosby, Angus M, & Roberts, Jessica B 04R-033 121,200 98,200 219,400 1,397.58
Crosby, Angus M, & Roberts, Jessica B 04R-034 181,800 0 181,800 1,158.07
Crosby, Angus M, & Roberts, Jessica B 04R-035 3,800 0 3,800 24.21
Crosby, S Parker 05R-009 165,900 84,500 250,400 1,595.05
Crosby, S Parker 05R-014 95,400 100,800 196,200 1,249.79
Crosby, S Parker 05R-018 103,900 168,700 272,600 1,736.46
Crosby, S Parker 05R-020-A 64,300 100 64,400 410.23
Crosby, S Parker 06R-021 105,500 55,500 161,000 1,025.57
Crosby, S Parker 06R-021 0 35,000 35,000 222.95
Crosby, S Parker 06R-018 92,800 0 92,800 591.14
Crosby, Samuel M & Bobbi Jo 05R-009-C 88,200 18,100 106,300 677.13
Crosby, Samuel M & Bobbi Jo 03R-023 91,800 35,300 127,100 809.63
Crosby, Samuel M & Bobbi Jo 11R-005-I 755,800 275,600 1,031,400 6,570.02
Crosby, Sarah A 05R-009-A 75,000 18,200 93,200 593.68
Crosby, Sarah A 04R-034-C 95,400 105,800 201,200 1,281.64
Crosson, Constance 10R-021-A 115,200 93,900 209,100 1,331.97
Crosson, Constance 10R-022 81,200 11,800 93,000 592.41
Crosson, Curtis L & Cyndy J 10R-021 95,400 121,700 217,100 1,382.93
Crosson, Louis K & Marion E 04R-001-A 98,500 154,600 253,100 1,612.25
Crowley, Harold & Mary C 09R-010 0 58,600 58,600 373.28
Crowley, Harold & Mary C 09R-010 147,300 11,200 158,500 1,009.65
Crute, Lawreston C 03R-036-D 83,400 218,200 301,600 1,921.19
Cumming, Virgil & Jane 11R-046-A 636,400 411,600 1,048,000 6,675.76
Cumming, Virgil & Jane 11R-046-A 0 150,800 150,800 960.60
Cummings, Constance 09R-016 102,500 0 102,500 652.93
Cunningham Family House Trust 03R-002 413,700 331,500 745,200 4,746.92
Cunningham Family Land Trust 03R-002-A 560,700 0 560,700 3,571.66
Cunningham, Stuart, Deborah,& Mary 14U-045-A 14,600 0 14,600 93.00
Curtis, Dennis P & Theresa M 03R-001-7 88,800 0 88,800 565.66
Dalrymple, Frederick L & Thomas S 06R-042 363,500 139,500 503,000 3,204.11
Dalrymple, Keith P & Heather A 06U-019 430,800 59,700 490,500 3,124.49
Dalrymple, Stewart W & Elizabeth E 07R-025 1,145,800 106,500 1,252,300 7,977.15
Dalrymple, Thomas S & Frederick L 06R-043 322,000 84,900 406,900 2,591.95
Damrell, Robert K & Marijke F 03U-010 93,200 176,400 269,600 1,717.35
Darling, John B 11U-017 1,623,300 1,288,300 2,911,600 18,546.89
Darling, John B 11U-017 0 30,200 30,200 192.37
Davis, Laurel Ann, & Yeo, Robert H Jr & C C 14U-053 920,000 212,700 1,132,700 7,215.30
Davis, Laurel Ann, & Yeo, Robert H Jr & C C 14U-053 0 20,100 20,100 128.04
Davis, Lawrence J 10R-019 3,400 0 3,400 21.66
Davis, Patrick R 01U-028 191,100 67,300 258,400 1,646.01
Davis, Rebecca D, et al 07U-015-A 105,500 0 105,500 672.04
Davis, Rebecca D, et al 07U-016 500,400 119,900 620,300 3,951.31
Davis, Richard E 08R-019 680,900 210,000 890,900 5,675.03
Day, Peter R & Lois E 07U-042 304,500 37,100 341,600 2,175.99
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Decato, David R & Janice T 11R-052 355,300 118,200 473,500 3,016.20
Deetjen, William S & Linda M 08U-017 356,500 49,000 405,500 2,583.04
Dell, Bradley 14U-018 204,000 39,100 243,100 1,548.55
Delotto, Louis R 04R-026-15B 103,800 145,900 249,700 1,590.59
Demers, Noreen, & Beucler, Chris, Trustees 11U-032 70,600 50,600 121,200 772.04
Depencier, Ross, & Hanna, Deborah 11U-022 111,800 135,800 247,600 1,577.21
Depesa, Michael A & Sars N 03R-001-2A 95,400 152,500 247,900 1,579.12
Devito, Richard T & Joyce L, Trustees 02R-020-A 95,400 307,700 403,100 2,567.75
Dewitt, Robert A & Donna C 06R-031 112,100 41,300 153,400 977.16
Dexter, Philippa 01U-044 167,500 119,400 286,900 1,827.55
Dexter, Stephen C 05R-006-A 100,200 221,900 322,100 2,051.78
DiBenedetto, Nicholas J 06R-051 91,500 0 91,500 582.86
DiBenedetto, Nicholas J & Dana 06R-055 646,000 158,600 804,600 5,125.30
Dickson, Brenton H & Elizabeth H 11R-014-C 394,100 282,800 676,900 4,311.85
Dickson, Brenton H & Elizabeth H 11R-014-B 374,100 0 374,100 2,383.02
Dickson, Brenton H & Elizabeth H 11R-015 186,700 0 186,700 1,189.28
Dickson, Brenton H & Elizabeth H 11R-014 68,900 0 68,900 438.89
Dimella, Catherine & James 10R-001-C 80,500 0 80,500 512.79
Dionne, Dennis & Debra 03R-007-21 104,000 299,700 403,700 2,571.57
Diperna, Paul M & Melinda K 11R-026 55,800 0 55,800 355.45
Diperna, Paul M & Melinda K 11R-029 331,500 66,700 398,200 2,536.53
Doak, Robert W & Robin S 02R-023 99,300 231,300 330,600 2,105.92
Doane, Stephanie, & Villamil, Victoria 02U-001 562,000 15,000 577,000 3,675.49
Doerfer, Jane A 01U-035 244,700 63,100 307,800 1,960.69
Doiron, Edward N Jr & Dorothea 10U-001 30,900 29,600 60,500 385.39
Dominie, Holly J & David R 08R-020 311,400 8,200 319,600 2,035.85
Donaldson, Richard 06R-034-A 95,700 274,800 370,500 2,360.09
Donovan, Constance 07U-032 234,100 97,900 332,000 2,114.84
Donovan, Mark S & Lisa G 13U-028 131,100 76,200 207,300 1,320.50
Donovan, Michael E & Sandra B, Trustees 10U-012 610,700 143,200 753,900 4,802.34
Donovan, Michael E & Sandra B, Trustees 10U-013-B 66,100 94,700 160,800 1,024.30
Dooen, Lindy L 03R-011 104,200 29,900 134,100 854.22
Dooen, Lindy L 03R-011 0 3,200 3,200 20.38
Doolittle, Sara A, et al 12U-030 535,900 172,000 707,900 4,509.32
Doring, Arthur R & Lois R 06U-020 326,200 2,100 328,300 2,091.27
Dotsea Realty LLC 07U-009 512,000 52,600 564,600 3,596.50
Douglass, Alfred W Jr, & Carter, Jane C D 12U-014 532,300 139,900 672,200 4,281.91
Downing, Nancy F & John 12U-015 514,400 114,300 628,700 4,004.82
Downs, Georgia Kay 11R-051 354,400 91,000 445,400 2,837.20
Doyle, John R. 04R-026-14A 105,000 196,500 301,500 1,920.56
Drake, Jacqueline 06R-056 375,400 104,700 480,100 3,058.24
Drayton, Brian, & Steinhauer, Tamre D, Trustees 02R-012 424,400 221,000 645,400 4,111.20
Drost, Martin J, & Ramos, Maria E 04R-026-04 113,200 146,600 259,800 1,654.93
Duarte, Carmen L, & Von Gerichten, Edward 12U-005 156,100 119,000 275,100 1,752.39
Dudovicz, Catherine 01U-069-A 33,000 0 33,000 210.21
Dufour, George F & Leona J 03R-007-28 109,200 144,800 254,000 1,617.98
Duke, Herald G & Judith J 06R-001 67,000 111,000 178,000 1,133.86
Dumas, Tiffany Lynn 14U-012 76,500 0 76,500 487.31
Dunn, Amy E 09R-003 212,700 0 212,700 1,354.90
Dunn, Amy E, et al 10U-004 74,500 73,400 147,900 942.12
Dunton, Susan L, Trustee 11R-033 267,800 81,000 348,800 2,221.86
Edwards, Jon H, & Fox, Nancy J 11R-022 992,200 222,800 1,215,000 7,739.55
Edwards, Jon H, & Fox, Nancy J 11R-022 0 4,500 4,500 28.67
Eee, Aria, & Gallant, Terri L 04R-026-11A 108,200 191,900 300,100 1,911.64
Elliott, Rachel Webster, LLC 06R-025 326,500 36,500 363,000 2,312.31
Ellis, Elizabeth 01R-017 459,400 46,000 505,400 3,219.40
Ellis, Ronald R & Elizabeth E 01R-018 206,400 25,400 231,800 1,476.57
Emerson, Jeff D, Trustee 11R-044 576,500 170,400 746,900 4,757.75
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Emison, Grant, & Betlock, Lynn 01U-047 132,600 54,500 187,100 1,191.83
Enemark, Chris 02R-044-G 106,400 127,400 233,800 1,489.31
Episcopal Diocese of Maine 16U-007 84,800 78,100 162,900 1,037.67
Episcopal Diocese of Maine 16U-007 0 56,100 56,100 357.36
Epstein, Miles O, & George, Susan 06R-048 606,200 0 606,200 3,861.49
Epstein, Miles O, & George, Susan 06R-049 145,300 85,300 230,600 1,468.92
Epstein, Miles O, & George, Susan 06R-049 123,100 113,100 236,200 1,504.59
Erskine, George W & Rita 07U-008 59,000 138,000 197,000 1,254.89
Esleeck, Cathleen C Trust 12U-041 196,000 73,100 269,100 1,714.17
Evans, John M & Nancy A 06U-003 330,300 328,400 658,700 4,195.92
FairPoint Communications Inc 03U-009 53,600 46,900 100,500 640.19
Fake, Barry L & Karen L 10R-030-B 103,200 165,100 268,300 1,709.07
Farrow, Mark, & Kapisovsky, Peggy M 03R-034-B 91,500 158,200 249,700 1,590.59
Farrow, Peter & Mark 03R-034 140,700 8,100 148,800 947.86
Fay, David A, & Campbell, Roben 17U-003 99,600 123,000 222,600 1,417.96
Fay, James A & Agatha M 17U-005 116,900 90,100 207,000 1,318.59
Felix, Marshall P, & Miller, Gwenn A. 04R-026-A 361,200 0 361,200 2,300.84
Ferrell, Roy M & Janet L 06R-007-D 83,300 0 83,300 530.62
Fessenden, Susan 07U-002 566,100 53,500 619,600 3,946.85
Fessenden, Susan 07U-004 422,000 1,000 423,000 2,694.51
Fessenden, Susan 07U-005 77,800 0 77,800 495.59
Finch, Geraldine 04R-026-06 113,200 296,500 409,700 2,609.79
Finch, Geraldine 04R-026-05 98,200 0 98,200 625.53
Fines, William H III 09R-022-A 90,900 44,000 134,900 859.31
Finney, Graham S & Katherine B 04R-027-1 684,100 234,300 918,400 5,850.21
Finney, Graham S & Katherine B 04R-027-2 498,100 15,500 513,600 3,271.63
First Church in Georgetown Center 03U-002 80,000 85,200 165,200 1,052.32
Fisk, James H 11R-014-A 362,600 113,700 476,300 3,034.03
Five Islands Baptist Church 13U-002 64,700 135,400 200,100 1,274.64
Fletcher, Shirley, & Bretton 01R-028 165,100 25,100 190,200 1,211.57
Fluharty, David H, & Hjortland, Linda R, Trustees 12U-003 106,500 127,200 233,700 1,488.67
Forkey, Clara R 03R-036-F 85,300 178,600 263,900 1,681.04
Forkey, David R 02R-044-N 96,300 122,500 218,800 1,393.76
Foss, John E & Caryn M, Trustees 05U-004 429,000 353,600 782,600 4,985.16
Fossett, Frances M 14U-028 417,900 132,900 550,800 3,508.60
Fossett, Frances M, Trustee 14U-027 139,700 0 139,700 889.89
Foster, David R Jr & Debra H 17U-004 116,300 91,700 208,000 1,324.96
Foster, David R Jr & Debra H 17U-024 122,200 0 122,200 778.41
Francis, Philip S & Ruth B 02R-017 789,500 325,900 1,115,400 7,105.10
Francis, Philip S & Ruth B 02R-017 0 108,800 108,800 693.06
Francis, Philip S & Ruth B 02R-017-D 0 74,500 74,500 474.57
Francis, Philip S & Ruth B 02R-017-D 0 52,300 52,300 333.15
Francis, Philip S & Ruth B 02R-017-D 0 44,400 44,400 282.83
Francis, Philip S & Ruth B 02R-017-D 0 118,100 118,100 752.30
Francis, Philip S & Ruth B 02R-017-D 0 106,700 106,700 679.68
Frank, Lewis B & Jean W 06R-016 115,000 91,000 206,000 1,312.22
Freeberg, Ernest & Jane, Trustees 04U-002 141,200 110,700 251,900 1,604.60
Freeman, Alison L 04R-025-A 86,900 153,000 239,900 1,528.16
Freeman, Alison L & Lauren E, Trustees 02R-011 350,300 418,000 768,300 4,894.07
French, Barbara, Estate 06R-003 56,100 46,500 102,600 653.56
Fulton, Reed C 17U-016 188,300 60,800 249,100 1,586.77
Fulton, Reed C 17U-008 16,500 0 16,500 105.11
Gaffney, Michael E & Gloria N 04R-021 831,400 237,300 1,068,700 6,807.62
Gagne, Michael A 02R-008 108,700 141,400 250,100 1,593.14
Gamache, Jerome D & Karin O 04R-026-01A 103,200 447,000 550,200 3,504.77
Gamble, Ian P & Lisa M 06R-033 89,200 0 89,200 568.20
Gamble, Robert D 07R-029 365,600 96,200 461,800 2,941.67
Gamble, Robert D 07U-025 119,400 0 119,400 760.58
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Gamble, Robert D 08U-010 110,400 0 110,400 703.25
Gamble, Robert D 07R-033 9,900 2,200 12,100 77.08
Gamble, Walter J & Anne C 07R-031 763,500 153,000 916,500 5,838.11
Gamble, Walter J & Anne C 07R-033 9,900 2,200 12,100 77.08
Gane, Martha Elizabeth 07U-019 89,600 89,200 178,800 1,138.96
Gannett Real Property Trust 08U-025 682,900 0 682,900 4,350.07
Gardiner Family Homestead 09U-003 590,100 13,100 603,200 3,842.38
Gardiner, Greta, & Graffam, Eric, Trustees 05R-010 132,900 0 132,900 846.57
Gardiner, Greta, & Graffam, Eric, Trustees 05R-029 161,100 0 161,100 1,026.21
Gardiner, Greta, & Graffam, Eric, Trustees 05R-033 638,200 88,500 726,700 4,629.08
Gardiner, Robert H & Anne M 09U-002 677,900 166,200 844,100 5,376.92
Gargulinski, Jane & John 11R-005-D 435,500 147,200 582,700 3,711.80
Garrity, Stacy M 06R-002 63,000 61,100 124,100 790.52
Garzone, Michael A & Dawn C 09R-019-A 98,200 54,000 152,200 969.51
Gaudin, Peter W & Sharon C 09R-011 270,500 190,600 461,100 2,937.21
Gaudin, Peter W & Sharon C 09R-011 0 58,300 58,300 371.37
Gauld, Malcolm & Laura D 05R-042 374,700 141,100 515,800 3,285.65
Gauld, Malcolm & Laura D 05R-035 79,300 0 79,300 505.14
Gauld, Malcolm & Laura D 05R-034-B 90,000 152,900 242,900 1,547.27
Gauld, Malcolm & Laura D 05R-042-A 2,100 0 2,100 13.38
Geanoulis, Janet A 12U-022 578,700 0 578,700 3,686.32
Gedies, Robert L, & Funk-Gedies, Jeanne 03R-029-A 137,700 163,500 301,200 1,918.64
Gemery, Henry & Pamela 08U-036 267,700 175,900 443,600 2,825.73
Gentile, Frank & Susan 01U-036 333,700 77,200 410,900 2,617.43
Georgetown Community Center Inc 13U-009 50,200 124,100 174,300 1,110.29
Georgetown Historical Society 03U-030 95,400 200,000 295,400 1,881.70
Georgetown House Partners, LLC 05R-023-003 357,200 730,100 1,087,300 6,926.10
Georgetown House Partners, LLC 05R-023-003 0 11,400 11,400 72.62
Georgetown Volunteer Fire Dept 05R-001-B 2,400 0 2,400 15.29
Georgetown Volunteer Fire Dept 03U-008 75,900 185,600 261,500 1,665.76
Geoscience Services 08R-022 714,000 212,900 926,900 5,904.35
Giray, Cem, & Berk-Giray, Yonca 03R-007-14 114,400 214,900 329,300 2,097.64
Glover, John H, Trustee 06U-011 470,800 224,300 695,100 4,427.79
Goldner, Judith O, Trustee 07U-034 212,300 55,200 267,500 1,703.98
Goldner, Ronald B & Judith O 07U-033 33,500 0 33,500 213.40
Goldstein, Jonathan P 17U-013 168,900 131,900 300,800 1,916.10
Goldstein, Jonathan P 02R-045-E 85,700 0 85,700 545.91
Goldstein, Jonathan P 17U-014 407,000 175,300 582,300 3,709.25
Goodhue, Eleanor 03U-010-A 102,200 178,500 280,700 1,788.06
Goodman, Bernard 11U-023 128,000 138,600 266,600 1,698.24
Goodman, Bernard & Sandra A 11U-024-A 86,800 0 86,800 552.92
Goodrich, Allen 11U-012 254,600 0 254,600 1,621.80
Goodrich, Allen 11U-013 3,700 0 3,700 23.57
Goodrich, Allen 11U-025 29,200 41,600 70,800 451.00
Goodrich, Allen 13U-001 33,500 15,800 49,300 314.04
Goodrich, Allen R 11U-028 109,200 175,900 285,100 1,816.09
Goodrich, Allen R 11U-027 42,200 30,200 72,400 461.19
Goodrich, Peter H & Margaret K 07U-026-B 285,400 154,100 439,500 2,799.62
Goodspeed, Robert A & Kimberly A 10R-018-B 101,800 398,300 500,100 3,185.64
Goold, Steven W & Christy A 03R-025 64,200 96,700 160,900 1,024.93
Goose Rock Trust 11R-047-D 600,400 0 600,400 3,824.55
Gorin, Rosalind E, Trustee 09R-030 892,100 332,000 1,224,100 7,797.52
Gosse, David R & Janice, Trustees 03R-036-C 81,500 0 81,500 519.16
Gosster, Christopher & Lauren 03R-007-19 117,200 245,600 362,800 2,311.04
Gould, Judith B 12U-018 7,000 700 7,700 49.05
Gould, Judith B, Glenn C III, & Jon 12U-012 0 48,800 48,800 310.86
Gould, Judith B, Glenn C III, & Jon 12U-020 7,000 1,800 8,800 56.06
Gould, Judith B, Glenn C III, & Jon 12U-012 245,600 52,100 297,700 1,896.35
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Grafe, Jerome J, & Slattery, Shannon K 04R-034-B 106,400 179,600 286,000 1,821.82
Graham Holdings LLC 08U-028 328,300 113,100 441,400 2,811.72
Graham, Richard P 10R-021-B 105,200 9,300 114,500 729.37
Grant, Ellen S & Donald W 08U-033 335,700 210,500 546,200 3,479.29
Gravino, Robert C & Katharine S 02U-001-A 722,000 344,300 1,066,300 6,792.33
Gray, Katherine 12U-025 615,100 193,100 808,200 5,148.23
Gray, Katherine 12U-025 0 10,000 10,000 63.70
Gray, Vernon E 11R-018 32,100 0 32,100 204.48
Green, Richard H & Mary Beth 04U-031 108,900 134,600 243,500 1,551.10
Grigorieff, Paul 05R-017 65,000 0 65,000 414.05
Grover, Clayton P Jr 03U-013 56,100 53,800 109,900 700.06
Guethle, Jeffery J & Sharon L 03R-014 72,800 25,800 98,600 628.08
Guethle, Jeffery J & Sharon L 03R-012 82,200 312,500 394,700 2,514.24
Guethle, Jeffery J & Sharon L 03R-014 0 4,500 4,500 28.67
Guethle, Sharon L 03R-013 57,100 0 57,100 363.73
Guilmet, George R & Rachel A, Trustees 02R-044-H 85,200 0 85,200 542.72
Guise, David E & Gretchen A 03R-003 408,900 314,200 723,100 4,606.15
Gunnell, Aldisa, Trustee 04R-029 748,400 142,000 890,400 5,671.85
Hadden, Alex F, & Hoffman, Julie A 06R-015-B 96,900 83,500 180,400 1,149.15
Haddock, Wanda 06U-013 484,000 117,900 601,900 3,834.10
Hadley, Stephen J 04U-012 112,700 213,000 325,700 2,074.71
Hadley, Stephen J 04U-023 68,200 40,400 108,600 691.78
Hagan, John M & Rebecca W 05R-007-B 110,800 230,700 341,500 2,175.36
Hagan, Victor E & Louise 03U-023 89,600 103,600 193,200 1,230.68
Hale, William M, et al, Trustees 15U-017 479,100 265,700 744,800 4,744.38
Hall, David C & Georgia 08R-005 686,500 85,900 772,400 4,920.19
Hall, Robert H 12U-011 211,300 67,900 279,200 1,778.50
Hall, Robert H 12U-019 7,000 1,600 8,600 54.78
Hall, William M & Margaret A P 01U-034 324,000 206,300 530,300 3,378.01
Haller, Erich J & Pauline D 09R-002 638,200 204,700 842,900 5,369.27
Haller, Erich J & Pauline D 09R-002 0 50,900 50,900 324.23
Hallowell, William 09U-007 454,800 106,000 560,800 3,572.30
Hamilton, James A G & Joan M W 15U-009 82,600 113,900 196,500 1,251.71
Hammond, Steven A 08R-013 714,400 94,300 808,700 5,151.42
Handler, Harold R 07U-020 533,700 212,200 745,900 4,751.38
Hanna, Roslyn M 06R-029 64,700 75,600 140,300 893.71
Hannum, John M, Trustee 12U-037 198,100 80,600 278,700 1,775.32
Hanrahan, Charlotte C & David G 10U-007 114,300 82,500 196,800 1,253.62
Hanrahan, David G & Charlotte C 10U-006 493,000 75,600 568,600 3,621.98
Hansen, Alexandra 16U-008 98,400 130,700 229,100 1,459.37
Hanson, Larry & Linda 03R-020 90,000 95,000 185,000 1,178.45
Harding, Edward P 02R-046-B 573,600 312,100 885,700 5,641.91
Hart, Barbara J & Cory 06R-047 515,000 230,300 745,300 4,747.56
Hasenfus, Clement J & John A 09R-031-H 642,600 0 642,600 4,093.36
Hasenfus, David P 10U-005-A 120,900 126,100 247,000 1,573.39
Hasenfus, John & Mary 09R-031-B 365,300 0 365,300 2,326.96
Hasenfus, Paul S 10U-005 552,400 83,400 635,800 4,050.05
Hasenfus, Richard C & Christina M 10R-025-C 633,900 208,600 842,500 5,366.73
Hasenfus, Robert J & Barbara A 10R-025-B 636,800 220,600 857,400 5,461.64
Hasenfus-Barabe, Karen 10R-023 80,700 0 80,700 514.06
Haskins, Angela Church 02R-017-A 95,000 208,300 303,300 1,932.02
Hastings, Peter G 02R-014 20,800 0 20,800 132.50
Hayward, Claudia J & Ronald L 09R-012-B 141,600 277,900 419,500 2,672.22
Headley, Cathy J 14U-012-A 90,600 201,900 292,500 1,863.23
Headley, Marcus & Cathy 10U-016 60,600 41,500 102,100 650.38
Headley, Marcus & Cathy 10U-014 698,800 423,100 1,121,900 7,146.50
Headley, Marcus & Cathy 10U-017 68,000 105,500 173,500 1,105.20
Heald, Clayton H & Geraldine R 04R-019 76,800 65,000 141,800 903.27
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Heald, Clayton H & Geraldine R 04R-020 182,400 140,700 323,100 2,058.15
Heald, Howard G & Theresa C 04R-024 419,200 160,100 579,300 3,690.14
Heald, Howard G & Theresa C 04R-024 0 84,500 84,500 538.27
Heckethorn, Rollie & Joan L 09R-007 177,500 72,300 249,800 1591.23
Heffron, Brenda Lee 03R-017 76,800 28,700 105,500 672.04
Hellweg, Deborah & Eric 13U-038 209,700 115,300 325,000 2,070.25
Helm, Adam F & Andrea L 03R-007-23 114,000 285,600 399,600 2,545.45
Helman, Jonathan S 02R-021-B 103,200 179,400 282,600 1,800.16
Henderson, Mary F, Trustee 13U-053 334,300 88,600 422,900 2,693.87
Henderson, Mary F, Trustee 13U-053 0 6,700 6,700 42.68
Henriques, Caroline J 10R-006-A 231,900 0 231,900 1,477.20
Henriques, Elizabeth K 10R-006 283,900 104,700 388,600 2,475.38
Henry, Robert G. & Couture, Donna M. 10U-009 113,900 280,900 394,800 2,514.88
Hentz, Jon L & Ellen Rosemary 02R-035-C 102,400 272,400 374,800 2,387.48
Hentz, Jon L & Ellen Rosemary 07R-013 88,600 57,700 146,300 931.93
Hentz, Karl L 07R-013-A 88,600 0 88,600 564.38
Herlihy, Peter & Suzanne P 12U-028 113,700 0 113,700 724.27
Herlihy, Peter & Suzanne P 12U-027 234,000 274,300 508,300 3,237.87
Herman, William F & Emily R 11R-041 1,054,000 279,500 1,333,500 8,494.40
Herman, William F & Emily R 11R-041 0 51,900 51,900 330.60
Hersant, Elizabeth 05R-038 0 68,400 68,400 435.71
Hersom, Gerald J & Christina E 10R-029-B 97,200 116,100 213,300 1,358.72
Hess, Susan M 11U-002 160,000 91,200 251,200 1,600.14
Hey, Shirley L, Trustee 11R-003 58,300 79,600 137,900 878.42
Higle, Kathleen G & Jay A 03U-031 65,300 66,400 131,700 838.93
Higle, Kathleen G & Jay A 14U-005 43,700 47,000 90,700 577.76
Hill, David S & Joan H 03R-007-15 115,000 601,700 716,700 4,565.38
Hoeschen, Jerome & Joyce 03R-035 118,800 149,200 268,000 1,707.16
Hoffman, Kenneth A, Trustee 09R-004 160,800 260,100 420,900 2,681.13
Hoffman, Kenneth A, Trustee 09R-004 0 43,600 43,600 277.73
Holbach, Paul J & Lucinda C 02R-045-D 114,200 305,600 419,800 2,674.13
Holbrook-Peters, Jill 04R-004-A1 95,800 152,900 248,700 1,584.22
Holland, William L, et al 08U-012 67,800 0 67,800 431.89
Holland, William L, et al 08U-015 526,600 63,000 589,600 3,755.75
Hollenkamp, Marsha L, Trustee 03R-015-A 68,400 39,600 108,000 687.96
Holmes, Deborah W, Trustee 08U-031 267,000 72,100 339,100 2,160.07
Holt, Charles W & G Elaine 03U-018 79,000 95,000 174,000 1,108.38
Holt, John A & Peter G, et al 02U-002 944,500 84,100 1,028,600 6,552.18
Holt, John A & Peter G, et al 02U-002 8,200 0 8,200 52.23
Hooper-Steele Trust, Trustees 06R-032 121,000 47,000 168,000 1,070.16
Hooper-Steele Trust, Trustees 06R-032 0 41,400 41,400 263.72
Hopcroft, Virginia W. 11R-049-A 373,600 0 373,600 2,379.83
Horne, George C & Chun B, Trustees 04U-015 145,100 177,800 322,900 2,056.87
Horne, George C & Chun B, Trustees 04U-020 35,700 5,000 40,700 259.26
Horne, Vance L 11R-014-I 458,800 351,000 809,800 5,158.43
Houghton, Marion L 02R-022 174,100 73,700 247,800 1,578.49
Houghton, Marion L 02R-022-A 103,200 198,800 302,000 1,923.74
Houghton, Marion L 02R-022-B 100,200 0 100,200 638.27
House One LLC 07U-018 575,100 75,300 650,400 4,143.05
Howson, Charlotte S, & Sherbrook, Michael V 09U-011 311,200 0 311,200 1,982.34
Hudson, David 01U-023 103,100 5,000 108,100 688.60
Hudson, Louise 08U-035 134,000 307,300 441,300 2,811.08
Hudson, Louise, Trustee 08U-034 338,100 281,300 619,400 3,945.58
Hudson, Louise, Trustee 08U-034 0 60,000 60,000 382.20
Hughes, Francis, Mary, & John T 07U-021 120,500 113,300 233,800 1,489.31
Hughes, Francis, Mary, & John T 07U-022 110,400 0 110,400 703.25
Hunt, Arthur W III & M Victoria 12U-013 184,000 94,800 278,800 1,775.96
Hunt, Charles W & Gayle L 12U-017 394,300 227,000 621,300 3,957.68
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Hunter, Elizabeth M, & Morrison, W L, Trustees 11R-050 691,500 26,700 718,200 4,574.93
Hunter, Marjorie T 08U-013 66,900 0 66,900 426.15
Hunter, Marjorie T 08U-016 479,700 54,300 534,000 3,401.58
Husson, Letty S Chiew 04R-026-02 113,200 176,500 289,700 1,845.39
Indian Point Association 05U-001 115,400 0 115,400 735.10
Indian Point Realty LLC 07U-028 174,400 196,700 371,100 2,363.91
Ipcar, Charles & Robert W 02R-038 772,600 145,300 917,900 5,847.02
Ipcar, Charles & Robert W 02R-039 88,200 0 88,200 561.83
Ipcar, Charles & Robert W 02R-041-B 92,200 0 92,200 587.31
Ipcar, Robert, et al 02R-041 92,700 45,600 138,300 880.97
Irish, Glenn R & Jane 02R-044-C 131,700 169,500 301,200 1,918.64
Isaacson, Sarah C, Trustee 08U-008 117,000 222,100 339,100 2,160.07
Island Home Club 10R-036 68,800 0 68,800 438.26
Island Home Club 12U-031 12,900 300 13,200 84.08
Island Home Club 12U-032 14,800 3,600 18,400 117.21
Ivancevic, Kirsten, Trust 12U-016 501,600 98,500 600,100 3,822.64
Jacobs, Marie, Realty Trust 05R-045 399,400 87,900 487,300 3,104.10
Jaeger, Ole & Sandra 10R-017 101,200 200,800 302,000 1,923.74
James, Andrew F &  Kelly F 04R-026-03 112,400 215,300 327,700 2,087.45
Jamieson, George A & Virginia M 01R-024-A 315,800 216,200 532,000 3,388.84
Jarmusz, Robert P & Mary Carol 03R-001-9 111,400 348,400 459,800 2,928.93
Jensen, Scott T 03R-007-10 103,900 323,600 427,500 2,723.18
Johansen, Sonja 04U-008 136,900 120,100 257,000 1,637.09
Johnson, Clare M, & Knight, Julie 04R-020-A 87,400 0 87,400 556.74
Johnson, Robert & Priscilla 01U-007 247,400 57,300 304,700 1,940.94
Johnson, Robert & Priscilla 06R-034 103,200 95,200 198,400 1,263.81
Jones, John C & Kathleen 03R-007-18 114,000 254,700 368,700 2,348.62
Jones, Lynne A, et al, Trustees 07U-014 488,200 189,300 677,500 4,315.68
Jones, Sara Walker 16U-001 12,900 0 12,900 82.17
Kadehjian, Arthur J & Elizabeth A 03U-024 59,400 145,600 205,000 1,305.85
Kahrl, Julia G 06R-038 328,700 0 328,700 2,093.82
Kahrl, Julia G 06R-044 138,700 15,500 154,200 982.25
Kahrl, Thomas A Jr & Marguerite 06R-039 301,200 0 301,200 1,918.64
Kane, Michael M 02R-014-A 219,300 187,700 407,000 2,592.59
Kaplan, Leslie D 07U-036 214,700 148,800 363,500 2,315.50
Karamanoglu, Selcuk 17U-026 408,800 414,400 823,200 5,243.78
Karamanoglu, Selcuk 17U-027 384,300 327,200 711,500 4,532.26
Karbiner, Jacob B & Susan H 06U-012 589,500 117,400 706,900 4,502.95
Karbiner, Susan H & Jacob B 07U-013 470,800 170,000 640,800 4,081.90
Keane, Steven M & Louise H 03R-001-01B 97,200 229,400 326,600 2,080.44
Keane, Thomas J & Ann B 03R-001-01A 82,200 0 82,200 523.61
Keith-Hardy, Noah & Wendy 04R-035-A 100,900 130,800 231,700 1,475.93
Keller, Dorothy, & Birge, K A 06U-015 519,400 68,200 587,600 3,743.01
Kelley, Bryan R, et al 03R-036-G 90,600 118,600 209,200 1,332.60
Kelley, Leon C & Kathleen E 10R-030-A 96,500 81,100 177,600 1,131.31
Kelley, William B & Dorothy S, Trustees 10U-011-3 471,000 166,700 637,700 4,062.15
Kelly, Deborah P 14U-038 84,000 94,800 178,800 1,138.96
Kelly, Deborah P 14U-043 5,300 0 5,300 33.76
Kelly, Deborah P 14U-038-A 82,600 48,500 131,100 835.11
Kendzia, Joseph E Jr & Laura 04R-015-E 103,200 306,000 409,200 2,606.60
Kennedy, Lisa M 01U-019 257,100 68,300 325,400 2,072.80
Kennedy, Martha M, et al 16U-013 378,200 127,700 505,900 3,222.58
Kettell, Melissa J & Herbert C 03R-018-B 91,400 173,100 264,500 1,684.87
Kidder, Margaret J 02R-014-B 394,800 0 394,800 2,514.88
Kiessling, Carl F III & Paula 01U-038 162,800 51,300 214,100 1,363.82
Kiessling, Carl F III & Paula D 01U-037 132,600 57,200 189,800 1,209.03
Kiessling, E W 01U-033 374,900 58,200 433,100 2,758.85
Kiessling, Edith A & Charles 01U-033-A 15,700 0 15,700 100.01
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Kimball, Patricia F & Jonathan W 04R-026-01B 103,200 137,000 240,200 1,530.07
Kimball, Paul & Nathan 06R-027 226,000 59,900 285,900 1,821.18
King, Andrew T 11R-001-C 95,400 73,500 168,900 1,075.89
King, Angus S Jr, & Herman, Mary 06U-009 605,900 59,500 665,400 4,238.60
King, Angus S Jr, & Herman, Mary 06U-009 0 153,500 153,500 977.80
Kinner, Nancy 17U-012 0 47,300 47,300 301.30
Kinner, Nancy 17U-012 155,500 31,600 187,100 1,191.83
Kinner, Nancy 17U-012 0 32,900 32,900 209.57
Kinner, Nancy 17U-012 0 40,600 40,600 258.62
Kismet Partners, LLC. 05R-023-002 253,900 0 253,900 1,617.34
Klein, Thomas J & Karen N 05R-001-A 96,900 87,400 184,300 1,173.99
Klonowski, Linda 06R-028 269,800 139,800 409,600 2,609.15
Klonowski, Linda 06R-019 177,900 1,100 179,000 1,140.23
Klonowski, Linda 06R-023 2,900 0 2,900 18.47
Klonowski, Linda & Joseph 06R-019-A 276,900 164,100 441,000 2,809.17
Klonowski, Linda & Joseph 06R-019-A 0 61,700 61,700 393.03
Knauber, David W & Richard G 04R-022 462,800 179,700 642,500 4,092.73
Koch, Frederick L Jr & Joan 04U-021 184,200 236,600 420,800 2,680.50
Koch, Frederick L Jr & Joan 04U-013 147,200 0 147,200 937.66
Koller, James A Jr, Trustee 02R-044-D 112,000 104,400 216,400 1,378.47
Kosalka, Eric S & Patricia S 06R-028-A 224,500 96,900 321,400 2,047.32
Krause, Katherine Corson 15U-022 87,700 115,600 203,300 1,295.02
Kruze, Peteris M & Marite R 17U-015 207,200 296,600 503,800 3,209.21
Kruze, Peteris M & Marite R 17U-011 78,800 75,200 154,000 980.98
Kubicki, Kenneth J & Carol L 13U-050 63,600 51,200 114,800 731.28
Kulis, Douglas R & Sarah W 05R-043 326,100 128,700 454,800 2,897.08
La Chapelle, Deborah 03U-006 91,700 230,000 321,700 2,049.23
Labrecque, Debby J & John P 11U-015 169,400 187,900 357,300 2,276.00
Lamb, David & Carol C 06R-057 375,600 112,100 487,700 3,106.65
Lammert, Kathleen C 01U-067 198,500 221,200 419,700 2,673.49
Lammert, Warren 01U-066 8,700 4,700 13,400 85.36
Lammert, Warren B & Kathleen C 01U-003-A 1,301,200 780,400 2,081,600 13,259.79
Lammert, Warren B & Susan R 15U-025 350,100 142,700 492,800 3,139.14
Lamsa, Justin C & Leeann L 13U-055 268,300 95,800 364,100 2,319.32
Lancz, John J 13U-058 4,400 0 4,400 28.03
Lancz, John J & Linda T 13U-031 66,200 0 66,200 421.69
Landry, Robert C Jr & Doreen 11U-001 324,000 141,500 465,500 2,965.24
Lane, Craig A & Betsy A 08R-016 686,500 127,300 813,800 5,183.91
Lang, James C 06R-006 92,700 36,000 128,700 819.82
Lang, James C 09R-024 66,400 5,700 72,100 459.28
Lang, Jane C, Estate 05R-002 63,600 9,800 73,400 467.56
Lang, Jane C, Estate 03U-005 95,800 37,400 133,200 848.48
Lang, Jane C, Estate, & Lang, James C 06R-005 152,200 12,900 165,100 1,051.69
Lang, Jane C, Estate, & Oliver, Joyce A 05R-001 261,600 0 261,600 1,666.39
Lang, Scott W, & Maloney, James P 04R-015-B 16,500 0 16,500 105.11
Laplante, Eve, & Dorfman, David M 11R-043 1,528,500 166,100 1,694,600 10,794.60
Latici, Steven M & Laura H 17U-025 254,900 0 254,900 1,623.71
Lawson, Samuel W 05R-009-B 99,500 78,000 177,500 1,130.68
Leax, Ronald A & Susan W 03R-001-8 103,500 115,700 219,200 1,396.30
Ledge-Island LLC 07R-039 4,700 0 4,700 29.94
Ledge-Island LLC 07R-027 104,500 36,600 141,100 898.81
Lee, John H, & Sweeney, Anne L 11R-058 356,000 134,200 490,200 3,122.57
Lee, John H, & Sweeney, Anne L 11R-059 12,400 0 12,400 78.99
Lee, Richard R 03R-036-A 97,900 369,500 467,400 2,977.34
Lee, Richard R 03R-036-A 0 52,400 52,400 333.79
Lee, Robert E & Virginia K, Trustees 01R-031 150,200 55,300 205,500 1,309.04
Leeman, Scott A & Jacqueline C 10R-012-C 98,500 93,600 192,100 1,223.68
Lees, Kevin M & Ann R 08R-019-A 485,100 114,300 599,400 3,818.18
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Lemoine, Richard S & Judith 11R-024 191,500 52,400 243,900 1,553.64
Lemoine, Tamara S 13U-041 216,000 44,600 260,600 1,660.02
Leonard, John S & Mary V 11R-034 230,500 176,500 407,000 2,592.59
Leveille, David L & Susan A 09R-012-C 261,100 258,000 519,100 3,306.67
Lindsay, Scott S 04R-018 90,000 58,300 148,300 944.67
Lindvall, Marc W 03R-030-B 73,000 22,300 95,300 607.06
Lippard, Lucy, Trustee 06R-041 358,900 140,100 499,000 3,178.63
Lippard, Lucy, Trustee 06R-041 0 8,000 8,000 50.96
Locke, David S & Charlotte A 08U-038 266,800 190,200 457,000 2,911.09
Lodge at K Point LLC 07R-022 594,900 124,800 719,700 4,584.49
Loeb, Larry M, & Silberstein, Linda R 06R-054 504,000 86,600 590,600 3,762.12
Longstreet, David C & Diann P 10R-008 413,900 152,100 566,000 3,605.42
Lot 6 Rotunda Hill, LLC. 05R-023-006 340,500 0 340,500 2,168.99
Lovell, William A 01U-011 191,100 84,700 275,800 1,756.85
Lower Kennebec Regional Land Trust 06R-015-A 174,600 0 174,600 1,112.20
Lower Kennebec Regional Land Trust 04R-016 137,400 0 137,400 875.24
Lower Kennebec Regional Land Trust 03R-028 419,800 0 419,800 2,674.13
Lower Kennebec Regional Land Trust 03R-039 439,300 0 439,300 2,798.34
Lower Kennebec Regional Land Trust 03R-024-A 387,500 0 387,500 2,468.38
Lower Kennebec Regional Land Trust 09R-003-A 86,300 0 86,300 549.73
Ludgin, Donald H & Sue C 07U-024 324,500 264,500 589,000 3,751.93
Luhn, Roderick F, & Powers-Luhn, Betty Ann 03R-007-12 103,800 272,600 376,400 2,397.67
Lundquist, Robert E Jr & Pamela 11U-010 115,800 49,800 165,600 1,054.87
Lundstrom Family Associates LLC 14U-033-A 663,400 319,700 983,100 6,262.35
Lundstrom Family Associates LLC 14U-033-A 0 37,500 37,500 238.88
Lundstrom Family Associates LLC 14U-033-A 0 40,200 40,200 256.07
Lundstrom, Kirk Robert 09R-013 159,700 0 159,700 1,017.29
Lundstrom, Robert E, et al 09R-009 7,500 0 7,500 47.78
Lundstrom, Robert E, et al 09R-013-A 18,800 0 18,800 119.76
Lundstrom, Robert E, et al 09R-014 9,300 0 9,300 59.24
Lunt, Emma J, Heirs 06R-022 24,800 0 24,800 157.98
Lunt, John T & Nadine B 01R-023 95,900 0 95,900 610.88
Lynnworth, Lawrence C 04R-026-13 116,100 203,100 319,200 2,033.30
Lyons, Mark R, Trustee 05R-046 344,000 49,600 393,600 2,507.23
Lyons, Mark R, Trustee 05R-048 318,400 51,600 370,000 2,356.90
Lyons, Richard E & Joyce E, Trustees 05R-047 238,500 57,000 295,500 1,882.34
Mace, Karen & Stephen 09R-005 183,900 59,100 243,000 1,547.91
Mace, Karen & Stephen 09R-005 32,200 184,400 216,600 1,379.74
Macgillivary, Andrew 11U-014 140,400 122,000 262,400 1,671.49
Macgillivary, Deanna E 03R-022 90,300 93,500 183,800 1,170.81
Macgillivary, Linda & Daniel 14U-013 0 29,200 29,200 186.00
MacInnis Properties LLC 10R-001-A 123,000 151,900 274,900 1,751.11
MacIver, Kenneth F Jr, & Elder, Jinanne S J 01U-053 139,900 48,900 188,800 1,202.66
MacIver, Kenneth F Jr, & Elder, Jinanne S J 01U-052 183,700 49,300 233,000 1,484.21
MacKay, Katherine F 09R-001 157,700 120,400 278,100 1,771.50
MacLeod, Duane G 17U-021 109,900 85,500 195,400 1,244.70
MacMahan Island Association 11R-054 384,100 91,500 475,600 3,029.57
MacMahan Island Association 11R-054 6,000 6,400 12,400 78.99
MacMahan Island Association 11R-013 26,000 0 26,000 165.62
MacMahan Island Association 11R-023 65,900 0 65,900 419.78
MacMahan Island Association 11R-030 193,500 24,600 218,100 1,389.30
MacMahan Island Association 15U-007 81,600 99,200 180,800 1,151.70
MacMahan LLC 15U-018 459,600 202,100 661,700 4,215.03
MacMahan, Marilyn 13U-046 303,500 96,400 399,900 2,547.36
MacMahan, Todd L & Terri L 11R-005-J 39,200 174,800 214,000 1,363.18
MacPherson Beebe Cottage Trust 12U-038 210,900 78,700 289,600 1,844.75
MacPherson Family Ltd Partnership 12U-013-A 588,700 158,500 747,200 4,759.66
MacPherson, Margaret & Russell, & Pawle, Martha 12U-042 198,100 68,900 267,000 1,700.79
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MacPherson, Russell B, Trustee 12U-040 203,300 174,800 378,100 2,408.50
MacRae, Sigrid, & Reid, Brigitte, Trustee 09U-020 292,800 103,700 396,500 2,525.71
Madore, Brian W & Brenda J 11R-002 63,600 117,500 181,100 1,153.61
Madsen, Rachel 07U-011 515,700 66,100 581,800 3,706.07
Magliozzi, Dana J & Jennifer M 10R-025-A1 484,400 144,400 628,800 4,005.46
Magliozzi, Oreste J & Marie H, Trustees 01R-013 148,800 50,400 199,200 1,268.90
Magliozzi, Oreste J & Marie H, Trustees 09R-015 41,300 0 41,300 263.08
Magliozzi, Oreste J & Marie H, Trustees 10R-026 640,600 169,800 810,400 5,162.25
Magliozzi, Oreste J & Marie H, Trustees 10R-025-A 78,000 0 78,000 496.86
Magliozzi, Tanya 10R-026-A 80,500 0 80,500 512.79
Magnuson, Christian G & Rosalind K 05R-023-004 341,800 0 341,800 2,177.27
Maine Audubon Society 04U-029 88,600 0 88,600 564.38
Maine Audubon Society 04U-032 18,000 0 18,000 114.66
Maine Audubon Society 05R-005 211,800 0 211,800 1,349.17
Maine Island Holdings LLC 13U-042 216,000 220,700 436,700 2,781.78
Maine Island Holdings LLC 13U-043 93,900 48,800 142,700 909.00
Mainemoss Inc 02R-018-B 106,900 0 106,900 680.95
Mains, Charles H & Patricia J 03R-030 104,800 218,400 323,200 2,058.78
Mains, Charles H & Patricia J 03R-030 0 109,800 109,800 699.43
Mains, Cleon W & Lorraine D 03R-027 54,000 6,500 60,500 385.39
Mains, Cleon W & Lorraine D 03R-026 57,400 33,500 90,900 579.03
Mains, Troy Allen 03R-030-C 84,300 0 84,300 536.99
Malloy, Anne E 01R-005-B 95,500 225,600 321,100 2,045.41
Malsch, Kenneth W & Bonnie S 14U-006 81,100 116,000 197,100 1,255.53
Malsch, Kenneth W, et al 14U-007 280,000 98,800 378,800 2,412.96
Mann, Jeffrey J, & Melanson, Michele 03R-007-29 103,800 238,600 342,400 2,181.09
Mann, Jeffrey J. & Melanson, Michele 05R-023-011 202,800 0 202,800 1,291.84
Mann, Lawrence W & Jaena M 08R-017 91,600 145,600 237,200 1,510.96
Maroon, Donna L & Samuel J,Trustees 13U-027 132,600 55,900 188,500 1,200.75
Martin, Christian B & Laurie J 01R-005-D 97,400 311,600 409,000 2,605.33
Martin, Jan D Jr & Dorena 01R-005-A 100,000 462,200 562,200 3,581.21
Martin, Jan D Sr & Margaret 01R-005-E 109,500 324,100 433,600 2,762.03
Marycliff Realty Trust 09R-028 680,000 476,900 1,156,900 7,369.45
Mason, John P, Trustee 01U-046 139,900 61,900 201,800 1,285.47
Maurelis, Nicholas & Rita H 04R-015-A 423,300 129,500 552,800 3,521.34
Mayer, James & Maryellen 08R-015 792,700 791,400 1,584,100 10,090.72
Mayo, Arthur III 04R-003-C 79,500 0 79,500 506.42
McAleenan, Michael & Patricia 04U-017 141,200 169,900 311,100 1,981.71
McAleenan, Michael & Patricia 04U-019 95,700 2,000 97,700 622.35
McAloney, Shannon 11R-005-C 75,000 140,700 215,700 1,374.01
McCandless, Thomas E & Sheila C 04U-010 305,900 397,300 703,200 4,479.38
McCarty, Joseph S 13U-020 87,000 49,800 136,800 871.42
McCrossan, H Louise, & Bowdoin, Dana 04R-026-17B 102,800 278,800 381,600 2,430.79
McDiarmid, Michael P & Margaret E 12U-002 127,900 139,200 267,100 1,701.43
McDonald, Franklin Jr 11U-007 467,300 98,600 565,900 3,604.78
McDougal, David B Jr & Barbara P, Trustees 16U-018 356,900 83,900 440,800 2,807.90
McDougal, David B Jr & Barbara P, Trustees 16U-018 0 24,200 24,200 154.15
McGowan, James H & Jeanne B 08R-021 547,100 244,000 791,100 5,039.31
McGowan, Jeanne B 09R-031-J 90,200 0 90,200 574.57
McGraves, Janet A, Trustee 01R-024 407,400 89,100 496,500 3,162.71
McIlvain, John M & Elizabeth Sky 09R-008 367,100 100,400 467,500 2,977.98
McIlvain, John M & Elizabeth Sky 09R-008 0 35,500 35,500 226.14
McIntosh, William 13U-040 139,400 104,200 243,600 1,551.73
McIntyre, Kenneth 10R-018 95,400 73,600 169,000 1,076.53
McKellar, William N 10U-011-2 511,800 70,900 582,700 3,711.80
McLean, Rosamond K 15U-016 577,300 107,600 684,900 4,362.81
McMahan, James R & Irene H 13U-047 388,100 182,700 570,800 3,636.00
McMahan, James R & Irene H 13U-047 0 44,600 44,600 284.10
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McMahan, James R Jr & Leslie M 13U-010 105,900 242,600 348,500 2,219.95
McMahan, Michael W 13U-045 61,800 15,200 77,000 490.49
McMahan, Michael W & Jodi L 13U-010-A 106,200 254,700 360,900 2,298.93
McMahan, William L, & Grover, Sarah 11R-005-G 75,700 104,700 180,400 1,149.15
McMahon, Kevin & Elizabeth A 01R-038 92,300 0 92,300 587.95
McNeeley, Sheila, Trustee 07U-003 131,900 208,100 340,000 2,165.80
Mead, Angela Plummer 06R-018-B 97,800 83,200 181,000 1,152.97
Means, Jeffrey L & Susan S 07U-023 300,400 239,200 539,600 3,437.25
Mech, Karl F, Trust 15U-026 566,800 158,900 725,700 4,622.71
Meinen, W Kurt 06R-054-A 89,800 13,700 103,500 659.30
Meinen, W Kurt, & Thompson, Lisa 07R-002 198,300 37,200 235,500 1,500.14
Meinen, W Kurt, & Thompson, Lisa 07R-003 6,000 0 6,000 38.22
Meinen, W Kurt, & Thompson, Lisa 07R-008 0 26,400 26,400 168.17
Melvin, Lucy S, Trustee 15U-002 204,800 94,200 299,000 1,904.63
Mendler, Edward C Jr 15U-021 211,800 107,700 319,500 2,035.22
Mentzer, June Scott 05R-025 233,000 87,300 320,300 2,040.31
Mentzer, June Scott 05R-026 69,900 27,800 97,700 622.35
Mentzer, June Scott 05R-023-A 456,500 3,100 459,600 2,927.65
Merrick, Constant T & Cynthia 03R-015-B 95,500 32,100 127,600 812.81
Merrill, Ann 03R-007-26 105,200 303,500 408,700 2,603.42
Middle Dyke Associates 05R-006-C 110,200 212,500 322,700 2,055.60
Middle Dyke Associates 05R-006-C 0 133,200 133,200 848.48
Miller, Craig C 11U-031 26,100 35,700 61,800 393.67
Miller, J Philip, & Malcolm, Courtnay, Trustees 04R-028 576,600 269,100 845,700 5,387.11
Miller, J Philip, & Malcolm, Courtnay, Trustees 04R-028 0 50,000 50,000 318.50
Miller, Lillian A & Robert H 01U-059 211,200 52,000 263,200 1,676.58
Miller, Lillian A & Robert H 01U-061 103,400 0 103,400 658.66
Miller, Robert H & Ann L 01U-056 188,900 42,400 231,300 1,473.38
Miller, Robert H & Ann L 01U-058 8,700 0 8,700 55.42
Miller, Robert H & Ann L 01U-057 218,800 63,500 282,300 1,798.25
Miller, Sara C 13U-044 124,700 97,100 221,800 1,412.87
Miller, Sara C 13U-044 0 19,600 19,600 124.85
Miller, William B & June R 01R-032 510,000 100,900 610,900 3,891.43
Mirizzi, Anthony & Ann C 09R-031-E 797,200 195,300 992,500 6,322.23
Mirizzi, Anthony & Ann C 09R-031-E 0 61,800 61,800 393.67
Miskavage, Frances K, & Gurney, Ellen K 07U-006 420,200 60,400 480,600 3,061.42
Mitchell, Carolyn S 11U-020 94,900 122,800 217,700 1,386.75
Mitchell, Carolyn S & Frank J Jr 11U-017-A 1,265,100 302,300 1,567,400 9,984.34
Mitchell, Carolyn S & Frank J Jr 11U-017-A 0 41,900 41,900 266.90
Mitchell, David 14U-046 198,000 318,600 516,600 3,290.74
Mitchell, Eleun A & Judith G 14U-041 0 29,600 29,600 188.55
Mitchell, Eleun A & Judith G 14U-040 139,300 131,300 270,600 1,723.72
Mitchell, Eleun A & Judith G 14U-041 186,500 113,200 299,700 1,909.09
Mitchell, Judith G 05R-015 80,000 100,800 180,800 1,151.70
Mitchell, Judith G 07U-026 110,600 0 110,600 704.52
Moffatt, Carolyn 01U-024 21,700 0 21,700 138.23
Moffatt, Carolyn 01U-030 31,400 0 31,400 200.02
Moffatt, Carolyn 01U-027 20,200 1,200 21,400 136.32
Moloney, William F & Joanne R 13U-026 91,100 7,800 98,900 629.99
Monterey Enterprises LLC 17U-024-A 312,300 0 312,300 1,989.35
Moore, Alvin M 11R-005 88,300 13,200 101,500 646.56
Moore, Alvin M 11R-005-F 111,800 400 112,200 714.71
Moore, Barry S Sr 13U-036 167,600 72,000 239,600 1,526.25
Moore, Bradford L & Heidi A 11R-016 143,500 79,400 222,900 1,419.87
Moore, Charles A 11R-005-B 150,100 27,000 177,100 1,128.13
Moore, Charles A 11R-005-B 0 93,000 93,000 592.41
Moore, Charles A & Audrey M 11R-005-E 35,900 5,400 41,300 263.08
Moore, Charles L Jr & Elizabeth, 14U-045 172,100 13,400 185,500 1,181.64
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Moore, Elizabeth L & Charles L Jr 14U-044 552,400 128,100 680,500 4,334.79
Moore, Elizabeth L & Charles L Jr 14U-049 9,400 0 9,400 59.88
Moore, Elizabeth L & Charles L Jr 14U-051 531,400 198,600 730,000 4,650.10
Moore, Holly 07R-037-B 0 9,300 9,300 59.24
Moore, Holly 07R-037-B 0 9,300 9,300 59.24
Moore, Martha S 01R-020-A 477,900 0 477,900 3,044.22
Moore, Martha S 01R-021 547,300 156,500 703,800 4,483.21
Moore, Martha, Renz, John, et al 01R-020-B 80,900 0 80,900 515.33
Morgan, Rheta 09U-018 321,300 90,400 411,700 2,622.53
Morgan, Rheta,  09U-016 343,100 116,400 459,500 2,927.02
Morin, Edward G & Mary V, Trustees 07U-030 273,600 141,400 415,000 2,643.55
Morin, Paul R & Diane L 13U-032 216,700 106,900 323,600 2,061.33
Morissette, D Susan & D Jay 04R-026-15 104,200 158,200 262,400 1,671.49
Moulton, Julia H, Trustee 10U-021 124,100 95,800 219,900 1,400.76
Moulton, Keith, & Moye-Moulton, Sara 01R-042 65,600 39,200 104,800 667.58
Moyes, David D & Margaret T 02R-046-E 119,900 366,100 486,000 3,095.82
Mueser, Kim, Peter, & Theodor 03R-031 1,084,300 0 1,084,300 6,906.99
Mueser, Kim, Peter, & Theodor 03R-032 104,600 0 104,600 666.30
Mueser, Sonja J 02R-037 892,700 159,100 1,051,800 6,699.97
Mueser, Sonja J 02R-037 0 26,200 26,200 166.89
Murley, Thomas & Karen, Trustees 10U-010 55,900 50,600 106,500 678.41
Murnik, Linda J, et al, Trustees 08U-037 267,200 100,100 367,300 2,339.70
Myers, Bruce B 16U-002 8,400 0 8,400 53.51
Myers, Bruce B 16U-012 306,500 134,100 440,600 2,806.62
Myles, Leo T & Linda M 10U-013-C 657,800 78,300 736,100 4,688.96
Nature Conservancy 10R-035 91,900 0 91,900 585.40
Nature Conservancy 10R-034 1,948,000 0 1,948,000 12408.76
Nature Conservancy 11R-045 37,100 0 37,100 236.33
Nature Conservancy 11R-048 51,400 0 51,400 327.42
Nature Conservancy 02R-011-A 16,200 0 16,200 103.19
Nature Conservancy 02R-011-C 5,000 0 5,000 31.85
Nature Conservancy 01R-001 257,700 0 257,700 1,641.55
Nature Conservancy 05R-007 41,700 0 41,700 265.63
Nature Conservancy 05R-006-E 8,000 0 8,000 50.96
Nature Conservancy 05R-006-F 4,000 0 4,000 25.48
Nealley, Harry A, Heirs 16U-006 8,600 0 8,600 54.78
Nelson, Arthur III 13U-035-A 185,400 65,100 250,500 1,595.69
Nelson, John A & Kelly 08U-020 27,800 0 27,800 177.09
New England Wildlife Trust 04R-028-B 561,100 0 561,100 3,574.21
Newton, Michael & Suzanne 04R-003-B 103,200 108,400 211,600 1,347.89
Nichols, Donald 09R-020 88,100 1,000 89,100 567.57
Nichols, Donald S & Lois I 09R-018 78,200 40,500 118,700 756.12
Nichols, Martha S, Estate 03U-001 82,900 26,100 109,000 694.33
Noddin, David Brien 01R-016 209,800 28,300 238,100 1,516.70
Norris, Matthew R. & Heather K. 04R-020-E 95,400 132,000 227,400 1,448.54
Norris, Matthew Robert 04R-020-D 96,900 0 96,900 617.25
Nwokoye, Anne, & Rincon, Jean R 15U-024 89,700 94,400 184,100 1,172.72
O’Connor, Michael T & Susan A 03R-007-25 88,100 0 88,100 561.20
O’Donnell, Heidi 12U-009 165,500 140,100 305,600 1,946.67
O’Grady, Stephen & Sheila 04U-006 244,100 212,400 456,500 2,907.91
O’Grady, Stephen & Sheila 04U-006 0 63,700 63,700 405.77
O’Leary, Marie A, Trustee 04R-003 108,600 0 108,600 691.78
O’Leary, Marie A, Trustee 04R-009 113,200 106,700 219,900 1,400.76
O’Leary, Peter K & Linda S 10R-012-A 96,500 137,200 233,700 1,488.67
Oliver, Joyce Ann 05R-019 103,200 143,800 247,000 1,573.39
Oliver, Joyce Ann 06R-005-A 40,700 0 40,700 259.26
Oliver, Joyce Ann 05R-028 147,300 0 147,300 938.30
Oliver, Marjorie J 01U-054 34,600 0 34,600 220.40
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Oliver, Marjorie J & Joyce A, & Lang, Jane C, Estate 06R-004 158,700 77,900 236,600 1,507.14
Olsen, Jacqueline & Thomas 11R-009 598,100 150,800 748,900 4,770.49
Pachowsky, Sam & Minna A 09U-001 687,500 88,700 776,200 4,944.39
Packard, Christopher M 04R-026-12 115,200 192,100 307,300 1,957.50
Page, David R & Mary L 10R-012-B 96,500 118,700 215,200 1,370.82
Paiement, Barbara 01U-013 286,300 49,500 335,800 2,139.05
Paine, David L 16U-014 322,900 171,900 494,800 3,151.88
Paine, Richard P Jr,  15U-023 85,200 71,400 156,600 997.54
Palazzi, Carol A, & Bragdon, Lawrence 04R-026-14B 65,600 0 65,600 417.87
Palmer, Robert, & Sargent, Holly 01U-075 158,300 50,000 208,300 1,326.87
Panzani, Susan T, Trustee 03R-001-4A 406,200 93,400 499,600 3,182.45
Panzani, Susan T, Trustee 03R-001-4 83,000 0 83,000 528.71
Paquet, Cynthia A 10R-031-A 493,900 5,700 499,600 3,182.45
Parker, Richard J, & Walter, Marjorie L 17U-009 106,800 111,700 218,500 1,391.85
Parsons, Judith G 01R-006-C 56,100 0 56,100 357.36
Parsons, Marcus L III, & Kaplovitz, Ellen 05R-021 140,000 88,600 228,600 1,456.18
Partan, Daniel G & Doris 01R-033 575,800 226,000 801,800 5,107.47
Paterson, James G 12U-001 145,600 158,000 303,600 1,933.93
Paterson, Jane F, & Fitch, Sally D 04R-015-D 431,700 15,100 446,800 2,846.12
Paterson, Jane F, & Fitch, Sally D 04R-015-D 0 223,700 223,700 1,424.97
Patterson, Elizabeth 07U-027 298,300 139,800 438,100 2,790.70
Patterson, Margaret R & Michael T 01U-069 103,700 0 103,700 660.57
Patterson, Margaret R & Michael T 01U-078 172,000 47,000 219,000 1,395.03
Patterson, Margaret R & Michael T 01U-079 13,700 0 13,700 87.27
Patterson, Michael & Margaret 01U-072 30,500 0 30,500 194.29
Patterson, Michael & Margaret 01U-080 17,900 0 17,900 114.02
Paul, Rosalie Tyler 08R-001-06 141,400 219,100 360,500 2,296.39
Pavlak, Douglas M 14U-029 527,000 228,300 755,300 4,811.26
Peacock, James R & Roselene 05R-037 349,500 103,800 453,300 2,887.52
Peacock, Jeffrey H 05R-034 107,900 143,800 251,700 1,603.33
Pearl, Douglas J & Carol A 13U-013 108,300 59,400 167,700 1,068.25
Pearl, Kevin D 11R-040-B 89,700 228,000 317,700 2,023.75
Pearl, Ryan E 05R-009-D 95,400 141,100 236,500 1,506.51
Peaslee, Ann L 04R-025 97,200 70,900 168,100 1,070.80
Peavey, James A 04R-026-10 115,200 171,700 286,900 1,827.55
Pellegrini, Lucia 02R-021 83,100 0 83,100 529.35
Pelon, Anne C & Michael P 07R-020 428,500 76,200 504,700 3,214.94
Pennell, S N, Trust & Stone, Robert 01R-002 62,200 3,500 65,700 418.51
Perez, Tracy C 08U-040 131,100 98,600 229,700 1,463.19
Perry, Carolyn S 04U-003 75,600 31,600 107,200 682.86
Perry, Mark 09R-031-K 102,000 197,400 299,400 1,907.18
Perry, Roger W & Sara E 02R-025 103,800 143,400 247,200 1,574.66
Perry, Steven & Lora J 02R-044-F 99,000 191,100 290,100 1,847.94
Perry, Wayne T & Esperanza 03R-001-3 249,500 302,800 552,300 3,518.15
Pert, Edwin H 02R-045-G 113,600 102,900 216,500 1,379.11
Pert, Edwin H 02R-036 96,000 0 96,000 611.52
Pert, Edwin H 02R-032 83,300 0 83,300 530.62
Pert, Edwin H 02R-034 23,400 0 23,400 149.06
Peters, Anne A 10R-014 13,900 0 13,900 88.54
Peters, Jeffrey T 04R-004-A 90,000 424,800 514,800 3,279.28
Peters, Jeffrey T 04R-004-A 0 31,800 31,800 202.57
Peters, Jeffrey T 04R-004 106,200 0 106,200 676.49
Peters, Paul J 03U-015 310,600 161,500 472,100 3,007.28
Peters, Paul J 03U-017 195,500 200 195,700 1246.61
Peters, Peters, & Peters 10R-013 1,490,300 227,900 1,718,200 10,944.93
Peters, Wayne E & Natalie D, Trustees 09U-008 670,000 162,700 832,700 5,304.30
Peterson, Donald M 01U-065 215,000 225,400 440,400 2,805.35
Peterson, Donald M 01U-063 11,000 0 11,000 70.07
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Peterson, Elizabeth E, Trustee 11R-021 105,000 0 105,000 668.85
Peterson, John P & Lea L, Trustees 09R-017 842,600 859,900 1,702,500 10,844.93
Petty, Norman H & Victoria M 03R-001-5 451,100 285,900 737,000 4,694.69
Petty, Norman H & Victoria M 03R-001-5 0 12,900 12,900 82.17
Piechowski, Frank & Cheryl 02R-010 113,200 173,300 286,500 1,825.01
Pinette, Leo & Dolores 06R-009 74,500 8,300 82,800 527.44
Pinkham, David A & Alaine L 10R-003-A 95,400 147,000 242,400 1,544.09
Pinkham, Franklin A & Brenda 09R-026 71,100 108,100 179,200 1,141.50
Pinkham, Jamie P & Theresa V 11R-027 253,600 150,900 404,500 2,576.67
Pinkham, Maurice, Heirs 13U-012 108,300 0 108,300 689.87
Pinkham, Philip, Estate 13U-012 0 30,900 30,900 196.83
Pinkham, Ronald W & Diane 14U-015 93,100 149,900 243,000 1,547.91
Pinkham, Rudolph, Estate 13U-012 0 30,700 30,700 195.56
Pinkham, William J & Debra A 11R-028 271,700 178,900 450,600 2,870.32
Pinney, Frances B 15U-005 94,000 107,200 201,200 1,281.64
Pinney, Frances B 16U-016 18,700 0 18,700 119.12
Pinney, Frances B 11R-023-B 82,700 120,300 203,000 1,293.11
Pisani, Anthony M 01R-027 271,100 0 271,100 1,726.91
Place, Susanna M B 11R-021-B 0 92,500 92,500 589.23
Place, Susanna M B 11R-021-B 1,226,900 426,100 1,653,000 10,529.61
Place, Susanna M B 11R-021-B 38,400 0 38,400 244.61
Platou, Jan S & Marjorie N, et al, Trustees 15U-015 446,100 96,600 542,700 3,457.00
Plummer, Carroll & Shelley 11R-001-E 64,600 0 64,600 411.50
Plummer, Carroll L & Traci E 13U-052 294,500 88,700 383,200 2,440.98
Plummer, Christine E 11R-004 156,700 0 156,700 998.18
Plummer, Glenn W & Michelle A 11R-001-B 79,600 105,200 184,800 1,177.18
Plummer, Robert Q & Susan Spencer 11R-001-D 64,600 0 64,600 411.50
Plummer, Timothy A & A Faye 01R-039 58,500 27,100 85,600 545.27
Plummer, William F III 13U-050-A 174,100 83,600 257,700 1,641.55
Plummer, William F III & Christine 11R-001 141,200 126,800 268,000 1,707.16
Plummer, William F III & Christine 02R-009 462,000 0 462,000 2,942.94
Plummer, William F III, Trust 13U-006 135,100 294,400 429,500 2,735.92
Plummer, William F III, Trust 13U-051 594,200 160,700 754,900 4,808.71
Plummer, William F III, Trust 13U-051 0 95,600 95,600 608.97
Plummer, William F IV & Linda S 11R-001-A 79,600 126,500 206,100 1,312.86
Poliquin, Bruce L 10R-034-A 939,200 1,854,600 2,793,800 17,796.51
Poliquin, Bruce L 10R-034-A 3,300 0 3,300 21.02
Polito, David, & Herman, Emily M 11R-040 414,600 161,700 576,300 3,671.03
Polito, David, & Herman, Emily M 11R-040 0 266,100 266,100 1,695.06
Polito, David, & Herman, Emily M 03R-001-A 92,600 0 92,600 589.86
Polito, David, & Herman, Emily M 11R-035 26,300 0 26,300 167.53
Poor, Roger L & Margaret C 14U-003 377,400 192,400 569,800 3,629.63
Powers, Frederick A, & Thomas, Bethany W, Trustees 11R-047-B 577,000 1,255,900 1,832,900 11,675.57
Powers, Roddy J & Diane C, Trustees 08U-011 122,800 113,600 236,400 1,505.87
Pracht, Frederick W & Muriel G, Trustees 07U-017 95,800 85,200 181,000 1,152.97
Prawer, Todd I & Alison E 11R-039 175,200 216,700 391,900 2,496.40
Preble, C A 11U-016 383,400 93,500 476,900 3,037.85
Proctor, Robert B & Nancy W 06U-008 120,500 92,900 213,400 1,359.36
Pucci, Albert J & Gora, Trustees 02R-031-A 95,400 58,800 154,200 982.25
Pulkkinen, Peter P 04R-031 830,200 249,000 1,079,200 6,874.50
Quadrino, Margaret G, et al 01U-077 222,400 99,000 321,400 2,047.32
Quadrino, Margaret G, et al 02U-007 35,700 0 35,700 227.41
Racicot, Bruce M 04R-003-A 98,300 116,100 214,400 1,365.73
Radonis, Keith & Valori 01U-048 124,200 101,500 225,700 1,437.71
Rancourt, Brandon D 01R-029 190,500 116,800 307,300 1,957.50
Rancourt-Thomas, Karen 01R-030 176,100 8,000 184,100 1,172.72
Rand, Pauline H, Trustee 01R-003 187,000 0 187,000 1,191.19
Randall, Frederick M & Sharon 02R-021-A 101,200 222,000 323,200 2,058.78
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Raymond, Frances W & Robert M, Trustees 03U-022 60,600 154,600 215,200 1,370.82
Raymond, Paul 05R-030 224,100 66,500 290,600 1,851.12
Raymond, Robert M & Frances W, Trustees 06R-035-B 583,200 0 583,200 3,714.98
Raymond, Scott M & Michelle D 06R-035-A1 99,700 228,200 327,900 2,088.72
Reed, David P & Susan H 05R-041 351,300 38,900 390,200 2,485.57
Reed, John R & Christina F 13U-035 181,100 77,800 258,900 1,649.19
Reed, Mary Ellen Poyner 06R-007-A 109,800 125,500 235,300 1,498.86
Reed, Matthew L & Sonya R 14U-016 335,800 228,000 563,800 3,591.41
Reed, Matthew L & Sonya R 14U-016 0 95,000 95,000 605.15
Regan, Patricia 10U-015 599,400 150,700 750,100 4,778.14
Renz, Arthur John III, et al 01R-020 498,300 123,800 622,100 3,962.78
Restuccia, Domenic J & Julie M 13U-059 403,500 182,600 586,100 3,733.46
Reynolds, Agnes M, Heirs 02R-004-A 41,800 19,600 61,400 391.12
Reynolds, Andrew E, Estate 14U-042 102,900 60,800 163,700 1,042.77
Reynolds, Claire E 03R-040 98,400 275,500 373,900 2,381.74
Reynolds, David 03R-040-B 99,300 124,600 223,900 1,426.24
Reynolds, Eugene A 03R-036 151,600 64,400 216,000 1,375.92
Reynolds, Eugene A & Claire E 02R-005 109,200 117,600 226,800 1,444.72
Reynolds, Eugene A & Claire E 03R-005 602,700 53,300 656,000 4,178.72
Reynolds, Eugene A & Claire E 03R-019 2,000 0 2,000 12.74
Reynolds, Eugene A & Claire E 02R-004 80,400 43,700 124,100 790.52
Reynolds, Ross B, et al 11R-052-A 355,200 143,100 498,300 3,174.17
Reynolds, Todd & Carol 03R-036-N 83,900 0 83,900 534.44
Rice, Jonathan R, & Hankla, Kristen M 10R-020 104,400 158,400 262,800 1,674.04
Rice, Judith M 15U-004 92,900 144,700 237,600 1,513.51
Rice, Wayne & Anne 08U-039 281,600 27,900 309,500 1,971.52
Rice, William & Beverly, Trust 11R-021-A 551,000 66,300 617,300 3,932.20
Richard, Normand L & Susan M 03R-001-5A 358,600 196,200 554,800 3,534.08
Richard, Wilfred E, & Dorney, Lindsay C 04R-026-09A 102,400 179,300 281,700 1,794.43
Rickley, George R, Trustee 12U-035 198,100 81,200 279,300 1,779.14
Ridolfi, Robert N, & McKenzie, Elizabeth C 06U-004 322,300 35,100 357,400 2,276.64
Riggs, Jason R & Nancy J 02R-044-S 96,300 156,200 252,500 1,608.43
Riley, James 03U-016 215,700 63,200 278,900 1,776.59
Rist, Harold D Jr & Summer D 10R-001 143,800 48,900 192,700 1,227.50
Rist, Summer D & Harold D Jr 10R-001-B 80,400 0 80,400 512.15
Roberts, Janice 09R-031-F 761,700 371,300 1,133,000 7,217.21
Roberts, Kenneth, Trustee 11R-014-E 437,100 260,300 697,400 4442.44
Robinhood Free Meetinghouse Ltd 02R-044-K 80,400 0 80,400 512.15
Robinhood Free Meetinghouse Ltd 02R-043 71,600 235,100 306,700 1,953.68
Robinhood Marine Center, Inc 17U-022 1,765,100 289,400 2,054,500 13,087.17
Robinhood Marine Center, Inc 17U-022 0 522,200 522,200 3,326.41
Robinhood Marine Center, Inc 17U-022 0 366,200 366,200 2,332.69
Robinhood Marine Center, Inc 17U-022 0 54,900 54,900 349.71
Rogers, James 15U-006 96,100 141,000 237,100 1,510.33
Rogers, James 15U-013 13,900 0 13,900 88.54
Rogers, Jane K 11R-046 601,500 411,300 1,012,800 6,451.54
Rose, Natasha Marie, et al 06R-026 261,200 66,200 327,400 2,085.54
Rosenthal, Lois R 05U-009 308,200 210,400 518,600 3,303.48
Roth-Wells, Nina & Andrew 04R-032 101,500 329,400 430,900 2,744.83
Rotunda Hill Associates LLC 05R-023-005 345,300 0 345,300 2,199.56
Rotunda Hill Associates LLC 05R-023-007 341,100 0 341,100 2,172.81
Rotunda Hill Associates LLC 05R-023-008 345,000 0 345,000 2,197.65
Rotunda Hill Associates LLC 05R-023-009 344,200 0 344,200 2,192.55
Rotunda Hill Associates LLC 05R-023-010 265,600 0 265,600 1,691.87
Rotunda Hill Associates LLC 05R-023-012 192,400 0 192,400 1,225.59
Rotunda Hill Associates LLC 05R-023-013 199,800 0 199,800 1,272.73
Rowan, Elizabeth C, & Cranshaw, E P, Trustees 12U-036 198,100 78,300 276,400 1,760.67
Roy, Roger J & Toni M 08R-007 765,200 85,600 850,800 5,419.60
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Rubin, Michael, & Sousa, Dorothy M 04R-026-16 117,200 148,000 265,200 1,689.32
Rubin, Michael, & Sousa, Dorothy M 04R-026-16 15,000 16,400 31,400 200.02
Rugg, Marjory, Trust 12U-033 198,100 117,400 315,500 2,009.74
Runge, Alfred E & M Christine 14U-010 422,900 0 422,900 2,693.87
Russell, Dennis & Darla E 03R-036-H 95,800 141,400 237,200 1,510.96
Russell, Dennis & Darla E 03R-040-A 81,200 0 81,200 517.24
Russell, Ethan & Abbie 03R-036-M 97,500 10,600 108,100 688.60
Ruyechan, William T, & Williams, Noreen 04R-027-4 101,600 0 101,600 647.19
Ryan, Jayne 17U-017 223,900 120,600 344,500 2,194.47
S D Family Trust 04R-003-D 85,900 0 85,900 547.18
Sabol, Ruth R 14U-014 85,400 41,000 126,400 805.17
Sadovnikoff, Nicholas, & Rubin, Marcie Ann 06U-002 285,000 44,600 329,600 2,099.55
Sagadahoc Bay Campground LLC 06R-028-C 581,400 4,300 585,700 3,730.91
Samson, Michael J & Rebecca P 11R-010 608,800 140,000 748,800 4,769.86
Sanborn, Jeff 08U-026 652,400 65,200 717,600 4,571.11
Sandler, Karen Wiley 11R-008 20,100 0 20,100 128.04
Sandler, Karen Wiley 11R-007 360,100 33,500 393,600 2,507.23
Saveikonis, Susan L 03R-036-E 98,700 110,800 209,500 1,334.52
Savoie, Adam A 11R-005-H 87,200 126,200 213,400 1,359.36
Savoie, Adam A & Heather M 11R-005-K 74,800 98,600 173,400 1,104.56
Savoie, Adam A & Heather M 11R-005-L 103,000 0 103,000 656.11
Savoie, Dale A 14U-011 46,900 235,700 282,600 1,800.16
Savoie, Dale A 11R-020-B 72,300 0 72,300 460.55
Savoie, Heather M 11R-020-A 102,400 0 102,400 652.29
Savoie, Lester A 11R-020 113,200 144,100 257,300 1,639.00
Sawyer, Grace Preble 11U-016-A 233,400 28,400 261,800 1,667.67
Scheibner, Stephen & Megan 03R-007-02 103,400 444,400 547,800 3,489.49
Schlosser, Richard & D Elaine 04R-002 416,000 86,400 502,400 3,200.29
Schmidt, W. 01R-008 182,900 0 182,900 1,165.07
Schneider, John C & Gertrude S 02R-025-B 123,400 228,700 352,100 2,242.88
Schoener, Mrs Jayson L, Trustee 03R-009 98,500 98,200 196,700 1,252.98
Schwarz, Stephen G, & Berthiaume, Denise R 11R-014-F 318,900 0 318,900 2,031.39
Segars, Lorain 01R-041 204,300 31,000 235,300 1,498.86
Seidman, Ann 01R-006-B 59,600 0 59,600 379.65
Seidman, Gay W 01R-006-G 249,300 0 249,300 1,588.04
Seidman, Jonathan C 01R-006-D 281,200 0 281,200 1,791.24
Seidman, Katha R 01R-006-F 249,800 0 249,800 1,591.23
Seidman, Katha R 01R-006-H 79,000 0 79,000 503.23
Seidman, Neva L 01R-006-A 66,200 0 66,200 421.69
Seidman, Robert B 01R-006 113,700 0 113,700 724.27
Seidman, Robert B 01R-006-E 261,500 139,700 401,200 2,555.64
Selee, George & Diana S 02R-045-H 98,700 114,700 213,400 1,359.36
Sensor, Edward E & Denise A 13U-049 181,100 93,300 274,400 1,747.93
Serwer, Andrew & Nicholas 05U-011 363,400 187,600 551,000 3,509.87
Serwer, Howard J & Nancy R 05U-010 365,100 87,700 452,800 2,884.34
Shade, Susan E 03U-002-A 90,500 123,600 214,100 1,363.82
Shapiro, Marjorie, & White, Michael 02R-044-E 100,200 214,400 314,600 2,004.00
Sharp, Richard L & Pamela R 07R-022-A 584,300 190,900 775,200 4,938.02
Shelton, Philip J, & Wood, Amy P 04R-028-A 115,200 157,300 272,500 1,735.83
Shelton, Philip J, & Wood, Amy P 04R-028-A 0 13,300 13,300 84.72
Shepherd, Elsbeth 02R-044-M 96,300 169,600 265,900 1,693.78
Sherbrook, Michael V, & Howson, Charlotte N 09U-013 343,300 103,400 446,700 2,845.48
Shevick, Lawrence 03R-001-2 99,000 97,300 196,300 1,250.43
Shruhan, Ronald N & Cynthia M 04U-009 362,200 253,200 615,400 3,920.10
Simard, Deborah L. & Roland F. 05R-023-001 176,200 0 176,200 1,122.39
Simonelli, Joanne I 10R-016 61,800 113,900 175,700 1,119.21
Simpson, Donna 11R-038 175,200 22,200 197,400 1,257.44
Skillings, Margaret,  05R-031 400,400 52,100 452,500 2,882.43
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Small, Troy M 11R-005-M 52,300 11,300 63,600 405.13
Smart, Howard R Sr 14U-054 64,000 13,200 77,200 491.76
Smith, Anna W & Louise B, et al 01R-019 481,500 71,000 552,500 3,519.43
Smith, Arthur C 08U-019 111,100 0 111,100 707.71
Smith, Arthur C & Anne E 08U-018 116,400 64,700 181,100 1,153.61
Smith, Dale S & Dena M 13U-008 73,600 164,400 238,000 1,516.06
Smith, Dale S & Dena M 10R-027 126,600 0 126,600 806.44
Smith, Dianne L & Bradford L 11U-006-003 160,000 64,000 224,000 1,426.88
Smith, Elizabeth C & David F 06U-007 120,500 120,600 241,100 1,535.81
Smith, John J & Joyce L 04R-026-B 591,100 173,000 764,100 4,867.32
Smith, John M & Lois A 06R-008 65,900 70,200 136,100 866.96
Smith, Joseph M & Deborah K 03R-007-05 106,200 204,500 310,700 1,979.16
Smith, Scot A, & Klingelhofer, Heidi 11U-024 102,200 118,400 220,600 1,405.22
Smith, Timothy A 03R-030-A 90,200 94,500 184,700 1,176.54
Smith, Timothy R & Donna J T 03R-007-24 103,300 188,600 291,900 1,859.40
Snowdon, Frederick L II & Christy M 03R-039-A 0 113,200 113,200 721.08
Solitario, John E 02R-044-P 102,200 51,400 153,600 978.43
Solvesen, Douglas B & Verne L 10R-005 86,200 84,000 170,200 1,084.17
Solvesen, Douglas B & Verne L 10R-004 141,600 118,800 260,400 1,658.75
Sonnenschein, H Adam 14U-033 587,400 165,700 753,100 4,797.25
Sonnenschein, H Adam 14U-033 0 16,300 16,300 103.83
Soule, David B Jr,  08U-005 81,600 0 81,600 519.79
Soule, David B Jr,  08U-006 616,300 93,000 709,300 4,518.24
Spencer, Jane N 07U-038 221,600 135,200 356,800 2,272.82
Spencer, Jane N, Trustee 07U-037 40,400 0 40,400 257.35
Spiegel, L Pollock & Arthur H 03R-007-01 88,800 0 88,800 565.66
Spinney, Norma L 06R-046-A 515,200 157,800 673,000 4,287.01
Sprague, Sarah 01R-043 10,800 0 10,800 68.80
Sprigg, William H & Kornelia 11R-006 265,000 67,000 332,000 2,114.84
Spurr, Janice T, & Deaver, Tracy S, Trustees 03R-003-1 573,900 289,100 863,000 5,497.31
Spurr, Janice T, & Deaver, Tracy S, Trustees 03R-004 64,700 0 64,700 412.14
St. Jean, Peter J 09R-012 277,800 284,400 562,200 3,581.21
Stanton, Maureen P 11U-026 39,900 41,800 81,700 520.43
Start, Michael D 14U-037 114,700 97,100 211,800 1,349.17
Start, Richard P & Carol J 14U-022 237,400 108,500 345,900 2,203.38
Start, Richard P, & Fallon, Carolyn R 14U-021 237,600 72,500 310,100 1,975.34
Start, Richard P, & Fallon, Carolyn R 14U-036 5,300 0 5,300 33.76
State of Maine 01R-004 175,600 0 175,600 1,118.57
State of Maine 02R-026 107,700 0 107,700 686.05
State of Maine 02R-027-A 24,500 0 24,500 156.07
State of Maine 02R-028 29,100 0 29,100 185.37
State of Maine 02R-029 100,400 0 100,400 639.55
State of Maine 02R-030 80,700 0 80,700 514.06
State of Maine 04R-028-C 1,362,900 0 1,362,900 8,681.67
State of Maine 05R-008 175,000 0 175,000 1,114.75
State of Maine 06R-012 239,400 0 239,400 1,524.98
State of Maine 08R-001-07 6,400 0 6,400 40.77
State of Maine 08R-001-08 6,700 0 6,700 42.68
State of Maine 08R-001-09 6,500 0 6,500 41.41
State of Maine 08R-001-10 150,700 0 150,700 959.96
State of Maine 08R-001-11 137,000 0 137,000 872.69
State of Maine 08R-001-13 163,100 2,700 165,800 1,056.15
State of Maine 08R-001-14 149,300 0 149,300 951.04
State of Maine 08R-001-15 155,900 0 155,900 993.08
State of Maine 08R-001-16 147,400 0 147,400 938.94
State of Maine 08R-001-17 154,300 0 154,300 982.89
State of Maine 08R-001-18 187,000 0 187,000 1,191.19
State of Maine 08R-003 5,566,300 300,000 5,866,300 37,368.33
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State of Maine 09R-032 53,000 39,500 92,500 589.23
Stavish, Mark 05R-006-B 128,700 46,700 175,400 1,117.30
Stebbins, Janet Jones, Trustee 16U-011 86,200 93,600 179,800 1,145.33
Stenquist, Lyla R, & Cohen, Jennifer 07U-035 39,000 0 39,000 248.43
Stephano, Anne 15U-027 360,500 71,900 432,400 2,754.39
Steuernagle, James R & Laurel 03U-032 72,100 52,700 124,800 794.98
Stevens, Cyril & Janice 10R-028 3,600 0 3,600 22.93
Stevens, Cyril & Janice 11U-008 519,000 26,800 545,800 3,476.75
Stevens, David F 13U-011 115,700 80,800 196,500 1,251.71
Stevens, Evelyn A & Teri L 10R-003-B 171,400 164,200 335,600 2,137.77
Stevens, Michael L & Marne H 10R-003 161,600 245,400 407,000 2,592.59
Stevens, Peter H 10R-029-A 106,000 135,500 241,500 1,538.36
Stevens, Peter H. 10R-029 484,100 0 484,100 3,083.72
Stevens, Susan Curtin 02R-046-A 0 212,300 212,300 1,352.35
Stevens, Susan Curtin 02R-046-A 815,600 295,200 1,110,800 7,075.80
Stinson, Carl W 16U-003 10,300 0 10,300 65.61
Stinson, Carl W 16U-009 95,700 129,400 225,100 1,433.89
Stone, B S, Brennan, P S, Ttee, & Swanson, GW & DA 01U-032 147,800 50,400 198,200 1,262.53
Stone, James W 15U-020-A 318,600 61,600 380,200 2,421.87
Stone, John K III 15U-020-B 356,000 177,600 533,600 3,399.03
Strathdee, William M 16U-017 418,800 50,000 468,800 2,986.26
Strout, Joan D & Kendall L, Trustees 10R-013-A 500,600 280,200 780,800 4,973.70
Stuart, Priscilla W & Thomas S 05R-013-A 94,100 122,900 217,000 1,382.29
Suhr, Kim F & Tammy L 04R-015 76,700 0 76,700 488.58
Suhr, Kim F & Tammy L 04R-015-F 95,800 293,400 389,200 2,479.20
Sutton, Theresa, & Reali, Michael 08U-041 295,200 35,600 330,800 2,107.20
Swain Realty Trust II 06R-036 119,700 0 119,700 762.49
Swain Realty Trust II 06R-037 81,300 0 81,300 517.88
Swain Realty Trust II, et al 07R-028-A 313,900 9,900 323,800 2,062.61
Swain Realty Trust III 03U-021 158,800 257,900 416,700 2,654.38
Swain Realty Trust III 07R-026 189,300 89,900 279,200 1,778.50
Swain Realty Trust III 03U-020 50,300 28,300 78,600 500.68
Swanson, Brian W, & Compagna, Liane 11R-019 103,600 160,300 263,900 1,681.04
Swanson, George W & Dorothy A 01U-032-A 9,900 0 9,900 63.06
Swanson, Karin 07U-007 420,200 42,300 462,500 2,946.13
Swanson, Richard & Linda 14U-013 75,000 0 75,000 477.75
Swatek, William C & Rose L 08U-003 456,900 96,800 553,700 3,527.07
Swatek, William C & Rose L 08U-001 106,100 0 106,100 675.86
Swift, Barbara Kate 02U-005 415,700 110,100 525,800 3,349.35
Swift, Donald J P 01U-002 284,000 71,000 355,000 2,261.35
Swift, John L 02U-003 391,100 207,700 598,800 3,814.36
Swift, John N & Cheryl C 06R-046 150,000 139,900 289,900 1,846.66
Swift, Marguerite M 01U-001 198,800 37,500 236,300 1,505.23
Taft, Alexander & Ann C 16U-010 97,200 113,200 210,400 1,340.25
Taft, Frederick L 05R-004 138,000 235,800 373,800 2,381.11
Taft, Frederick L 05R-003 143,700 0 143,700 915.37
Taft, Frederick L 15U-011 280,700 56,100 336,800 2,145.42
Taggart, Jonathan W, & Witty, Anne 04R-015-G 101,800 250,900 352,700 2,246.70
Taggart, Jonathan W. & Witty, Anne 04R-015-H 92,600 0 92,600 589.86
Targett, Kenneth & Helen 11R-017 73,900 49,100 123,000 783.51
Taylor, Barbara E & William B 09U-006 427,100 74,100 501,200 3,192.64
Taylor, Leonore H, et al 06R-018-A 83,000 0 83,000 528.71
Taylor, Louise N 08R-014-A 522,200 0 522,200 3,326.41
Taylor, Mary Ann 08R-010 0 66,700 66,700 424.88
Taylor, Mary Ann 08R-010 761,700 107,900 869,600 5,539.35
Taylor, Terence D & Susan T 09R-031-A 927,500 0 927,500 5,908.18
Taylor, William M P & Louise N 08R-014 611,700 145,900 757,600 4,825.91
Tedeschi, Vincent A, & Barnes, Sarah L 02R-009-A 100,000 143,500 243,500 1,551.10
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Teller, John D 10R-007 433,100 167,600 600,700 3,826.46
Tenerani SRL 17U-018 292,000 166,600 458,600 2,921.28
Tenerani SRL 17U-007 3,500 0 3,500 22.30
Terell, Timothy S, & Hamilton, Dana 15U-018-A 415,100 282,900 698,000 4,446.26
Terry, Lorraine 10U-019 64,700 38,600 103,300 658.02
Terry, Lorraine & Robert, Trustees 10U-018-A 86,500 80,400 166,900 1,063.15
Tharp Maine Realty Trust 14U-039 620,000 146,000 766,000 4,879.42
Thibodeau, John L & Debra A 09R-025 107,200 169,000 276,200 1,759.39
Thibodeau, Stephen L & Patricia L 10U-011-4 563,500 138,200 701,700 4,469.83
Thibodeau, Stephen L & Patricia L 10U-011-4 0 52,400 52,400 333.79
Thibodeau, Stephen L, et al 02R-027 25,100 0 25,100 159.89
Thibodeau, Wilfred Jr 10R-015 128,700 77,400 206,100 1,312.86
Thurston, Margo, & Bonner, David 06R-053 160,500 34,200 194,700 1,240.24
Tibbetts, Arthur E & Joan P 01U-051 212,200 97,300 309,500 1,971.52
Tibbetts, Arthur E & Joan P 06R-007-B 86,000 0 86,000 547.82
Tibbetts, Arthur E & Joan P 01U-025 8,700 0 8,700 55.42
Tibbetts, Arthur E & Joan P 01U-049 79,100 0 79,100 503.87
Tibbetts, Arthur E & Joan P 01U-050 55,000 0 55,000 350.35
Timpson, Carl W Jr, & White, Patricia 03R-007-17 102,700 0 102,700 654.20
Titcomb, David E & Christine S 01R-026-A 199,100 206,300 405,400 2,582.40
Todd Family Trust 02R-035 241,300 0 241,300 1,537.08
Todd, Carolyn F 04U-004 140,400 0 140,400 894.35
Todd, Carolyn F, et al 04U-001 179,700 126,000 305,700 1,947.31
Todd, Carolyn F, et al 04R-012 250,400 0 250,400 1,595.05
Todd, Carolyn F, et al 04U-026 4,000 0 4,000 25.48
Toupin, Paul R 03R-034-A 27,500 0 27,500 175.18
Town of Georgetown 01U-004 47,000 0 47,000 299.39
Town of Georgetown 01U-017 10,900 0 10,900 69.43
Town of Georgetown 03R-033 182,600 0 182,600 1,163.16
Town of Georgetown 03R-038-A 53,000 0 53,000 337.61
Town of Georgetown 03U-002-B 83,000 0 83,000 528.71
Town of Georgetown 03U-033 188,200 711,800 900,000 5,733.00
Town of Georgetown 03U-034 110,400 0 110,400 703.25
Town of Georgetown 04U-024 259,100 0 259,100 1,650.47
Town of Georgetown 04U-025 48,500 65,900 114,400 728.73
Town of Georgetown 06R-014 34,400 43,000 77,400 493.04
Town of Georgetown 10R-025 98,200 0 98,200 625.53
Town of Georgetown 13U-003 104,200 0 104,200 663.75
Town of Georgetown 13U-004 69,600 50,600 120,200 765.67
Town of Georgetown 13U-005 12,300 0 12,300 78.35
Town of Georgetown 13U-007 113,700 0 113,700 724.27
Town of Georgetown 13U-010-B 77,600 0 77,600 494.31
Town of Georgetown 13U-012 0 26,100 26,100 166.26
Town of Georgetown 13U-024 16,900 0 16,900 107.65
Town of Georgetown 13U-033 117,400 0 117,400 747.84
Town of Georgetown 13U-056 820,400 221,200 1,041,600 6,634.99
Trabona, Robert J & Sharon E, Trustees 04R-015-C 618,200 314,200 932,400 5,939.39
Tracy, Robert A, & Grady, Shannon M 11U-004 73,600 147,900 221,500 1,410.96
Trench, William C & Elaine C 03U-014 106,900 223,200 330,100 2,102.74
Trimner, John M & Christa S, Trustees 10U-023 86,900 37,400 124,300 791.79
Tucker, Ralph Sr, Mildred, & Ralph Jr 04R-023 462,300 107,900 570,200 3,632.17
Tudor, Bronwen & David E 03R-018-A 96,900 104,200 201,100 1,281.01
Tudor, David E & Bronwen 12U-024 562,900 69,100 632,000 4,025.84
Turley, Keith P, & O’Neil-Turley, Holly 13U-048 419,600 139,200 558,800 3,559.56
Turocy, Andrew III, & Bynum, Kaimu H 08R-001-12 172,800 218,900 391,700 2,495.13
Tuttle, Martitia P, & Moseley, Carolyn P 06R-007-E 107,800 251,000 358,800 2,285.56
Tyson, James D 02R-015 396,700 134,500 531,200 3,383.74
Unger, Dennis D, & Carter, Philip A 08R-001-04 111,100 0 111,100 707.71
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Unger, Dennis D, & Carter, Philip A 08R-001-05 110,900 0 110,900 706.43
United Voice Community Land Trust 03R-039-A 96,900 0 96,900 617.25
University of Maine 03R-006-A 17,400 0 17,400 110.84
University of Maine 03R-010 475,600 0 475,600 3,029.57
Urquhart, Ellen 11R-042 549,000 211,000 760,000 4,841.20
Ussery, Charlie B Jr 03R-021 90,000 93,200 183,200 1,166.98
Vaillancourt, Michael & Katherine 02R-017-B 103,200 233,000 336,200 2,141.59
Valenti, Thomas P & Ann M 03R-007-27 103,600 333,900 437,500 2,786.88
Van Loon, Eric E & Laurie W 02R-003 435,400 170,800 606,200 3,861.49
Vanamburgh, William E Jr 03R-016 77,800 19,600 97,400 620.44
Vanderputten, Evon M, Trust 05R-034-A 139,200 211,600 350,800 2,234.60
Varney, Elaine E 11U-029 45,200 43,500 88,700 565.02
Vartabedian, H Richard & Anne 12U-023 481,800 71,200 553,000 3,522.61
Vavolotis, Nancy L & Andrew C, Trustees 03R-029 51,100 0 51,100 325.51
Vavolotis, Nancy L & Andrew C, Trustees 17U-001 99,300 406,100 505,400 3,219.40
Vavolotis, Nancy L & Andrew C, Trustees 17U-002 47,700 6,500 54,200 345.25
Villamil, Mercedes, & Guarnaccia, John A 07R-008 227,800 20,200 248,000 1,579.76
Vining, Kenneth E & Norma G 10U-003 29,000 26,800 55,800 355.45
Vining, Norma G 10U-002 44,000 36,800 80,800 514.70
Von Huene, Anne Claire 08U-032 266,700 339,200 605,900 3,859.58
Voorheis, Jonathan G & Mindy P 02R-044-B 103,800 278,400 382,200 2,434.61
Waaler, Elizabeth D & Christopher M 14U-017 181,100 131,300 312,400 1,989.99
Waecker, Hans F, & Feehan, Martha 03R-007-30 103,600 126,100 229,700 1,463.19
Wain, John C Jr 04U-005 21,200 0 21,200 135.04
Wain, John C Jr 04R-007 96,200 0 96,200 612.79
Wain, John C Jr 08R-001-01 168,600 363,500 532,100 3,389.48
Walker, L Susan, et al 12U-039 200,000 93,200 293,200 1,867.68
Waller, David J Jr, et al 07R-016 375,100 91,200 466,300 2,970.33
Ward, Mary O’Neil 09R-022 104,700 89,100 193,800 1,234.51
Ward, Mary O’Neil 09R-029 10,800 0 10,800 68.80
Warner, W Joel Jr, & Koestline, Noel 01U-055 172,100 124,700 296,800 1,890.62
Watson, Thomas A 13U-015 83,900 66,900 150,800 960.60
Watson, Thomas A 12U-004 12,600 11,600 24,200 154.15
Watson, Thomas A 13U-016 104,200 44,200 148,400 945.31
Webster, Anne W 08U-021 633,900 198,600 832,500 5,303.03
Webster, Clifford S & Norah S, Trustees 08U-023 665,700 78,100 743,800 4,738.01
Webster, Clifford S & Norah S, Trustees 08U-022 127,600 131,000 258,600 1,647.28
Webster, Robert R 08U-027 127,500 133,700 261,200 1,663.84
Webster, William Jr & Molly 08U-024 471,100 74,200 545,300 3,473.56
Webster-Greeley Trust 06R-024 304,500 77,100 381,600 2,430.79
Weichsel, Frances L, & Ferland, Michael B 02R-044 97,300 115,700 213,000 1,356.81
Weiner, Robin N, Trustee 02R-006 113,200 100,400 213,600 1,360.63
Weiner, Robin N, Trustee 02R-007 85,700 0 85,700 545.91
Welch, Geraldine C 15U-003 86,200 72,200 158,400 1,009.01
Wentzell, Erland S 11R-036 302,600 44,400 347,000 2,210.39
Wentzell, Margaret R 11R-037 266,600 0 266,600 1,698.24
Werwaiss, Andrew R & Heidi P 02R-044-Q 100,200 260,500 360,700 2,297.66
West, Sidonie A 02R-018 88,200 0 88,200 561.83
Weymarn, Constantin & Dmitri 03U-012 91,100 37,400 128,500 818.55
White, Frederick J & Barbara L 02R-012-A 100,000 152,700 252,700 1,609.70
White, George H & Catherine 01U-020-A 225,800 0 225,800 1,438.35
White, Harold L & Candace G 01U-014 283,600 79,100 362,700 2,310.40
White, Harold L & Candace G 01U-015 173,200 86,600 259,800 1,654.93
White, Harold L & Candace G 01U-016 324,600 94,500 419,100 2,669.67
White, Harold L & Candace G 01U-016 0 92,000 92,000 586.04
White, Harold L & Candace G 03U-027 75,500 50,600 126,100 803.26
White, Harold L & Candace G 04R-004-E 90,600 14,600 105,200 670.12
White, Harold L & Candace G 09R-023 67,100 0 67,100 427.43
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White, Harold L, Trustee 03U-028 62,400 157,800 220,200 1,402.67
White, James G 01U-020 162,800 71,500 234,300 1,492.49
White, James G 01U-018 6,900 6,400 13,300 84.72
White, Timothy R & Michelle L 04R-005 99,900 90,600 190,500 1,213.49
Whittaker, Jon T & Jane F 13U-039 209,700 61,400 271,100 1,726.91
Whittaker, Mildred A 01U-045 6,900 0 6,900 43.95
Wiederhorn, Ted, & Reich, Alison 13U-054 165,000 159,400 324,400 2,066.43
Wilbur, Richard W & Dorothy L 02R-045-I 98,600 194,100 292,700 1,864.50
Wilhelm, Charles E 05R-032 315,600 122,700 438,300 2,791.97
Wilhelmi, Peter W & Denise L 14U-016-A 84,200 142,200 226,400 1,442.17
Wilhelmi, Peter W & Denise L 14U-016-B 70,900 0 70,900 451.63
Wilkinson, Ralph H & Samantha J 11U-033 36,300 45,100 81,400 518.52
Williams, David A & Bonnie J 06U-001 336,300 238,200 574,500 3,659.57
Williams, David C & Gary L, Trustees 12U-021 140,000 63,700 203,700 1,297.57
Williams, John D Jr 10R-011-A 81,200 17,400 98,600 628.08
Williams, John D Jr & Roslyn 10R-010 81,200 114,000 195,200 1,243.42
Williams, Stella P, John D Jr, & Carl L 10R-011 107,600 107,900 215,500 1,372.74
Williams, Stella P, John D Jr, & Carl L 10R-012 122,100 0 122,100 777.78
Williams, Stephen C 17U-020 185,500 156,800 342,300 2,180.45
Williams, Timothy 02R-020 95,800 205,400 301,200 1,918.64
Williams, Timothy 02R-018-A 115,300 0 115,300 734.46
Wills, Brian R 03R-034-C 88,200 0 88,200 561.83
Wilson, Donald L & Lilla E 05R-006 106,200 133,400 239,600 1,526.25
Wilson, Glenroy G 06R-015-C 97,500 138,000 235,500 1,500.14
Wilson, Joanne H 07U-012 500,400 63,900 564,300 3,594.59
Wilson, Keith B & Diana, Trustees 05R-013 94,100 144,800 238,900 1,521.79
Wilton, John P 05R-036 0 35,500 35,500 226.14
Wilton, John P 05R-036 413,100 63,000 476,100 3,032.76
Wing, Thomas B & Gaynel M 11R-053 259,300 81,800 341,100 2,172.81
Winn, Margaret 05R-038 0 58,900 58,900 375.19
Winn, Michael & Michelle 03R-007-03 104,500 228,600 333,100 2,121.85
Winn, Orin D 05R-039 7,200 0 7,200 45.86
Winn, Orin D 05R-038 752,500 96,600 849,100 5,408.77
Winne, Eric E & Katherine A 03R-036-B 100,500 102,700 203,200 1,294.38
Winslow, Laurie Beth 08R-018 708,700 453,400 1,162,100 7,402.58
Wise, Glenn H & Anne R 15U-008 76,400 72,200 148,600 946.58
Wise, Glenn H & Anne R 15U-010 7,600 0 7,600 48.41
Witkowski, Frank 13U-025 93,500 23,400 116,900 744.65
Wolske, Richard A & Sandra M 03U-011 61,200 147,500 208,700 1,329.42
Wood, David A & Josephine K 02R-045-J 95,300 0 95,300 607.06
Wood, Wendy L 06U-021 335,700 181,900 517,600 3,297.11
Woodruff, Helena 07R-024 460,800 54,400 515,200 3,281.82
Wren, Paul I III 01U-042 8,900 0 8,900 56.69
Wren, Paul I III 07R-012 1,705,700 249,700 1,955,400 12,455.90
Wren, Paul I III 01U-041 244,700 119,400 364,100 2,319.32
Wren, Paul I III 01U-043 39,800 35,600 75,400 480.30
Wren, Paul I III 06R-035-C 82,200 54,800 137,000 872.69
Wren, Paul I Jr 03R-007-07 88,200 0 88,200 561.83
Wren, Paul I Jr, Trustee 06R-035 153,000 389,100 542,100 3,453.18
Wren, Susan W 03R-007-06 92,600 0 92,600 589.86
Wren, Susan W, & Holtwijk, T H B M 06R-015 172,900 107,400 280,300 1,785.51
Wren, Susan W, & Holtwijk, T H B M 06R-015 0 46,500 46,500 296.21
Wren, Susan, & Wren, Paul I III 03U-003 122,700 117,700 240,400 1,531.35
Wright, Andrew W & Lisa M 09U-014 115,200 312,900 428,100 2,727.00
Wright, David O & E Angeline, et al 06R-045 672,500 240,700 913,200 5,817.08
Wright, David O & E Angeline, et al 06R-045 300 0 300 1.91
Wright, David O & E Angeline, et al 06R-045-A 2,700 0 2,700 17.20
Wright, David P & Jean M 03R-007-09 113,600 367,400 481,000 3,063.97
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Wright, Leon R & Nancy B 03R-036-K 93,100 273,500 366,600 2,335.24
Wyss, Walter R & Delores A 09R-031 687,000 207,600 894,600 5,698.60
Yancey, W Glenn, Trust 08U-030 266,900 58,500 325,400 2,072.80
Yee, Muhtsyr 06R-007-C 100,300 53,300 153,600 978.43
Yokelson, Robert J & Titut N 07U-039 232,200 63,100 295,300 1,881.06
Yokelson, Robert J & Titut N 07U-040 38,200 0 38,200 243.33
Young, Dorothy E, Trustee 01U-071 183,700 74,200 257,900 1,642.82
Young, Helen 09R-020 0 2,300 2,300 14.65
Young, Kenneth H, Trustee 01U-073 198,500 47,200 245,700 1,565.11
Zabin, Albert P & Judith L 01R-026-B 237,400 518,400 755,800 4,814.45
Zarougian, Victor, & Saryan, Judith A 04R-026-09B 104,000 187,400 291,400 1,856.22
Zarougian, Victor, & Saryan, Judith A 04R-026-17A 88,700 0 88,700 565.02
Zavitz, Peter K C & Pamela P 15U-012 275,300 104,500 379,800 2,419.33
Zike, Ruth D 02U-004 346,500 211,200 557,700 3,552.55
Zimmerman, Raymond C Jr 14U-023 47,800 0 47,800 304.49
Zimmerman, Raymond C Jr 14U-024 45,500 4,200 49,700 316.59
Zimmerman, Raymond C Jr 14U-031 40,600 0 40,600 258.62
Zimmerman, Raymond C Jr 14U-032 555,200 222,900 778,100 4,956.50
Zimmerman, Raymond C Jr 14U-035 99,700 0 99,700 635.09
Zorach, Timothy, Peter, & Jon 02R-033 183,100 0 183,100 1,166.35
Zorach, Timothy, Peter, & Jon 02R-040 1,174,800 217,900 1,392,700 8,871.50
Zorach, Timothy, Peter, & Jon 02R-041-A 96,600 0 96,600 615.34
Zorach, Timothy, Peter, & Jon 17U-028 382,700 0 382,700 2,437.80
Zorach, Timothy, Peter, & Jon 17U-029 382,300 0 382,300 2,435.25
PROPERTIES OWNED BY THE PEOPLE OF GEORGETOWN
 
 01U 004 Bay Point Fire House Lot
 01U 017 Effie Spinney lot (Ice House lot)
 03R 010 A Heal Cemetery
 03R 033 Eileen Stevenson lot
 03R 038 A Cemetery
 03U 002 First Church in Georgetown Center
 03U 002 B Oak Cemetery (at the First Church in Georgetown Center)
 03U 008 Georgetown Central Fire Station
 03U 029 Lillian Reid lot
 03U 030 Georgetown Historical Society Center
 03U 033 Georgetown Central School
 03U 034 Transfer Station and old landfill (closed)
 04R 009 A Mountainside Cemetery
 04U 024 Isabel Wales lot, next to Richards Library
 04U 025 Laura E Richards Library (old Red Brick School House)
 05R 001 B Fire Department water point
 06R 014 Georgetown Historical Society Museum (old Stone School House)
 13U 002 Five Islands Baptist Church
 13U 003 Ipcar Natural Preserve
 13U 004 Fire Department Five Islands Fire Station
 13U 005 Gravel lot
 13U 007 Ipcar Natural Preserve
 13U 009 Georgetown Community Center
 13U 010 B Five Islands Cemetery (at the Five Islands Baptist Church)
 13U 012 Aleada Pinkham house
 13U 024 Access to Ipcar Natural Preserve
 13U 033 Access to Ipcar Natural Preserve, including parking lot
 13U 056 Five Islands Wharf
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TAXABLE PROPERTIES AND EXEMPTIONS
Taxable properties 1,390
Taxable value  466,890,620.00
Tax paid on taxable value  2,974,093.57
Tax-exempt properties 65
Owned by churches  584,300.00
Owned by the public (including Town, GVFD, Community Center) 4,144,600.00
Owned by the State of Maine  10,014,100.00
Homestead exemptions 258 2,296,200.00
Veterans’ exemptions 47 250,980.00
OPEN SPACE LOTS map and lot accepted acres
Appalachian Mountain Club 01R  034 1991 68.00
Bareneck Island Trust 01R  035 2003 13.00
Becker, Sylvia 02R  046 1994 11.00
Chewonki Foundation 01R  036 1991 15.40
Collins, Catherine, & Moore, Holly 07R  037 1993 23.30
Conant, Loring & Louise 06R  010, 013 1994 65.50
Geddies, Robert 03R  029 A 2004 35.00
Hunter, Elizabeth, Trustee 11R  050 1995 6.90
Indian Point Association 05U  001 1991 297.00
Island Home Club 10R  036 1991 3.70
LaPlante, Eve, & Dorfman, David 11R  043 2009 1.63
Lundstrom, Robert 09R  009 2004 11.00
Maine Audubon Society 05R  005 1991 114.00
Nature Conservancy 01R  001 2006 240.70
 02R  011 A 2007 11.29
 02R  011 C 2007 11.07
 05R  006 E 2000 158.50
 05R  006 F 2009 2.00
 05R  007 2005 216.90
 11R  045 1994 50.97
 11R  048 1994 98.78
Sheepscot Island Company 11R  013, 054 1991 167.20
Todd, Carolyn F, et al 04R  012 2004 2.13
Todd Family Trust 02R  035 2004 235.30
 Total   1,860.27
TREE GROWTH LOTS map and lot accepted soft mixed hard acres
 
Bliss, John W 07R  040 1988 41.00 0.00 0.00 41.00
Bulterman, Jacques, Trustee 01R  025 1998 20.00 3.00 9.00 32.00
Burgess, Thomas 11R  023 A 2010 8.00 0.00 12.00 20.00
Carlisle, Polly & Jack 07R  021,028 2004 10.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
Davis, Lawrence 10R  019 2004 0.00 13.00 0.00 13.00
Holt, John A, et al 02U  002 1995 18.00 8.00 1.00 27.00
Ledge-Island LLC 07R  039 1986 13.00 0.00 0.00 13.00
Place, Susanna M B 11R  021 B 2006 32.00 99.00 6.00 137.00
Poliquin, Bruce 10R  034 A 2004 10.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
Winn, Orin, et al 05R  039 1979 7.00 16.00 4.00 27.00
Wright, David & Angeline 06R  045 A 2003 0.00 0.00 10.00 10.00
 Totals   159.00 139.00 42.00 340.00 
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OFFICE OF THE ASSESSORS
PO Box 436
TOWN OF GEORGETOWN, MAINE  04548
Under 36 MRSA Section 706, as amended, every taxpayer must 
give us a true and perfect list of all taxable property possessed as 
of 1 April 2011. If you do not do so, you give up the right to apply 
to us for an abatement of your taxes. We provide this form to make 
your report easy.
 
Please remove this form from the Town Report, fill it out, and return 
it by 31 December 2011.
Please type or print clearly
 Taxpayer name  
 Mailing address  
   
 City  
 State, Zip  
1. Are you a  n  resident or a  n  non-resident?
2.	 List	briefly	each	separate	parcel	of	property	subject	to	
taxation	on	1	April	2011.		Use	a	separate	sheet	if	needed.
 a) land: map and lot     
 b) all buildings  
   
   
   
   
	c)	for	mobile	homes:	make	  
 year and model  
 additions  
   
	 make	  
 year and model  
 additions  
   
d) List all improvements made on buildings between 1 April 
2010	and	30	March	2011	and	their	estimated	costs.
 
 
 
3.	 Please	read	and	sign	the	following	statement:
I understand that you may require me to make oath of the foregoing; 
that you may require me to answer in writing all proper inquiries as 
to the nature, situation, and value of any property liable to be taxed 
in the Town of Georgetown; and that if I refuse or neglect to answer 
such further inquiries and subscribe the same, I will not be able to 
appeal to the County Commissioners.
	 signature	of	taxpayer	  
 date 
 
4.		The	School	Committee	requests	the	following	information:
	 number	of	children	at	home:	  
	 ages	of	your	preschoolers:	  
 
